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ABSTRACT 
Particle shape detection and measurement are important features in the more 
general fi eld of particle analysis and characteri sation. Knowledge of the palticle 
shape is useful in a wide vari ety of industri al applications. Although it is often 
practi call y feasible to use imaging technologies fo r partic le shape analysis, thi s is 
not often a sufficientl y efficient method for widespread on-l ine or in-situ 
applications. In many applications it would be suffi cient to have an indicator of 
pan icle shape, in the same way that a turbidity sensor is an indicator of the amount 
of palticles present. 
Scattered polati sed light from indi vi dual patt icles will be shown as a useful tool 
for paltic le shape detection. In principle, the presence of non-spheri cal partic les 
can be diagnosed by analysi ng the change in polari sation state fo llowing scattering 
and in parti cular exploiting a configuration in whi ch spherical pal1icles produce no 
such changes. 
T he concerns of thi s thesis are the design and implementation of opti cal 
polarimeters fo r the detection of non-spheres in an aqueous suspension, wi th 
patti cular emphasis on a robust implementation. 
[n principle, the presence of non-spheri cal palticles in an aqueous suspension can 
be detected using a si ngle detection channel with a simple cross-polari ser 
arrangement. However, accurate measurements can be hampered by the relatively 
low signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, the geometri c alignment between the 
optoelec tronics and the measurement chamber containing the aqueous suspensions 
of panicles can create critical errors in scattering measurements. Thi s thesis 
introduces a novel four-beam shape detection arrangement in whi ch orthogonal 
linear polansers are used to obtain the detected scattered intensities. This 
methodology is introduced by means of a descripti ve model, and compari sons are 
made with single and dual beam concepts. The model includes consideration of the 
polari sed light scattering from spheroidal paltic les known as the T-Matri x method. 
An engineering implementation of the four-beam method is described, based upon 
the use of simple optoelectronic components and a custom electronic design . An 
experimental phase fo llows in which the instrument is challenged, with both 
monodispersed polystyrene latex spheres and non-spherical hematite particles of 
vatious aspect ratios, in an attempt to detect particle shape. Experimental and 
theoretical results are compared favourably and evidence is establi shed for an 
improvement in resu lts obtained from the four-beam method with respect to the 
two-beam. 
In patticular, the method is shown to be less sensitive to geomettic misali gnment 
of the sample chamber and is also characterised by a higher signal-to-noise ratio of 
the received scattered signals. This new technique may provide a more effecti ve 
approach to on-line, or in-situ, shape detection with an improved potential for 
practical app li cations. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Thesis Overview 
Particles can be characterised according to their size, shape, number etc. This is 
known as particle characterisation, which is a technique of grouping a particle 
population with regard to one of their physical dimensions or properties (size, 
volume, surface texture etc). Particle characterisation is suitable for applications 
that demand on-line and in-situ monitoring of a small number of solid particle 
parameters. 
The analysis of the light scattering properties of particles is of interest in many 
diverse fields. Although particle sizing is the most common measurement, 
measurement of particle shape is also of great interest. Most methods for 
measurement of particle size are based on the assumption that the particles are 
spherical. The distribution of light scattered by an individual particle is a complex 
function of the particle's size, shape and orientation with respect to the incident 
illumination, as well as of the wavelength and polarisation state of the incident 
illumination. 
Particle characteristics are often specified by: 
• The circumference to wavelength ratio or size parameter x = 2;Z , where a is 
the effective radius of surface of the particle, which is assumed to be spherical 
and A is the wavelength of light in the surrounding medium. 
• The aspect ratio. 
• The refractive index m relative to the surrounding medium. 
In this research, the main focus will be centred upon particle shape detection, 
which is problematic, largely because of the difficulties of controlled 
experimentation on individual particles and the complications of appropriate 
theoretical treatment. 
The aim of this thesis is to explore the possibility of detecting particle shape in a 
sufficientl y simple way which results in a unique algorithm to minimise errors that 
are commonly caused by misalignment of the particle suspensions between the 
source and the detection circuitries. The margin of error caused by the 
misalignment (due to a single detection channel) is greatly reduced by the 
implementation of a dual channel detection system. The instrument is in the form 
of an optical polarimeter. 
There are many definitions of the word polarimeter, namely: 
• An instrument used to measure the rotation of the plane of polarisation of 
polarised light passing through an optical structure or sample. 
• An instrument for determining the amount of polarisation of light, or the 
proportion of polarised light, in a partially polarised ray and their scattering 
samples. 
• An apparatus to measure the rotation of the plane of vibration of polarised 
light. 
In this research, the optical polarimeter is closer towards the measurement of the 
amount of polarised scattered light from particle suspensions and this thesis uses 
polarised light scattering from individual particles to determine the effects of 
particle shape and to differentiate between spheres and non-spheres. Non-spherical 
hematite particles with a range of aspect ratios, in conjunction with polystyrene 
latex spheres, are considered and employed for evaluation of the novel 
measurement system developed. 
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This first chapter commences by introducing particle shape and the need for the 
measurement of particle shape. Commercial instruments with specific roles in the 
analysis of particle shape will be highlighted. The work of various authors will 
also be summarised. 
Chapter two begins by providing the theoretical background that is necessary for 
the description of light and the explanation of light scattering phenomena. Great 
emphasis is then placed on the theory behind the particle shape detection, followed 
by the mathematical calculations related to the novel theoretical ideas upon which 
the detection system is based. 
Chapter three describes the implementation of components of the dual channel 
detection system which uses a unique anti-phase modulated, four-beam method, to 
detect particle shape and the utilisation of the various optical components and the 
setup of the novel detection system for scattering measurements. 
Both theoretical and experimental results are the topics of chapter four, where the 
theory derived in chapter two is used to generate a model for both a single and a 
dual detection channel system and, in the process, demonstrate the novel method 
of using two detectors to eliminate alignment errors. Experimental results are also 
compared with the theoretical solutions from the model. 
Finally, chapter five summarises the major achievements of the work and provides 
both the theoretical and experimental concluding remarks. Possible suggestions are 
also made for further work in the theoretical and experimental areas of this 
research. 
Appendix A presents all the scanning electron microscopy micrographs of the 
three different sizes of polystyrene latex spheres and the nine types of supplied 
non-spherical hematite particles of various aspect ratios that have been used in the 
measurements. 
Appendix B lists the collection of all the references for this thesis. 
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1.2. Hypothesis 
A four-beam optical polarimeter can establish a unique productive algorithm to 
detect particle shape in addition to the presence of non-spherical particles. This 
particular shape detection system has a reduced susceptibility to practical errors 
caused by geometric alignment between the optoelectronics and a measurement 
chamber containing aqueous suspensions of particles. A dual channel detection 
system has the capability of minimising those errors and hence is more robust than 
a single channel detection system. 
1.3. Research Goal 
In this research, the primary objective is to develop a simple and robust optical 
discrimination technique for spheres and non-spheres. Suitable theoretical models 
are necessary to evaluate any new methods and to support experimental 
investigations. 
The method used to detect non-spheres employs polarisation diversity of the 
incident and scattered beams. A novel optical illumination technique is proposed, 
based on the concept of a dual anti-phase incoherent source modulation and a 
positioning scheme that uses polarised light oriented in its horizontal and vertical 
states. Two detectors are utilised and positioned at the receiving end of the 
measurement chamber. These sensors detect linearly polarised scattered light from 
the particle suspension, with the orientation depending on the polarisation states of 
the incoherent sources. Each detector will receive scattered light from both 
sources. Using a unique productive algorithm, the dual channel detection system 
can detect particle shape. The instrument can be employed as a non-spherical 
particle detector. To quantify the performance and accuracy of this method, 
experimental tests on real suspensions will be carried out using spheroidal 
hematite particles. For calibration purposes, standard polystyrene latex 
microspheres of O.5micron, 1.0micron and 2.0micron diameter are used as the 
reference materials. 
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1.4. Particle Shape 
Many descriptive terms have been employed to provide information on the nature 
of the shape of a particle. Examples of such terms are cylindrical, spherical, 
tabular, ellipsoidal, irregular etc. In order to assist in the visualisation, a particle 
can be illustrated to be of a specific geometric shape, for example sphere, 
ellipsoid, cube, pyramid, cylinder or fibre. In this research, spheres and spheroids 
are mainly considered. The advantage of using a spheroid is that its high symmetry 
makes modelling computations very efficient in comparison to most other non-
spherical shapes. 
1.4.1 Sphere 
A sphere is defined as a three-dimensional figure whereby the set of all points on 
its surface are equidistant from its center. This is illustrated in figure 1.1. 
Figure 1.1 A sphere. 
1.4.2. Ellipsoid 
An ellipsoid, on the other hand, is defined as a three-dimensional figure whereby 
its planar cross-sections are either ellipses or circles. If the lengths of two axes of 
an ellipsoid are the same, the figure is called a spheroid. A spheroid can be 
regarded as the simplest non-spherical particle. Depending on which axis is 
greater, a spheroid can be further classified as a prolate spheroid or an oblate 
spheroid. Figures 1.2 and 1.3 provide clearer illustrations. 
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1.4.2.1. Prolate Spheroid 
Figure 1.2 shows a prolate spheroid. It is usually formed when its axis c is greater 
than its axes a and b (oa, c>b), and axis a is equal to its axis b (a=b). 
Figure 1.2 A prolate spheroid. 
1.4.2.2. Oblate Spheroid 
Figure 1.3 shows an oblate spheroid. It is normally formed when its axis c is 
smaller than its axes a and b (c<a, c<b), and axis a is equal to its axis b (a=b). 
Figure 1.3 An oblate spheroid. 
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1.4.3. Aspect Ratio 
A ratio that has been commonly employed to describe the shape of a spheroid is 
the aspect ratio. A sphere always possesses an aspect ratio of unity because its 
dimensions are always equal. An ellipse rotated about its minor axis gives an 
oblate spheroid, while an ellipse rotated about its major axis gives a prolate 
spheroid (see figure 1.4). The aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of the dimension 
of the rotational axis of a particle to the dimension of its other axis. For a prolate 
spheroid, its aspect ratio will be greater than 1 (due to a longer rotational axis), and 
the aspect ratio for an oblate spheroid will be less than 1 (due to a shorter 
rotational axis). The variation of the aspect ratio (for a spheroid) can obtain a wide 
range of particle shapes including elongated prolate needles, spheres and flat 
oblate disks. 
Minor axis 
Major axis 
Figure 1.4 Axes of an ellipse. 
I.S. Why Study Particle Shape? 
It is important to study the shape of particles so that one can: 
• Understand the effects of non-sphericity on particle sizing methods and to 
minimise errors that may be introduced by the assumption of sphericity. 
• Develop techniques for the size-shape measurement of non-spherical particles. 
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• Design and develop new optical measurement systems to detect the presence of 
non-spherical particles in a flow system. 
• Provide more accurate measurements to particle size analysis. 
1.6. Particle Shape Measurement 
1.6.1. The Need: Environment 
Particles fill the air/atmosphere of our living environment. Airbome particles can 
pose a serious breathing health hazard and cause contamination of industrial 
processes, pharmaceutical industries, or affect the quality of the final product, such 
as in the food industry. Waterbome particles can contaminate post-processed 
drinking water, petroleum fuels andlor hydraulic fluids. The majority of these 
particles might be non-spherical and the ability to distinguish them can be useful in 
the evaluation of health hazards in the working environment. 
Knowledge of the shape in particular is advantageous as, not only does it provide 
some information of the particle's source, it can also facilitate contamination 
control and preventive measures can be implemented to reduce inadvertent 
(harmful) particle generation. 
1.6.2. The Need: Process Engineering 
In industrial product processing, particle shape can affect the quality of the 
finished product. Although scanning electron microscopies can provide 
information relating to the shape of the particles, it is generally laborious, time-
consuming and therefore not suitable to monitoring quality of foodstuffs and 
process-control applications where a rapid response to shape information may 
normally be required. 
In process engineering applications, the detection of shape in a population of 
particles may be an indication of product quality. 
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Plasma monitoring can be useful in the control of contamination of silicon wafers 
and other thin film products during the etching and deposition procedures. In 
physics, a plasma is an electrically neutral ionised gas composed of ions, electrons 
and neutral particles in an electric discharge. Particulates suspended in a plasma 
[1] are usually sized. As particles suspended in a plasma are usually sized, errors 
usually occurred during the sizing measurement due to uncertainties in parameters 
such as particle shape. If the particulate shape deviates significantly from a sphere, 
the error reported was even higher. Therefore, shape detection/measurement in 
plasma applications may be useful in addition to size measurement alone. 
1.6.3. Commercial Instruments for Size-Shape Measurements 
Two of the most significant commercially available instruments that are used in 
the analysis of particle size and shape are described as follows. 
1.6.3.1. Flow Particle Image Analyser 
Figure 1.5 Flow particle image analyser-2IOO [2]. 
The FPIA 2100, shown in figure 1.5, marketed by Malvern Instruments [2] is an 
automated particle shape-size analyser that is capable of performing measurements 
for particle size with sizes ranging from 0.7!1m to 160!1m; counting and shape. 
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Information such as particle concentration, size and shape of the particles can be 
obtained from the fully automated system. 
1.6.3.1.1. Operating Setup 
Sheath liquid 
- r,u'III cell 
:lfjA~~H"'IP~:A"I'·-'fi~ 
Strobe 
Sample 
Figure 1.6 Operating setup [3]. 
In figure 1.6, the particles flow through the chamber whereby the particles are 
sandwiched between the flows of two sheath liquids. This transforms the particle 
suspension into a wide flat flow by hydrodynamic effects. The combination of the 
hydrodynamic process and the laminar flow created results in a thin flat flow. This 
monolayered and dispersed particle flow is then presented to the camera for image 
analysis to ensure that all particles are in focus. A stroboscope illuminates the 
chamber or flow cell and images are captured from the particles. These images are 
then processed in real-time through digitisation, edge highlighting, binarisation, 
edge extraction, edge tracing and image storage. 
1.6.3.1.2. How is Particle Shape Measured? 
The area and perimeter of each captured particle is calculated. The particle 
diameter and circularity is also determined. The classification of particle shape is 
possible through the data obtained from circularity and the diameter. The circle 
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equi valent diameter obtained from the particle images provided the data for the 
particle size. 
Particle shape is described by the definition of a circularity index, C [4], which is a 
ratio of the circumference of a circle of equivalent area to the particle divided by 
the circumference of the particle. 
Figure 1.7 
arEl<1 of the [:>6IIilct.e 
® circle wflh !:?~rr~!f ~r~~!::i ~ttil!l' 
/ dl8:n1i1tsr of circle of .f.8me Iilr€ioll 
C] pt:rim~a 
Illustration of circularity index [4]. 
(Ll) 
Figure 1.7 gives an illustration of the circularity index and examples from their 
system to illustrate the circularity index for geometrical shapes which are given in 
table 1.1. 
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Particle Shape Circularity 
Circle 1.000 
Square 0.886 
Equilateral triangle 0.777 
Rectangle (1 :5) 0.660 
Rectangle (1: 10) 0.509 
Rectangle (1 :20) 0.377 
Table 1.1 Table of clrculanty for vanous shapes [4]. 
1.6.3.2. Aerosol Shape and Size Analyser 
Figure 1.8 Aerosol shape and size analyser [5]. 
Figure 1.8 shows the Aspect Aerosol Size and Shape Analyser developed by 
Bristol Industrial and Research Associations Limited [5]. This system measures 
the size and shape characteristics of airborne particles in real-time, and is capable 
of operating over a particle size that ranges from 0.5 to 20llm. The system uses an 
optical sensing system to measure the irregularities in the amount of forward 
scattered light when a particle crosses a light beam. If the particles are spherical, 
then the scattered light will be symmetrical. The scattered light from particles of 
different shapes will be uneven (irregular), depending on their alignment with the 
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incident beam. The irregularity in the forward scattered light helps determine the 
shape of the particles. This size-shape analyser is useful in the studies of aerosols 
and applications in the pharmaceutical, chemical and toxicology industries. 
1.6.4. Research 
The sections below describe some of the work of various authors. Their work can 
be categorised in the following manner: 
• Is it a solid state instrument? 
• Does it require a coherent source? 
• Is it on-line suitable? 
• Is it a single or an ensemble of particles? 
• Is it characterisation? 
1.6.4.1. Sachweh 
In the work of Sachweh et al. [6], a scattering measurement technique was 
reported for distinguishing between spherical and non-spherical particles by 
measuring the azimuthal variabilities in scattering of monochromatic, circularly 
polarised light at a fixed scattering angle by individual spherical and non-spherical 
particles using the dual angle weighted nephelometer - aerosols (DAWN-A) [7] 
differential light scattering detector. 
When a homogeneous, spherical particle is uniformly illuminated by circularly 
polarised light, the azimuthal scattering pattern is uniform. However, it is typically 
non-uniform for non-spherical particles. It appears that the variability in scattering 
intensities from individual particles at different azimuthal angles but at a fixed 
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polar scattering angle can be used to distinguish non-spherical particles from 
spherical particles. 
The equipment (DAWN-A) uses a laser and accommodates 14 photomultiplier 
tubes (PMTs), but only 8 PMTs are used to conect the scattered light at different 
polar azimuthal locations. Contrary to common optical equipment that focus 
scattered light from a large solid angle onto a single optical detector, the DA WN-
A system detects light simultaneously at multiple angles using narrow apertures, 
providing detailed information on the angular dependence of scattering for 
individual particles. It is on-line capable and is a single-particle optical detector. 
The DA WN-A system can be modified in certain ways to detect particle shape, for 
example vertically/horizontally polarised light can be used instead of circularly 
polarised light and that they be generated from solid-state devices (such as light 
emitting diodes (LEDs» and PMTs be replaced by simpler detectors such as PiN 
diodes. Its on-line capabilities and post-processing electronics prove useful for the 
analysis of the scattering data. The DAWN-A system can be considered as 
possibly the closest instrument to that of the proposed research instrument. 
1.6.4.2. Barthel, Sachweh and Ebert 
In the work of Barthel, Sachweh and Ebert [8], the fibre aerosol analyser (FAA) 
was used to distinguish between cylindrical particles and other particles in a mixed 
aerosol. It is an instrument for identifying fibre particles in an externally mixed 
aerosol but without specific sensitivity to other particle shapes. 
The instrument used a laser generating a coherent and circularly polarised beam 
towards the sensing volume. Scattered light was then collected by optical fibres 
onto 8 PMTs positioned between a range of azimuthal angles from 69" to 90" and at 
a constant scattering angle of 55". The light scattering pattern resulting from the 
scattering by fibres was evaluated. 
It was reported that for a homogeneous spherical particle, the scattering pattern 
will be uniform at all detector positions. However for fibrous particles, the pattern 
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will be non-unifonn. It was said that fibres, when aligned in vertically to the 
incident beam, will have the highest scattered intensity at azimuthal positions of 
90' and 270' and the lowest intensity at 0' and 180'. If the variation in the scattered 
intensity among azimuthal positions is high, a fibre is known to be detected. There 
was also an inhomogeneous distribution of the azimuthal light intensity in the case 
of non-spherical and non-fibrous particles. The instrument also has the capability 
of measuring the diameter and length of the fibre, achievable by taking the mean 
of the scattered intensity. It is on-line capable but a great deal of equipment is 
required such as an aerosol generator, an atomiser, a differential mobility analyser, 
a diffusion dryer and a mixing chamber. 
A sphericity index was used to distinguish between fibres and non-fibres with 
fibres having a smaller index. It is able to distinguish between the various types of 
experimenting particles but not able to detect shape. It can be seen that polarised 
light is again used. 
1.6.4,3, AI-Chalabi 
In the polarisation method of AI-Chalabi et al. [9], an instrument was used to 
discriminate and size airborne fibres. The method of fibre discrimination was 
based on detecting a change in the polarisation state of scattered intensity whereas 
size will be obtained from the scattered intensity. 
The instrument does not use solid-state devices (such as LEDs, photodiodes etc) 
but instead used a laser (hence a coherent light) and 2 PMTs as its source and 
detectors respecti vel y. 
Light from the laser was converted to the circular polarisation state. Scattered light 
from a spherical particle remained in circular state whereas for an elongated 
particle (such as a fibre), the state becomes elliptical. The change was detected by 
passing the scattered light through a quarterwave plate. The orthogonal 
polarisation states were then observed by two PMTs and an increase in signal at 
polarisation orthogonal to the incident indicated the presence of an elongated 
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particle (fibre). Scattering data from the particles were acquired and analysed by a 
computer, hence suitable for on-line applications. 
The instrument had a particle generator with an impactor inserted in between 
which delivered small particles at a time. The instrument is more towards 
metrology as it measured the polarisation ratio. A similarity of the above 
instrument to the proposed instrument is that polarised light will be used. 
However, unlike the instrument above which used a coherent source, the proposed 
research system will use solid-state (incoherent) devices like LEDs and simple 
detectors, such as PiN diodes. 
1.6.4.4. Reid 
In the work of Reid et al. [10], an instrument is described which characterises 
airborne particles in terms of size and shape. The instrument derived both size and 
shape parameters from the light patterns scattered by the individual particles that 
passed through the focus of a laser beam. Again, particle shape was determined by 
the measurement of the degree of cylindrical symmetry using three photodetectors 
that were positioned around the optical axis of the instrument. Variance in 
intensity between the three detectors provided a measure of the symmetry. 
1.6.4.5. Kaye 
In the work of Kaye et al. [11], an instrument called The Airborne Particle 
Classifier (APC) for the classification of airborne particles on the basis of size, 
shape and count frequency was developed. This instrument examines individual 
particles in the size range of l-lOl!m equivalent diameter. 
A HeNe laser was used, together with four PMTs. Three PMTs were used in the 
assessment of particle shape while the fourth PMT was used for the assessment of 
size. A particle was analysed at a time as it entered the beam and particle shape 
was determined by the analysis of the spatial intensity distribution of laser 
radiation scattered by the particles. These three detectors generated equal outputs 
for perfectly spherical particles because spherical particles, when illuminated by 
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plane, randomly polarised wavefronts, scatter the radiation with cylindrical 
symmetry about the direction of propagation of the beam. However, for non-
spherical particles, the degree of asymmetry in the radiation profile will be a 
function of its shape and orientation. Scattering data from the particles were 
analysed by a computer, hence suitable for on-line applications. 
An asphericity factor based upon the intensity distribution of the scattered light 
radiation was ascribed to each particle to quantify the degree of asymmetry in the 
scattering profiles of non-spherical particles. The factor is provided as: 
(1.2) 
where El, E2 and E3 are the relative energy magnitudes of detectors 1, 2 and 3 
respectively; E is the mean of El, E2 and E3; and 40.81 is a scaling factor. The 
factor ranges from 0 for perfect spheres to a maximum possible of 100 for 
elongated or fibrous particles. 
Comments 
Most of the research systems used by the various authors above use a coherent 
source and circularly polarised light. The scattered intensities are received by 
sophisticated devices such as PMTs. Some of them analysed a single particle at a 
time rather than an ensemble of particles. Most of them do have on-line 
capabilities. Their instruments are not all shape-specific as they measure size 
simultaneously. One of the simplest methods to detect non-sphericity is to measure 
the scattered light in the plane of polarisation orthogonal to that in the incident 
light. The technique of cross-polarisers is the lowest technology possible. The 
problem now is that is it possible to devise a simple cross-polarising method with 
LEDs that will be robust enough for on-line operation? 
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1.7. The Opportunity for a Low Technology Solution 
1.7.1. Cross-Polarisers Technique 
One can detect shape (non-spherical particles) using a simple, low end technique, 
which uses a pair of cross-polarisers. This can be achieved by positioning a linear 
polariser at the incident source and another linear polariser (analyser) at the 
detector, with both polarisers at orthogonal polarisation states. The arrangement 
for the above simple and low end technique is illustrated in the following figure. 
Incident Source with 
Vertical Polariser 
Scattering 
Sample 
Detector with 
Horizontal Analyser 
Figure 1.9 A simple, low end technique for the detection of non-spherical 
particles by using a pair of cross-polarisers. 
Although the above simple arrangement can detect non-spherical particles, it is 
hardly used because it cannot provide a robust scattering measurement due to it 
being a single channel. A single channel detection system is highly prone to errors 
such as the misalignment of the particle suspensions between the transmitting and 
recei ving optoelectronics, and the measurement chamber. There is a tendency for 
the scattered signal to be lower than the noise floor, hence producing a smaller 
signal-to-noise ratio, which further adds to the problem of obtaining an accurate 
scattering measurement. 
Therefore, from the technology viewpoint, it is necessary to develop an instrument 
that falls in the low end category, is capable of detecting particle shape and that 
uses a relatively simple but robust method. There is no point in developing an 
instrument as sophisticated (high end) as the commercial products because there 
are already a number of shape-sensitive instruments on the market. Therefore, 
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concentration should be on the low end category whereby an instrument with a 
robust technique is necessary to detect shape. As the instrument will be more 
robust, it can be seen as an enhancement to a low end cross-polarisers technique. 
The fact that there have not been any low end instruments developed specifically 
using polarisers for robust particle shape detection makes it more justifiable and 
original for this piece of proposed instrumentation. 
This research therefore establishes the need to develop a cost-effective instrument 
that is an enhancement to the cross-polarisers technique and thereby sits in 
between the high and low end categories. Such an instrument will have the 
following features: 
• Polarisers-based. 
• Shape-specific. 
• Utilises a (low end) technology that can be implemented in a sufficiently 
simple way. 
• Rapid on-line applications. 
This cost-effective instrument will be unique in the sense that it adopts both a low 
and high end approach. The initial feature indicates a low end device as it employs 
polarisers, and no instruments have been developed based around this feature. In a 
contrast to commercial instruments, this proposed device will detect shape only. A 
simple technology can be implemented to detect shape without having to do it in 
the high technological way. The final feature allows a rapid deployment of the 
proposed instrument in applications such as in water pipelines where commercial 
instruments can be highly unfavorable due to costs. What is meant here is that it is 
sometimes impossible to set up a sophisticated instrument near water pipelines to 
perform a similar operation. 
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Table 1.2 summarises the various high end on-line commercial instruments in the 
area of particle size-shape analysis. 
High End On-line Commercial Instruments 
Instrument Measuring Technique Shape/Size Size Range 
Mastersizer Laser diffraction-based Size 0.02~m - 2000~m 
Particle 
Analyser 
Ultrasizer Acoustic spectroscopy Size lOnm - 1000~m 
SV 
Zetasizer Photon Correlation Size Inm - 3~m 
Spectroscopy (PCS) 
CDA-SOO Electro sensing zone Size l~m - 60~m 
Particle principle 
Analyser 
Flow Rapid automated image Shape and Size 0.7~m - 160~m 
Particle analysis 
Image 
Analyser 
Aerosol Scattered light intensity Shape and Size 0.5 - 20~m 
Shape and profile 
Size 
Analyser 
Table 1.2 Optical and related technologies for particle size-shape analYSIS. 
1.7.2. Analogy with Four-Beam Turbidity 
There is a good practical example of an industrial on-line instrument that uses a 4-
beam measurement methodology to improve operation. The instrument is a 
turbidimeter system marketed by GLI International Limited [12], which uses the 
United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)-approved GLI Method 
2, a four-beam measuring method. 
A turbidimeter is an instrument used for measuring the loss in intensity of a light 
beam as it propagates through a solution that contains suspended particulate 
matter. This instrument performs the measurement of the clarity of sample (water) 
known as turbidity, turbidity (cloudiness in water) being the reduction of clarity of 
a fluid sample due to the presence of suspended and colloidal matter. Turbidity 
measurements are an indication of this clarity of water, which is measured by the 
intensity of light scattered by a sample. Turbidity is caused by suspended particles 
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in the water, such as clay, silt, fine organic and inorganic particles, 
microorganisms, and plankton. 
This instrument from GLI International Limited, which provides the continuous 
turbidity monitoring of water, uses two light sources and two photodetectors that 
are spaced at 90' intervals around the measurement chamber. Two different phases 
provide four independent measurements from the two light sources every half 
second. The following figure illustrates the measurement phases. 
lIt;;Il1t 
SoufCo!!' 
" 
Phase 1 
Figure 1.10 Four-beam measurement method [13]. 
During the operation of phase 1, photodetector #1 and photodetector #2 receive the 
90 scattered active signal and the forward scattered reference signal from light 
source #1 respectively. During phase 2, the process is reversed. A ratiometric 
algOrithm is then used to calculate the value of turbidity from the above four 
scattered readings. The ratiometric method mathematically cancels out the error 
effects due to aging or fouling of the components. The light sources and detectors 
also need not be matched to provide accurate scattering measurements. It also 
eliminates the need for frequent calibration. A more robust scattering measurement 
can be ensured. 
By analogy with the above instrument by GLI International Limited, the proposed 
instrument in this research is similarly a dual channel system that uses two sources 
and two detectors, and also focuses upon a similar technique except that it is used 
in the detection of particle shape. The detectors are positioned in specific angles 
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that denote forward and backward scattering whereby each of the detectors receive 
both forward and backward scattered light from the two sources and a derivation 
of the scattered intensities generates a null response for spheres. This dual channel 
system is highly advantageous against a single channel system. With the addition 
of another detection channel, the system has a better signal processing capability to 
highly reduce geometrical errors. Hence, a two-detector system can be more robust 
and possess a higher signal-to-noise ratio than a single detector system. 
An analogy between the GLI International's instrument for turbidity monitoring 
and the proposed instrument for particle shape detection is shown in table 1.3. 
Turbidity Monitoring 
Low End Middle Level High End 
Turbidity A dual channel, four- Laser diffraction-based 
beam ratiometric method 
turbidimeter system 
Particle Shape Detection 
Low End Middle Level High End 
Cross-Polarisers with A dual channel, four- Laser diffraction, 
LEDs beam optical polarimeter Photon Correlation 
for robust particle shape Spectroscopy etc 
detection 
(Proposed Instrument in this 
Research) 
Table 1.3 .. Analogy between a dual channel system for turbIdIty momtonng 
and particle shape detection. 
(1) The Question 
What is the very simplest method/lowest technology to detect non-spheres? 
The Answer 
The simplest method/lowest technology to detect non-sphericity is to use a pair of 
cross-polarisers with LEDs to measure the scattered light in the plane of 
polarisation orthogonal to that of the incident light. 
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(2) The Question 
Can one devise a 4-beam cross-polariser with LEDs method that will be robust 
enough for on-line particle shape detection? 
The Answer 
This research will use the Iow technology method of cross-polarisers with LEDs in 
an attempt to develop a four-beam optical polarimeter that has the potential and 
may be robust enough for particle shape detection and the on-line monitoring of 
shape, and hence the purpose of this research. 
1.8. Conclusions 
Over the years, several optical techniques for particle size and shape 
measurements have been developed, tested and employed in the various 
commercial instruments. These instruments fall into the high end category because 
of sophisticated measurement techniques and a complexity in operations. The 
techniques can be laborious and usually employ high power coherent light as their 
main illumination sources. 
In the Iow end category, a simple technique such as a cross-polariser optical 
arrangement is hardly used due to its susceptibility to errors caused by 
misalignment of the particle suspension in the measurement chamber and a Iow 
signal-to-noise ratio. 
When light is shone horizontally to any optical surface, the light will be reflected 
and refracted. The refraction of light will be different for a perfect glass cuvette, 
which is one with a flat base, and for one that has an uneven base. For a perfect 
glass cuvette, there is alignment between the source and receiver optics and 
therefore not cause any problems. However, when the glass cuvette is tilted, this 
tilting will cause the suspension to be out of alignment with the source and 
receiver optics and this will create changes in the scattering measurements. In 
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other words, the refracted light will be skewed and will exit the medium at an 
oblique angle, and because the angle is oblique, the measurements from the 
receiver optics will be different as to when a perfect glass cuvette is used. 
The amount of refracted light depends on the amount of misalignment. For a glass 
cuvette that is tilting, the incident light from the source will not be perpendicular to 
the glass surface, the refracted light therefore will be different as to when a perfect 
glass cuvette is in position. This then will cause the output scattered measurements 
to vary. Simple tests can be carried out by inducing tilt to the glass cuvette and it is 
found that the output signal from the detector changes. Also, when the glass 
cuvette is taken out and then positioned back in several times, it can be noticed 
that the output measurements changes. This is due to the fact that the glass 
cuvettes are never in the same position every time it is taken out and re-positioned 
back in, and hence the tilt is in different direction for each occasion. These 
therefore explains the changes in any scattering measurements if imperfect glass 
cuvettes are utilised. 
To circumvent the laser source, high end technology, cross-polariser issue, an 
instrument that lies between these two levels can be developed whereby it adopts a 
simple technology for particle shape detection and at the same time utilises 
polarisers, which at the moment have never been an ingredient in any of those 
commercial shape instruments. The implementation of the dual channel, four-beam 
measurement method for the proposed instrument may provide a more robust 
solution to the system and eliminates errors commonly faced by the single channel 
detection system, such as turbidity meters. 
Using incoherent sources such as LEDs and PiN diodes for the detection, which 
offer attractive alternatives to the more established coherent sources and 
photomultiplier tubes. The introduction of high-intensity LEDs makes it possible 
to design systems, which will be significantly less complex and eliminate the need 
of a photomultiplier tube as the detector. The advantage of using a high-intensity 
LED is that the higher magnitudes in brightness from the LED results in a higher 
photocurrent from the detector, enhanced sensitivity, which thereby reduces 
electrical noise pickup and the influence of capacitive effects. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MODELLING 
2.1. Introduction 
When there are no obstacles in the path of the incident beam, the light will 
propagate in a straight line. But when the incident light interacts with an ensemble 
of particles, crystals, aerosols, molecules, atoms etc in an optically homogeneous 
medium, the light will deflect in directions deviating from the incident path. This 
physical process of the interaction of light and matter is known as light scattering 
and is illustrated in figure 2.1. 
During the scattering processes, part of the incident light is scattered in all 
directions (a change in the direction of the beam), the light leaving the volume in 
the direction of the incidence is of lower intensity than the light entering the 
volume. Scattering is dependent on the colour of the light, the nature of the particle 
and of the surrounding medium and often the evaluation of the scattered light with 
regard to its intensity yields valuable information about the scattering matter. 
The advantage of using light scattering (scattered light intensity) lies in its 
simplicity. Although the range of scattered light intensities varies between the 
noise level of the detection system and saturation, a way to resolve this could be to 
increase the intensity of the incident light. Light scattering has proved to be one of 
the most powerful techniques for analysing the properties of particulate systems. 
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medium 
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Figure 2.1 
Deflected rays 
from original path 
Propagation of light in a vacuum and in the presence of a 
scatterer. 
Light scattering techniques have long been used to obtain information on the 
geometry of a particle system. The Mie theory for spherical particles [14-161 
provides a theoretical basis for any light scattering calculation. However, the Mie 
theory approach is not always suitable in systems whereby the suspensions are 
usually made up of non-spherical particles. Calculations for such particles remain 
a formidable task [171. However, there are still numerous theoretical methods to 
handle light scattering in non-spherical particle suspensions. One of which is the 
T-Matrix method that will be employed in the development of the theoretical 
model for this research as it has been shown to be one of the most efficient 
procedures for calculating scattering properties in systems with non-spherical 
particles [18-261. 
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Light can be described as an electromagnetic wave travelling at a constant speed in 
a homogeneous medium or a vacuum. The following section describes the 
electromagnetic theory that is essential for the description of light and its 
properties. The theory and mathematical calculations for particle shape detection 
will also be sequentially detailed. 
2.2. Electromagnetic Theory 
Maxwell's equations [27-28] are well known and accepted. They are used in the 
description of an electromagnetic field at any point and are as follows: 
Y' ·D= PF (2.1) 
aB Y'xE+-=O (2.2) 
at 
Y'·B=O (2.3) 
aD (2.4) Y'xH=J F +-at 
where E is the electric field, B is the magnetic induction, D is the electric 
displacement, H is the magnetic field, PF is the charge density and JF is the current 
density of free moving charges. The variables D and H can be further defined by: 
B H=--M 
Po 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
where P is the electric polarisation, M is the magnetisation, eo and !lo are, 
respectively, the permittivity and permeability of the medium. 
The following constitutive relations are provided and have the forms: 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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(2.9) 
where er is the conductivity, f.l is the permeability and X is the electric susceptibility 
of the medium. 
A general time harmonic field Z has the following form: 
Z = xcos(lOt) + ysin(lOt) (2.10) 
Vectors x, y in (2.10) are real and independent of time (but may depend on 
position), while Q) is the angular frequency. 
The complex representation of field vector Z can be written as: 
Ze = (x + iy )exp(- ilOt) (2.11) 
The complex representation of a plane electromagnetic field can be written as 
follows: 
Ee = Eo exp[i(k . r - lOt)] 
He = Ho exp[i(k . r - lOt)] 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
where Eo and Ho are constant vectors, k is the complex wave vector and r is the 
position vector. k can be further written as: 
k=k' +ik" (2.14) 
where k' and k" are real vectors. Substituting of (2.14) to (2.12) and (2.13) will 
obtain: 
Ee = Eo exp(- k" . r )exp~(k' . r - lOt)j 
He = Ho exp(- k" . r )exp~(k' . r - ca)j 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
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with Eo exp(- k" . r), Ho exp(- k" . r) and (k' . r -ill') being the amplitude of the 
electric wave, amplitude of the magnetic wave and phase of the waves 
respectively. 
The vector k' is perpendicular to the surfaces of constant phase and k" is 
perpendicular to the surface of constant amplitude. The velocity of propagation of 
surfaces of constant phase is called the phase velocity and is given by: 
m 
V=-k' 
(2.17) 
When k' and k" in (2.14) are parallel, the surfaces of both constant phase and 
amplitude coincide and the waves are homogeneous, else inhomogeneous (that is 
k' and k" are not parallel). The wave vector of a homogeneous wave is given by: 
(2.18) 
where k' and k" are positive and e is a real unit vector in the direction of 
propagation. 
The Maxwell equations for plane waves are given as follows: 
k·Eo =k·Ho =0 (2.19) 
k x Eo := m,uHo (2.20) 
k x Ho = -mEEo (2.21) 
k·k = m2 E,u (2.22) 
The wave number of a homogeneous wave can be found by substituting equation 
(2.18) to (2.22), and the following is obtained: 
k = m.,Jeji (2.23) 
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and the complex refractive index N of the propagation medium be defined by: 
N=~ cfl =c..JEji =n+iK 
colla 
(2.24) 
where nand K are positive constants and c is the speed of light in vacuum 
(c=3xl08m!s). 
From equations (2.15) and (2.16), the complex representation of the electric field 
E and magnetic field H can be further written as: 
E, = Eo exp( - 27 }x{e7z - ox)] 
H, = Ho exp( - 2~AZ }x{( 27Z - OX)] 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
An electromagnetic wave has a property called its state of polarisation. 
Polarisation is an intrinsic property of light and plays an important role in the 
studies of light scattering by a single particle or a collection of particles in a 
medium. Polarisations of both incident and scattered light have been a major 
component in this research and it will be presented as this section continues. 
The electric and magnetic fields of a plane monochromatic wave in a particular 
plane, for example z=O for convenience, can be derived from equations (2.25) and 
(2.26) and given by: 
E(z = 0) = Re[E, (z = 0))= Re(Eo )cosox + Im(Eo )sin OX 
H(z = 0) = Re[H, (z = 0)) = Re(Ho )cos ox + Im(Ho )sin OX 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
Equations (2.27) and (2.28) describe two vibration ellipses. When Re(Eo):::O or 
Im(Eo)=O, the vibration ellipse of the electric field will be a straight line and the 
wave (light) will have a linear state of polarisation or linearly polarised, with the 
direction of vibration specified by Im(Eo). However, if IRe(Eo)I=IIm(Eo)1 and 
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Re(Eo)·Im(Eo)=O, the vibration ellipse of E is a circle and the wave will then have 
a circular state of polarisation or be circularly polarised. Generally, a plane wave is 
elliptically polarised and it generally possesses the form shown in (2.27) and 
(2.28). 
The vibration ellipse of the electric field of an elliptically polarised wave is shown 
in figure 2.2. 
Figure 2.2 Vibration ellipse. 
The vibration ellipse of the electric field of a plane wave is characterised by a set 
of four parameters, namely the direction of rotation (clockwise direction if the 
ellipse is viewed by an observer who is looking towards the source of light or anti-
clockwise otherwise), ellipticity (b/a), azimuth Cl and intensity. 
2.3. Stokes Vector 
An equivalent, but more useful way to describe a plane wave is by means of using 
the Stokes parameters. They are exceptionally useful in scattering problems, such 
as in the usage of polarised light in this research. The Stokes parameters can be 
grouped together and are normally written as a four-element vector known as the 
Stokes vector. 
The Stokes vector describes the intensity and polarisation properties of any beam 
incident on or scattered by a suspension of particles. The Stokes vectors, which 
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label the energy flux and polarisation of a beam of light, can be defined by a 4 x 1 
column vector having the four Stokes parameters as its components as shown 
below: 
I 
1= Q 
u 
V 
(2.29) 
The four parameters are related to the ones in the characterisation of the vibration 
ellipse by the following expressions: 
Ioo(a 2 +b2 ) 
Q = (a 2 +b2 )cos21}cos2a 
U = (a2 + b2 )COS 21) sin 2a 
V = (a2 + b2 )sin 21) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
where (O:'Sa:'S1t) and Itan 1}1 =!- (-1tI4:'S 1) :'S1tI4). The Stokes parameters of a 
monochromatic plane wave are not all independent, as: 
(2.34) 
Table 2.1 describes the four parameters of the Stokes vector. 
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Stokes Function 
Parameter 
1 • Proportional to the total monochromatic energy flux of the 
light beam. 
Q • Represents the difference between two components of the 
flux for which the electric-field vectors oscillate in 
orthogonal directions, or in short, describes the state of linear 
(horizontal and vertical) polarisation. 
U • Represents the difference between two components of the 
flux for which the electric-field vectors oscillate in 
orthogonal directions, or in short, describes the state of linear 
(+45' and -45)polarisation. 
V • Represents the difference between two oppositely circularly 
polarised components of the flux, or in short, describes the 
state of circular polarisation of the wave. 
Table 2.1 LIst of Stokes parameters. 
The Stokes parameters of a (quasi)-monochromatic plane wave satisfy the 
following inequality: 
12 ~ Q2 + U 2 + V2 (2.35) 
When there is no state of polarisation, it is so-called natural light (for example, 
light from the sun, incandescent bulbs, or fluorescent lamps). If the light is 
unpolarised, 
Q=U=V=O (2.36) 
2.4. Polarised Light 
The polarisation of ordinary light is considered random and has no preferred 
directions. If a polarising material or optical polarising component is inserted, the 
planes in which the electromagnetic waves travel can be controlled such that only 
a single plane exists. This can be clearly shown when two polarising components 
are used in conjunction with one another. If the transmission axes (polarised 
planes) are parallel, the light will be transmitted. However if they are 
perpendicular, no light will pass. Figure 2.3 shows the sequence of obtaining 
polarised light. 
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Light 
Sequence of obtaining polarised light. 
Optical elements are polarising components that control, detect and modify the 
state of polarisation of light. High quality components are crucial for high 
precision polarimetry. Several optical polarising components can be used in the 
control and detection of the state of polarisation of light, such as polarisers, 
retarders and rotators. 
2.4.1. Classification of Polarised Light 
Light can be classified into: 
• Linearly polarised. 
Light in the form of a plane electromagnetic wave in space is said to be 
linearly polarised. Light is a transverse electromagnetic wave, but natural light 
is generally unpolarised, all planes of propagation being equally probable. The 
transverse electric field wave is accompanied by a magnetic field wave as 
illustrated in figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4 
• Circularly polarised. 
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·Fiel~ 
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Linearly polarised light. 
If light is composed of two plane waves of equal amplitude but differing in 
phase by 90', then the light is said to be circularly polarised. Figure 2.5 
illustrates circularly polarised light. 
x 
Figure 2.5 
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Circularl y polarised light. 
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• Elliptically polarised. 
If two plane waves of differing amplitude are related in phase by 90', or if the 
relative phase is other than 90' then the light is said to be elliptically polarised. 
Figure 2.6 illustrates elliptically polarised light. 
direction of 
propagation 
Figure 2.6 Elliptically polarised light. 
2.4.2. Polariser 
direction of 
propagation 
A polariser is any device that can detennine the nature and orientation of polarised 
light. Linearly polarised light can be detected by any linear polariser; the light will 
be fully transmitted when the orientation of the polariser matches the plane of 
polarisation of the light, and will be partially extinguished when the polariser is 
turned to other angles. 
2.5. Mueller Matrices 
The state of polarisation of a beam is changed on interaction with an optical 
element (for example, polariser, retarder, reflector, scatterer). Such optical 
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elements can be represented by a 4 x 4 matrix. This matrix that is associated with 
these optical elements is known as the Mueller matrix. The function of the Mueller 
matrix is to illustrate the relationship between incident and scattered Stokes 
vectors, before and after wave interaction with the optical elements respectively. 
A typical optical element used to change the state of polarisation of light is a 
polariser. Polarisers will be heavily used in this research. The relationship between 
the incident field components (Elli ,E 1.,) and transmitted field components (Ellsca 
,Elsea ) by a polariser is [16]: 
(2.37) 
where'; is the smallest angle between ell and the transmission axis. From equation 
(2.37), the Mueller matrix for an ideal linear polariser can be obtained and is: 
1 cos2; sin 2; 0 
1 cos 2; cos22; cos 2;sin 2; 0 (2.38) 
2 sin 2; sin2;cos2; sin22; 0 
0 0 0 0 
The irradiance It transmitted by the linear polariser (2.38) is: 
It = tV, + Q, cos 2; + U, sin 2;) (2.39) 
As the polariser is rotated so that .; varies, the irradiance It also varies. The 
maximum and minimum values of It occur for'; = y and'; = (y + nl2) respectively, 
and where tan2y = ~; : 
I""X = t[I, + Q, cos2y + U, sin 2yl 
I rrrln = t[I, -Q, cos2y-U, sin2yl 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
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Linear polarisers are considered because they are the main optical element used in 
this research. The Mueller matrix for a linear polariser with horizontal 
transmission axis (for .; = 0\ which is obtained from equation (2.38), is 
represented by: 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
000 0 
(2.42) 
and that of a linear polariser with vertical transmission axis (for .; = 90) is 
represented by: 
1 -1 0 0 
1 -1 1 
200 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
(2.43) 
Using equation (2.38) and the appropriate substitution for .;, the following table 
gives a brief listing of the Mueller matrices for various optical elements. 
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Linear Optical Element Mueller Matrix 
(a) Horizontal linear polariser (~ = 0 ) 1 1 0 0 
-. 
1 1 1 0 0 
-
2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
(b) Vertical linear polariser (~ = 90 ) 1 -1 0 0 
1 1 -1 1 0 0 -2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
(c) Linear polariser at +45 (~= 45 ) 1 0 1 0 
/ 1 0 0 0 0 
-
2 1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
(d) Linear polariser at -45 (~= -45 ) 1 0 -1 0 
'\. 1 
-
0 0 0 0 
2 -1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
(e) Circular polariser right 1 0 0 1 
t 1 0 0 0 0 
-
2 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
(t) Circular p~riser left 1 0 0 -1 
1 0 0 0 0 
-
2 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 0 1 
(g) Quarterwave plate, axis in the 1 0 0 0 
vertical direction 1 0 1 0 0 
-
2 0 0 0 -1 
0 0 1 0 
(h) Quarterwave plate, axis in the 1 0 0 0 
horizontal direction 1 0 1 0 0 
-
2 0 0 0 1 
0 0 -1 0 
Table 2.2 List of Mueller matnces for vanous optlcal elements [29]. 
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The advantages of using the Mueller matrix are: 
• It provides a simplistic means of determining the state of polarisation of a 
beam transmitted by an optical element for an arbitrarily polarised incident 
beam. 
• It allows easy multiplication of the associated Mueller matrices to determine 
the combined effect of all these elements if a series of optical elements are 
interposed in a beam. 
2.6. Mathematical Description of Polarised Light 
Representations of the various states of polarised light are summarised in the 
following table. 
Linearly Polarised Circularly Polarised 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (1) 
0 90 +45 -45 1t Left 
--.. 1 
" 
/ , 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 -1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 -1 
Table 2.3 Stokes parameters for polansed hght [16]. 
2.7. Mueller Calculus for Optical Systems 
Figure 2.7 shows all the optical components of a typical setup that are required to 
fulfil the requirements of specific applications. The Stokes vectors of the beam 
leaving the light source and the scattered light from the particle sample in the 
scattering chamber S are Ii = [Ii, Qi, Ui, Vd and Isca = [Isea, Qsea, Usea, Vsea] 
respectively. Isea is obtained by multiplying Ii with all the Mueller matrices of the 
optical components and the scattering matrix in the optical path, which gives: 
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(2.44) 
where Aa and Pp are the Mueller matrices of the analyser and polariser 
respectively. F is the scattering matrix, a and p are the orientation angles of the 
analyser and polariser respectively. 
L P \a 
------------
Figure 2.7 Schematic setup of a scattering measurement: light source (L) 
illuminates scatterers in scattering chamber (S) via polariser (P), and detector 
(D) records scattered intensity at an angle a via analyser (A). 
2.7.1. 4 x 4 Scattering Matrix 
The 4 x 4 scattering matrix F relates the Stokes parameters of the incident and 
scattered beams defined with respect to the scattering plane. Each of the sixteen 
elements of the matrix contains information about the angular scattering of the 
scattered light by a medium, which can be a single particle or a collection of 
particles and depends on the particle orientation distribution with respect to the 
incident and scattered beams. 
In most optical experiments, measurements are focus sed on either unpolarised 
light or linearly polarised light shone incidentally on an ensemble of randomly 
oriented particles. In such cases, the effect of scattering for a non-absorbing 
medium of identical randomly oriented anisotropic spheres, isotropic cylinders and 
ellipsoids on the Stokes vector may be represented by a sixteen element scattering 
matrix. 
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For spheres, the 4 x 4 scattering matrix has the form [30,16] as shown in figure 
2.8, whereby F is the form of the Lorentz-Mie scattering matrix adopted by 
spheres. 
Ii 
Qi Ii = Ui 
Vi 
F= 
F;, 
F;2 
o 
o 
Figure 2.8 
, 
[sea 
F'2 0 0 Isea 
F;, 0 0 Qsca 
0 F33 F34 
Isea = U sca 
0 
- F34 F33 Vsca 
Scattering by spheres. 
Each element of the scattering matrix is a function of the scattering angle. The 
following table provides the roles of the various elements of the scattering matrix 
[31]. 
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Scattering Matrix Function 
Element 
Fl1 • Performs the transformation of total intensity of 
incident light. 
• Provides general size information. 
F12 • Performs the depolarisation of linearly polarised light 
parallel and perpendicular to the scattering plane. 
• Dependent on the size, shape and refractive index of 
the scatterers. 
F13 • Pert:orms the depolarisation of light linearly polarised 
+45 to the scattering plane. 
F14 • Performs the depolarisation of circularly polarised 
light. 
F22 • Performs the tran~formation of linearly polarised 
incident light (±90) to linearly polarised scattered 
light. 
• Any deviation from Fl1 is an important indication of 
the presence of non-spherical particles. 
F33, F44 • Performs the tran~formation of linearly polarised 
incident I!ght (±45) to linearly polarised scattered 
light (±45 ). 
• Any deviation of F 44 from F33 is an indication of non-
spherical symmetry. 
F34, F43 • Performs the transformation of circularly polarised 
incirl;ent light to linearly polarised scattered light 
(±45 ). 
• Dependent on sIze and refractive index of the 
scatterers. 
Table 2.4 List of scattenng matnx elements functIOns. 
For non-spherical particles (spheroids), the 4 x 4 scattering matrix [31,16] adopts 
the form shown in figure 2.9. Scattering media to which this matrix applies include 
isotropic cylinders and ellipsoids [16]. Asano and Sato [17] had applied the 
following scattering matrix to scattering by randomly oriented isotropic spheroids 
in their work. 
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I 
L_._ 
1, Fll 
Q, F',2 1 - F= ,
U, 0 
V, 0 
Figure 2.9 
F'2 
F22 
0 
0 
------------------------------- -- -
0 
0 
F33 
- F34 
0 
0 
F34 
F .. 
[sea 
lsca = Qsca 
U sca 
Vsca 
Scattering by spheroids. 
When there is no preferred orientation (as in the case of spheres) of the scattering 
particles, each element of the scattering matrix is a function of the scattering angle. 
For the case of spherical particles, the matrix element FII = F22 and F33 = F 44. 
When the scattering particles exhibit orientations (as in the case of spheroids), Fll 
no longer equals F22. The identities Fll = F22 and F33 = F44 do not hold in general 
for non-spherical particles although non-spherical particles still adopt the block 
diagonal scattering matrix and have the same structure as the Lorenz-Mie 
scattering matrix [31]. For non-spherical particles, the matrix element Fll i= F22. 
Particles will be considered non-spherical when ~, deviates significantly from 
'H 
unity at some angles [31]. As the matrix elements FH and F22 of the scattering 
matrix are sensitive to shape, they can be employed as indicators in the detection 
of non-spherical particles and together with the use of linearly polarised light as 
opposed to circularly polarised illumination may provide detailed shape 
information. Since the main object in this research is the detection of non-spheres, 
the 4 x 4 scattering matrix of the form illustrated in figure 2.9 is adopted. 
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Now that the essential elements had been described for the apprehension of light 
scattering, the following section describes two optical systems that could be used 
in the detection of non-spheres, namely: 
• Optical System A. 
This system uses a single source and a single detector. 
• Optical System B. 
This system uses dual source and dual detector. 
Their theories and mathematical calculations for particle shape detection will also 
be sequentiall y detailed. 
2.8. Optical System A 
In principle, spheres can be easily detected by having a cross-polarisation state 
between the source and the receiver that is by a single detection channel containing 
a pair of cross-polarisers. This is achievable by using a pair of cross-polarisers, 
that is linear polarisers with their planes of polarisation oriented orthogonally, with 
one of them placed in front of the source and the other in front of the detector in a 
light scattering system. 
It is known that for spheres, the matrix element Fll equals matrix element F22 of 
the amplitude scattering matrix. Thus, one can use this as a reference signal level 
for spheres and for any presence of non-spherical particles, Fi! does not equate F22 
and therefore leads to a non-zero signal. The following section describes the theory 
and mathematical calculations for optical system A. 
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2.8.1. Mathematical Calculations 
The single high-intensity light source is commonly a constant factor or direct 
current (DC) signal and can be represented as: 
(2.45) 
where h is the amplitude of the DC signal that is switched on and off. It is a DC 
component which describes the effective signal of the light power. 
Vertically Polarised 
Source 
Horizontally Polarised 
rt~~-;;,t-'----t Detector 
Scattering 
Sample 
S 
Figure 2.10 Detection of non-spheres using 1 source and 1 detector. 
It should be noted that there is an angle a which is the forward scattering angle. A 
scattering angle is defined as the angle between the direction of observation and 
the axis of the transmitted light. The above figure illustrates a single channel 
detector whereby the horizontally polarised detector senses the forward scattered 
light from the vertically polarised source. With reference to figures 2.7, 2.10 and 
using Stokes parameters, the Stokes vectors of the light reaching the detector D 
can be written as: 
(2.46) 
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where D(a) is the Stokes vector of the scattered beam received by the detector; Aa 
is the 4 x 4 Mueller matrix of the analyser for an arbitrary orientation angle a, 
which is the angle between the analyser's optical axis and the reference scattering 
plane and measured anticlockwise from the reference plane when viewing in the 
direction of beam propagation, F( a) is the 4 x 4 scattering matrix and 1; is the 
Stokes vector of the incident beam. 
D etector Wit re erence 0 ve c Iy po anse ( . h f t rti all I . d ) source: 
Polariser at 90 at Scattering Sample S Analyser at 0 at 
Source Detector 
1 F;, F;2 0 0 1 1 0 0 
-1 F;2 F22 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
-
0 0 0 F33 F34 2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -F34 F44 0 0 0 0 
Table 2.5 Sequence of matnces representmg forward scattered lIght 
propagating through the system from vertically polarised source to horizontally 
polarised detector. 
Using table 2.5, equation (2.46) and by the reverse-order multiplication of the 
above matrices throughout the optical system, the scattered light received by the 
horizontally polarised detector D at the forward scattering angle a, can be written 
as: 
1 1 0 0 F" (a) F'2(a) 0 0 1 
1 1 1 0 0 F'2 (a) F22(a) 0 0 -1 S(t) D(a)=-
0 0 0 0 0 0 F33 (a) F34 (a) 0 2 
o 0 0 0 0 0 -F34(a) F44(a) 0 
F" (a)- F2Z (a) 
(2.47) 
1 F,,(a)-Fzz(a) S(t) = 2 0 
0 
The first element (I-term) of the resulting 4 x 1 matrix is considered as it is the 
parameter that is equal to the net monochromatic energy flux, which is the 
scattered intensity that is measured by the detector, and therefore the scattered 
light from any particle suspension can be expressed as the following: 
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1_ 
(2.48) 
For the case of spherical particles, the matrix element Fll equals F22 and F33 equals 
F44. Therefore, in the presence of spheres, the term [1';1 (a)- F22 (a)J in equation 
(2.48) equates to zero and hence will result in a null response by the detector for 
ensembles of spherical particles. When the detected response deviates significantly 
from zero, then this will be an indication of a presence of non-spheres and that the 
particles that are present will be considered non-spherical. 
2.8.2. Critical Problems of Optical System A 
Although in principle the presence of non-spheres can be detected using a single 
detection channel having a linear polariser (horizontal orientation) crossed with 
respect to its source (vertical orientation), there are several disadvantages 
associated with single channel detection. Although particles' information can be 
detected from the scattered signal, there are some problems that are commonly 
faced. They are: 
• The problem of signal-to-noise ratio. 
The practical problem associated with a single channel source and single 
detection channel is that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish a small signal 
from zero in the presence of noise. Within the above measurement process the 
scattered signals, which are the components that are often to be measured, are 
usually submerged or affected by interference which constitutes the so-called 
noise. These noise signals cause errors and, since the scattered signal itself is 
minute, the addition of noise can frequently make it impossible to distinguish 
the signal from the noise on an oscilloscope. Once the level of the scattered 
signal is equal, or less than, that of the noise it is very difficult, if not 
impossible, to resolve the actual scattered signal. The background noise 
generated by the electronics also poses a problem in the detection of the 
original signature of the spheres. As the amplitude of the scattered signal is a 
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critical component for the system to determine the existence of non-spherical 
particles, it is crucial that a signal above the noise floor is obtained. 
Finally, even if the signal is detectable, it might be necessary to improve the 
detected signal strength in order to make a more accurate measurement. The 
detected signal will be weak because, when a beam of monochromatic light 
propagates through a scattering medium illuminating a particle, part of the 
incident power is scattered from, and another part is absorbed by the particle. 
A portion of the total scattered radiation from the particles in the volume will 
be collected and sensed by the detector. In all these cases, there is a need, and 
it is crucial, to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, if a single 
detection channel is employed, the above problem will be encountered. 
Though we can amplify the scattered signal to an appropriate level, the noise 
will be amplified simultaneously. As the superimposition of electronic noise on 
optical signals can lead to significant errors which have a detrimental impact in 
a scattering measurement, a reduction of noise is crucial to this study. 
• The problem of glass cuvette not in perfect alignment. 
The second disadvantage that comes into view is the problem of the glass 
cuvette not being in alignment with the light source, which is the tilting effect 
commonly associated with single channel detection. 
When a sample of particle suspension is placed in the space between the cross-
polarised source and the detector, the particles inside the glass cuvette scatter 
the light that is emitted by the high-intensity light source. The scattered light, 
which can be regarded as a constant, will be received by the detector and 
transformed into an electrical (DC voltage) signal. This DC voltage is fairly 
constant as long as there is relatively little misalignment between the various 
optical elements and the sample. However, normally, the glass cuvette holding 
the particle suspension is generally subjected to tilting due to mechanical 
imperfections in the measurement chamber or glass cuvettes, having possibly 
an uneven base. 
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This problem is usually experienced in experiments conducted in laboratories. 
Such tilts result in the scattered signals varying between a range of positive 
values and if only a single measurement is carried out throughout the process, 
inaccuracies in results will definitely occur and this cannot be remedied. 
A simple estimate of the misalignment that can be included to equation (2.48) is: 
I = (1±8)AS(t) 
= 1\(1±8)A 
(2.49) 
where h is the constant factor representing the constant unmodulated component 
of the light that is emitted by the single high-intensity light source and A is the 
term representing .!.[F;j (a)- Fn (a)]. 
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A new variable J is introduced which represents the tilting term/effect commonly 
encountered in single channel measurements. This term is added because a simple 
test is carried out and observations can be made whereby one can physically see 
the variation of the received scattered signal when one induces tilt to the glass 
cuvette. Therefore, this justifies the addition of the above term. The positive and 
negative signs in front of J indicate whether the tilt is more to the right or left side 
of the transmission beams. 
In an ideal optical system which experiences no misalignment and tilting issues, J 
will be zero and the scattered signal will be I = AS(t), which is the perfect scattered 
signal to be acquired. If spheres are present, I gives a null response because the 
term A equates zero due to FJ J = F22, but in the presence of non-spherical particles, 
I will be of non-zero value. However, such cases of obtaining the perfect signal, 
that is I = AS(t) will be hardly ever encountered and when a tilt occurs, J will be 
non-zero and hence the resultant signal will vary between a range of values if two 
data acquisitions are to be carried out during the scattering measurement process. 
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As optical system A uses a single detector, it is not possible to determine whether 
to apply (l+a) or (I-a), and therefore one cannot effectively eliminate the error due 
to the problem of the glass cuvette not being in alignment. 
Therefore, it can be clearly seen that a system which uses one source and one 
detector may not be the ideal in the detection of non-spheres, due to the two 
problems mentioned above. Optical system B, which may provide a more robust 
solution, is described in the following section. 
2.9. Optical System B 
In practice, the accurate measurement of Fl\ - F22 directly is limited by a relatively 
small signal to noise ratio, especially in relation to optical and electronic offsets. 
One approach to improving the accuracy of measurement is to create two channels 
of high signal power. When a two detection channel technique is employed, two 
scattering angles (namely a and fJ) can be utilised, whereby the detectors can be 
positioned such that each detector will receive both the forward and backward 
scattered light from each of the two sources as well as from the particle 
suspension. Narrow apertures in front of the two sources ensure that the source 
beams are collimated and that only the measurement volume containing both 
beams is sampled. 
Therefore instead of trying to have an accurate measurement of the scattered signal 
which can be severely limited by a relatively small signal-to-noise ratio, especially 
in relation to optical and electronic offsets, or in the presence of effects due to 
tilting and stray light, a more ideal and robust solution is a dual channel detection 
scheme. 
In a dual channel detection system, the two detectors each receive the forward and 
backward scattered light from the two sources. In other words, the scattered light 
from each source upon exiting from the particle suspension is viewed as either 
forward or backward, depending on the location of the two detectors. With 
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reference to figure 2.11, the light scattered by incoherent source 1 is seen as 
backward scattered light by detector 2, and light scattered by incoherent source 2 
is seen as forward scattered light by the same detector. Now, with reference to 
figure 2.12, the light scattered by incoherent sources 1 and 2 is seen as forward and 
backward scattered light by detector 1. Hence, this is how the four-beam 
terminology comes about. These four scattered beams enable one to adopt a unique 
productive algorithm which may be implemented for a more effective and robust 
detection of non-spheres and subsequently particle shape. 
The following pair of figures (2.11 and 2.12) illustrates the positioning of the 
polarisers, analysers, sources and detectors in the dual detection channel optical 
system. a and j3 represent the forward and backward scattering angles respectively. 
Incoherent Source 1 
Vertical Polariser 
(Detector 2) 
Vertical Analyser 
Suspension 
Glass Cuvette 
Incoherent Source 2 
Horiwntal Polariser 
(Detector J) 
Horizontal Analyser 
Measurement Chamber 
Figure 2.11 Top elevation of experimental setup considering detector DJ 
with reference to incoherent source 1 and 2. 
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Incoherent Source 1 
Vertical Polariser 
(Detector 2) 
Vertical Analyser 
Suspension 
Incoherent Source 2 
Horizontal Polariser 
Measurement Chamber 
Figure 2.12 Top elevation of experimental setup considering detector Dz 
with reference to incoherent source 1 and 2. 
In this optical system, the sources are modulated, with each of the sources' optical 
power output levels being able to be adjusted to allow both sources to have equal 
intensity at the target location. 
2.9.1. Modulation of Both Sources 
In this research, instead of having a DC signal driving the sources, one can 
modulate the pair of sources. Though the LEDs can be modulated by any suitable 
frequency, and are available with typical peak wavelengths ranging from 470nm to 
630nm, the LEDs of the highest wavelength were chosen for the source, as this 
gives a wavelength close to that of coherent sources (for example, lasers) used 
commercially. 
The amplitudes of the two signals can be used to represent the intensity levels for 
the two sources. Variation of the amplitude level varies the intensities of the two 
sources. A unique feature of this approach is that the two signals can be modulated 
both simultaneously and independently. A simultaneous modulation ensures the 
provision of equal amounts of adjustments to the intensity levels of both sources. 
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2.9.1.1. Why Modulate the Sources? 
The benefits of modulating both sources are: 
• Ambient light removal. 
The driving signal is a more complex signal as it consists of both an 
alternating-current (AC) and a direct-current (DC) component. Similarly, the 
received scattered wave will be complex as it will contain two data streams due 
to the modulation of the sources. This is a good way of eliminating the effects 
of ambient light or artefacts in an open enclosure. This will then avoid having 
additional ambient light subtraction circuitry and enable the system to be used 
in all environments and remove the need to perform experiments in a dark 
enclosure. 
When the sources are modulated at a frequency much higher than that of 
ambient light, the detected scattered light will also modulate at this frequency. 
As the frequency of ambient light is generally less than 100Hz, twice the 
frequency of mains electricity, a bandpass filter with a central frequency equal 
to the modulation frequency can be used at this stage to extract the relevant 
component in the modulating signal. As the bandpass filter allows signals 
between the upper and lower frequencies to pass, signals at other frequencies 
will be discriminated. The ambient light components will be rejected as they 
fall outside the passband, thus being effectively eliminated. 
This method of ambient light subtraction reduces any additional electronic 
components required, which if present, increase the noise floor. This method of 
ambient light subtraction works for both a single and a dual detector system. 
• Generation of unique algorithm. 
Besides serving the purpose of ambient artefact subtraction, lowpass filtering 
of the scattered signal can simultaneously extract the DC and AC components. 
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This gives an algorithm which allows the detection of spheres/non-spheres and 
to identify particle shape in a very unique way. 
• It enables the smooth and easy variation in the output intensity of the 
source. 
• It is easy to generate theoretically. 
• It provides good performance in the demodulation of the detected signal. 
• Electronic offset removal. 
This is applied more towards modulating both sources in anti-phase. Anti-
phasing of both sources enables the effective removal of electronic offsets 
caused by the driving electronics. 
• Stray light removal. 
Light which is detected by the detector that is not caused by the scattering of 
light by the suspended particles is called stray light. The stray light mentioned 
here is different from the ambient light as it applies to reflections from the 
source to the receiver, for example, the reflection of light from horizontally 
polarised source 2 and vertically polarised source 1 to horizontally polarised 
detector 1 and vertically polarised detector 2 respectively. By means of a 
unique algorithm, the effects of both stray lights can be removed. This will be 
illustrated in detail later in this section. 
Sinusoidal signals are the most popular signals since mathematically the voltage of 
a sinusoidal signal is described by: 
v = A sin 2;ifi' (2.50) 
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where A is the amplitude and f is the frequency in hertz (Hz). If it is important to 
know the value of the signal at some arbitrary time, a phase term may be added as 
shown in the following expression: 
v = Asin(211fr+9) (2.51) 
A variation of (2.50) is the use of an angular frequency, giving: 
V = Asin(wt+9) (2.52) 
where w is the angular frequency in radians per second and w = 27if. An 8-bit basic 
sinusoid can be interpreted by the following mathematical equation as: 
v = 127 sin (x) (2.53) 
where 127 is the amplitude of the sinusoidal signal with its point of origin at o. 
The signal Vin equation (2.53) modulates between -127 to +127. Though a fullS-
bit digital sinusoidal signal can be achieved, the above signal in equation (2.53) is 
not DC-coupled. It is important that both LEDs be driven by DC-coupled 
modulating signals so as to ensure there will be absolutely no DC voltage offsets. 
In order to generate a DC-coupled anti-phased modulating signal, an equation of 
the following form applies: 
v = 127[1 ± sin(x)) (2.54) 
In equation (2.54) above, the modulating signal V is raised above the horizontal 
axis with its point of origin at +127, modulating between 0 to 254. Therefore, the 
maximum amplitude of the signal is 254, which thereby still retains the initial full 
8-bit digital value. The change of sign represents an anti-phased signal. 
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An interesting technique of synthesis of a digital sine wave is by means of an 8-bit 
microcontroller. In the work of O'Neill et al. [32], a PIC16F873 microcontroller 
was used to generate a double beam modulating signal for his scattering 
experiments, except that, in this case, the modulating signals were pulses with an 
equal mark/space ratio. 
The flexibility and ease of use of the microcontroller enables these devices to find 
widespread application in research; therefore a microcontroller based double beam 
modulation system is the most appropriate for the driving of the sources, as the 
signal Vin equation (2.54) can be easily modelled and then programmed into an 8-
bit microcontroller. 
Generating the sine wave digitally also removes the danger of phase errors as it is 
critical that both signals are entirely out of phase with each other. This ensures that 
both sources are driven and modulated simultaneously, the modulated amplitudes 
can then, in a subsequent stage, be controlled either independently or 
simultaneously to vary the sources' intensity levels. 
By analogy with electrical circuit theory, the anti-phased modulation signals that 
dri ve the two incoherent sources can be mathematically expressed as follows: 
S) (t) = I) [1 + sin(av + t/J)l 
Sz(t) = Iz[l-sin(av+t/J)l 
(2.55) 
(2.56) 
where Sdt) and S2(t), which are a function of time t, are the light intensity signals 
modulated by the electrical current generated to drive the incoherent sources 1 and 
2 respectively. 
11 and h are constants relating to the maximum amplitUdes of the sinusoidal 
modulating signals Sdt) and S2(t) respectively. The term wo=27if, where Wo is the 
angular frequency of modulation of the light frequency, here t=1.036kHz and t/J is 
the phase difference. S2(t) is the inverse signal of SI(t) and the two sinusoidal 
signals are exactly 180' out of phase. 
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Vertical and horizontal linear polarisers were then positioned in front of both 
incoherent sources 1 and 2 so as to achieve the correct polarisation of light as 
depicted by theory. Using equation (2.29), the beam of light leaving light source 1 
and 2 can be expressed as a vector of the Stokes parameters: 
I 1 
Q -1 
1= 51(t) U 0 (2.57) 
V 0 
and 
I 1 
I -2 -
Q 1 
1= S2(t) 
U 0 
(2.58) 
V 0 
respectively. 
The following section describes the theory and mathematical calculations for 
optical system B. 
2.9.2. 
2.9.2.1. 
Mathematical Calculations 
Horizontally Polarised Detector 1 
Figure 2.13 shows the geometric arrangement of a dual detection channel with a 
pair of cross-polarised sources, with emphasis placed on detector 1. 
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Figure 2.13 Detection of non-spheres using 2 sources and 2 detectors 
(with reference to vertically polarised source 1). 
It should be noted that there are two angles a and J3 in the above figure; these are 
the forward and backward scattering angles respectively. The sum of the scattering 
angles a and J3 will be 180'. Considering detector 1 in the above figure only, the 
transmission axis of the linear polariser of source 1 is fixed at 90' (vertically 
polarised) relative to the axis of the scattering plane. Using tables 2.3(b) and 
2.2(a), the sequence of matrix multiplications representing the transformation of 
the light as it traverses the system is given in the next table: 
D etector Wit re erence 0 vertlc Iy po anse source 1 ( . h f t . all I . d 1) 
Polariser at 90 at Scattering Sample S Analyser at 0 at 
Source 1 Detector 1 
1 1';, 1';2 0 0 1 1 0 0 
-1 1';2 F22 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
-
0 0 0 F33 F34 2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
- F34 F44 0 0 0 0 
Table 2.6 Sequence of matnces representmg forward scattered light 
propagating through the system from vertically polarised source 1 to 
horizontally polarised detector 1. 
The incident beam, which is initially unpolarised, encounters three optical 
elements, each of which is represented by a matrix as shown in table 2.6 above. 
Table 2.6 illustrates the light, which is forward scattered by the scattering sample 
due to source 1. However, in addition to the forward scattered light from the 
scattering sample due to source 1, detector DI also receives the backward scattered 
light from the scattering sample due to source 2. Using tables 2.3(a) and 2.2(a), 
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table 2.7 illustrates the light, which is back-scattered by the scattering sample due 
to source 2. 
Detector 1 (with reference to horizontally polarised source 2): 
Polariser at 0 at Scattering Sample S Analyser at 0 at 
Source 2 Detector 1 
1 F;1 F;2 0 0 1 1 0 0 
1 F;2 F22 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 
-
0 0 0 F;3 F34 2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -F34 F44 0 0 0 0 
Table 2.7 Sequence of matnces representmg backward scattered light 
propagating through the system from horizontally polarised source 2 to 
horizontally polarised detector 1. 
From tables 2.6, 2.7 and using equation (2.46) (except that D is now replaced by 
Dx with x now denoting I or 2 to indicate horizontally polarised detector 1 or 
vertically polarised detector 2 respectively; and Ii is now represented by Iy with y 
indicating vertically polarised source 1 or horizontally polarised source 2), the 
forward and backward scattered light detected by detector DJ at scattering angles a 
and fJ respectively, are: 
1 1 0 0 F;1 (a) F;2(a) 0 0 1 
1 1 1 0 0 F;2(a) F22(a) 0 0 -I S1(t) D1(a)=-
0 0 0 0 0 0 F;3(a) F34(a) 0 2 
000 0 0 0 - F;4(a) F44(a) 0 
F;1(a)- F22(a) 
(2.59) 
1 F;1(a)- F22(a) 
sJt) = 2 0 
0 
and 
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1 1 0 0 Fll (fJ) F;2 (fJ) 0 0 1 
1 1 1 0 0 F'2 (fJ) F22 (fJ) 0 0 1 S2 (t) D,{fJ)=-
0 0 0 0 0 0 FJ3 (fJ) F34 (fJ) 0 2 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 - F34 (fJ) F44 {fJ) 
Fll (fJ) + 2F12 (fJ) + F22 (fJ) (2.60) 
1 Fll (fJ)+ 2F'2 (fJ)+ F22 (fJ) S2 (t) = 2 0 
0 
respectively. 
2.9.2.2. Vertically Polarised Detector 2 
Now, we shall consider the same geometric arrangement of the dual detection 
channel with a pair of cross-polarised sources but with emphasis placed upon 
detector 2. This is shown in the following figure. 
Horizontally Polarised 
Detector 
I 
Horizontally Polarised 
Source 
2 
Scattering 
Sample 
S 
Vertically 
Polarised Detector 2 
Vertically 
Polarised Source 
I 
Figure 2.14 Detection of non-spheres using 2 sources and 2 detectors 
(with reference to horizontally polarised source 2). 
The difference of the above optical setup from the setup in figure 2.13 is that 
another detector is implemented. For detector 2, a vertical polariser (linearly 
polarised, with the vector normal (90) to the scattering plane) is employed. 
With reference to figure 2.14, tables 2.3(b), 2.2(b), 2.3(a), 2.2(b) and considering 
detector 2 only, this detector also detects two different scattered signals from the 
scattering sample, which is the forward and backward scattered light due to source 
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2 and 1 respectively. Similarly, the sequence of matrix multiplications representing 
the transformation of the light as it traverses the system is given by tables 2.8 and 
2.9 respectively. 
e ec or Wit re erence 0 ve IC Iy Dtt2('hf t rf all I . d po anse source 1) 
Polariser at 90 Scattering Sample S Analyser at 90 at Detector 
at Source 1 2 
1 1\, 1\2 0 0 1 -1 0 0 
-1 1\2 F22 0 0 1 -1 1 0 0 
-
0 0 0 F;3 F34 2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -F34 F .. 0 0 0 0 
Table 2.8 Sequence of matnces representmg backward scattered lIght 
propagating through the system from vertically polarised source 1 to 
verticall y polarised detector 2. 
Detector h . with re erence to onzonta 2( 11 I . d . po anse source 2) 
Polariser at 0 Scattering Sample S Analyser at 90 at Detector 
at Source 2 2 
1 1\, 1\2 0 0 1 -1 0 0 
1 1\2 F22 0 0 1 -1 1 0 0 
-
0 0 0 F;3 F34 2 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -F;4 F .. 0 0 0 0 
Table 2.9 Sequence of matnces representmg forward scattered lIght 
propagating through the system from horizontally polarised source 2 to 
vertically polarised detector 2. 
From tables 2.8, 2.9 and using equation (2.46), with the exception that D is now 
D2, the forward and backward scattered light detected by detector D2 at scattering 
angles a and fJ respectively, are: 
1 -1 0 0 1';,(a) 1';2 (a) 0 0 1 
1 -1 1 0 0 F'2(a) F22 (a) 0 0 1 52 (t) D2(a)=- 0 0 0 0 0 0 F33(a) F34 (a) 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 -F34(a) F .. (a) 0 
1';, (a)- F22(a) (2.61) 
1 -Fll(a)+F22(a) 
52 (t) =-
2 0 
0 
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and 
1 -1 0 0 1';, (/3) 1';2(/3) 0 0 1 
1 -1 1 0 0 1';2(/3) F22 (/3) 0 0 -1 S, (t) D2(/3) =- 0 0 0 0 0 0 F,,(/3) F,.(/3) 0 2 
0 0 o 0 0 0 - F,.(/3) F44(/3) 0 
1';, (/3) - 21';2 (/3) + F22 (/3) (2.62) 
1 - 1';, (/3) + 21';2 (/3)- F22 (/3) S, (t) =-2 0 
0 
respectively. 
As the detector response is proportional to the first Stokes parameter (l), and only 
the intensity of the scattered light is of interest, the other Stokes parameters Q, U 
and V within the matrix will be ignored and only the I-term of the Stokes vector is 
taken into consideration. Since the detectors measure the intensity of the scattered 
light, only the first element (or I-term) of the resulting 4 x 1 matrix is considered. 
Therefore, looking back upon equations (2.59) to (2.62), a Stokes vector with its 
first element describing the intensity of the first input section at scattering angles a 
andf3 are: 
1 
I, (a) = - [1';, (a)- F22 (a)lS, (t) 
2 
I, (/3) =.!. [Fll (/3) + 2F'2 (/3) + F22 (/3)ls2 (t) 2 
(2.63) 
(2.64) 
Linearly adding the above two scattered light signals produce the final equation 
describing the overall scattered intensity incident on detector 1: 
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Similarly, considering the first element of the matrix for the second input section 
at a and fJ, the following are obtained: 
12 (a) =.!. [Fll (a) - F22 (a)]S2 (t) 2 
1 12 (/3) = - [Fll (/3) - 2F'2 (/3) + F22 (/3)]S, (t) 2 
(2.66) 
(2.67) 
Again, the above two scattered light signals are then linearly added to produce the 
final equation representing the overall output scattered intensity incident on 
detector 2: 
(2.68) 
Table 2.10 summarises the type of light detected by both detectors. 
Horizontally Polarised Detector 1 Vertically Polarised Detector 2 
Type of detected scattered light: Type of detected scattered light: 
Forward Backward Forward Backward 
scattered light of scattered light of scattered light of scattered light of 
Sdt) Sz(t) S2(t) S,(t) 
Total scattered light detected: Total scattered light detected: 
S,(t)forwacd + S2(thackwacd S2(t)forwacd + Sdt)backwacd 
Table 2.10 Summary of light detected by honzontally polansed detector 1 and 
vertically polarised detector 2. 
This system will also be subjected to problems of stray light and the glass cuvette 
not being in alignment. Stray light and tilting terms will both be introduced to 
equations (2.65) and (2.68). These terms, namely the stray light and tilting terms 
have to be considered and taken into account for the mathematical modelling of 
the system. 
Therefore, a simple estimate of this problem of stray light and misalignment can 
be included for both detectors 1 and 2 and the output intensities are: 
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1;°'°1 = (1- J)AS, (t) + (1- JX172' + B )S2 (t) 
= I, (1- J)A[1 + sin(IlV + ~)] + 12 (1- 15)(172, + B )[1- sin(ll'of + ~)] (2.69) 
and 
I~o,ol = (1 + J)AS2(t)+ (1 + 15)(17,2 + C)S,(t) 
= 12 (1 + J)A[I- sin(llJo + ~)] + I, (1 + 15)(1712 + C)[1 + sin(llJo + ~)] 
(2.70) 
respectively. 
where A is the tenn representing .![Fl1 (a)-F22(a)], B is the tenn representing 
2 
.!.[F;,(P) + 2F'2(P)+ F22 (P)]' C represents .!.[Fl1 (P)-2F;2(P)+F22 (P)]' <> is the 2 2 
tenn representing the tilting tennieffect, 172' is the tenn which represents the stray 
light/offset from horizontally polarised source 2 to the horizontally polarised 
detector 1 and lastly 1712 is the tenn illustrating the stray light/offset from the 
vertically polarised source 1 to the vertically polarised detector 2. 
Stray light from horizontally polarised source 2 and vertically polarised source 1 
can pose a problem when it is detected by the horizontally polarised detector 1 and 
vertically polarised detector 2 respectively. However, the tilting effect need also 
indicate ideal situations of which there are no alignment problems. In order to 
illustrate this, the tilting tenn is therefore represented as (1±<». If the cuvette of 
particle suspension is in perfect alignment between both sources and the detector, 
<> equates to zero and hence the overall tilt tenn is unity and therefore there will be 
no errors in the system. The positive and negative signs in front of <> indicate 
whether the tilt is more to the right or left side of the transmission beams. 
The benefit of a system employing two detectors is that one can apply the (1±<» 
tenn more effectively because one channel can be assigned (1-<» and the other 
channel be assigned (1+<», as shown in equations (2.69) and (2.70) respectively. 
This can then be cancelled out effectively by using a unique algorithm. 
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It can be noticed that besides the constant factors hand lz which represent the 
amplitude of the direct-current (DC) light emitted by the dual channel high-
intensity light sources, there are also two other terms, namely [1 + sin(av + t/J)] and 
[1- sin(av + tjJ)]. These are the periodic alternating-current (ac) signals at the 
modulation frequency. The two beams emerging from the incoherent sources are 
modulated sinusoidal signals indicated by SI(t) and S2(t) for LED sources 1 and 2 
respectively, which subsequently illuminate the particle suspension in a glass 
cuvette positioned stationary in the middle of the measurement/scattering chamber. 
Table 2.11 summarises the components for the two source illumination signals. 
Vertically Polarised Incoherent Horizontally Polarised Incoherent 
Source 1 Source 2 
Mathematical representation: Mathematical representation: 
S, (t) = I, [1 + sin(av + t/J)] S2(t)= 12[1-sin(coot+t/J)] 
DC component AC component DC component AC component 
h I, sin(coot + t/J) 12 - 12 sin(coot + t/J) 
Table 2.11 .. Summary of mdlvldual components for source illurnmauon 
signals. 
The above table shows that both the transmitted incoherent source signals contain 
an AC and a DC component. Similarly, the scattered wave from the particle 
suspension will comprise of these two components. 
A set of filters is hence required at the output of the detector module so as to 
perform the task of effectively retrieving the above two components from the 
received scattered signal. They are namely a bandpass and lowpass filter to extract 
the AC and DC components respectively. After the lowpass filter, its output 
consists of only the low frequency component of h for incoherent source 1. All 
other high frequency components will be entirely blocked. As the DC component 
can be considered as an extremely low frequency component of less than 1Hz, a 
lowpass filter is the most efficient device to entirely attenuate all high frequency 
components and to perform the necessary extraction. At the same time, this 
scattered signal is simultaneously passed to the bandpass filter and its output 
contains only the AC components of the two incoherent sources and any low 
frequency components or undesired frequencies that are outside the passband 
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spectrum are entirely attenuated. The bandpass-filtered outputs of the two 
detectors in mathematical representations are: 
S, (t) = I, sin(I1V + 1jJ) 
S2(t) = -I2sin(av + 1jJ) 
(2.71) 
(2.72) 
The bandpass filter, in the extraction of the AC component, is more appropriate 
than the cascading of a lowpass and highpass filter together because the bandpass 
filter retrieves only the fundamental frequency of the modulating (or transmitted) 
signal but severely attenuates all other undesired frequencies outside the spectrum. 
The removal of any other frequencies, other than the fundamental, is critical as any 
other frequencies mean the presence of harmonics (second, third etc) which cause 
distortion to the filtered scattered signal. Large phase error would not be 
acceptable as this would degrade performance. It is best to avoid phase error. Both 
filters have the same theoretical characteristics. Therefore, due to tolerances, 
components are chosen for almost zero phase error. 
If Ito,al and I~ota' are to be further represented only in their respective AC and DC 
components after the filtering process has been implemented using table 2.11, then 
the AC and DC components for no,a' are: 
sin(IlV + 1jJ) I, (1- O)A - 12 (1- 0)(172' + B) (2.73) 
and 
(2.74) 
respectively. 
The root mean square value of (2.73) is: 
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(2.75) 
Similarly, the AC and DC components for I~OIal are: 
(2.76) 
and 
(2.77) 
respectively. 
The root mean square value of (2.76) is: 
(2.78) 
As mentioned in an earlier part of this thesis, this system can also be subjected to 
the problems of stray light and the glass cuvette not being in alignment. Therefore, 
stray light components may be embedded together with the scattered signals, 
which may cause the final scattered signals to have higher amplitude. The 
amplitudes of (2.73) and (2.76) can be specified if the stray light intensity is 
greater than the scattered light intensity as illustrated in the following table: 
Condition 
1 la - bl = a - b if a>b 
anda>O 
2 la - bl = b - a if b>a 
and b >0 
3 Stray Light> Scattered Light 
. . Table 2.12 3 conditions . 
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Based on conditions (2) and (3) in table 2.12 above, (2.73) is re-written as: 
(2.79) 
when stray light is greater than scattered light. 
Based on conditions (1) and (3) in table 2.12 above, (2.76) is re-written as: 
(2.80) 
when stray light is greater than scattered light. 
The stray light terms 1721 and 17,2 are still dominant, showing that stray light can 
critically affect the final results. If a simple arithmetic subtraction operation is now 
carried out between the DC component and the AC component for the outputs of 
detectors 1 and 2, then the resultant is: 
(2.81) 
and 
(2.82) 
respectively. 
Now, the outputs of both detectors are multiplied and the product of its final 
equation is: 
(2.83) 
The final equation above shows that the error term due to tilting is J2 as compared 
to" of optical system A. For example, if optical system A has an error of 0.1, then 
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the error for optical system B is 0.01. This is much smaller thus indicating a 
reduction in the error occurred. For a further reduction in the error occurred, a 
square root function can be performed upon equation (2.83), which then gives: 
(2.84) 
Then, by using the following binomial series expansion of: 
(1 )n 1 n(n-l)x
2 n(n-l) ... (n-r+l)x' n 
+x = +nx+ + ... + + ... +x 
1.2 l.2 ... r 
(2.85) 
on ~(1- 8 2 1 in (2.84) above, gives: 
(2.86) 
As subsequent terms get smaller as the expansion series progress, they will be 
ignored and the following is considered: 
(2.87) 
Therefore, (2.84) can be re-written as: 
2~I/2 ~(1- 8 2 lA 
= 2~ I ,12 (1--t82 )A 
(2.88) 
The output of equation (2.88) above may be used to detect non-spheres. In the case 
of spheres, the term A will equate to zero because Fll = Fn and therefore generates 
a null response to indicate the presence of spheres. However, if there is an 
existence of non-spheres in the particle suspension, Fll '* F22 and therefore A will 
be of non-zero value and the output will demonstrate a non-zero response. 
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Looking back upon equation (2.S1), it represents the output intensity of a single 
detector. This is to say that an optical system (say optical system B(a)) can be 
deduced from optical system B, which is just by considering a single instead of 
two detectors. However, a system that uses a single detector cannot effectively 
eliminate the error due to tilting because it is not possible to determine whether to 
apply (l +15) or (1-<5). 
2.9.3. Comparison of Optical Systems 
The outputs from all the optical systems are summarised in the following table: 
Optical System A Optical System B Optical System B(a) 
Single Source and Dual Source and Dual Source and 
Single Detector Dual Detector Single Detector 
1,(l±o)A 2~1,I2 (l-t02)A 21, (1± o)A 
Table 2.13 Summary of outputs from all the optical systems. 
Table 2.13 clearly shows that all optical systems are capable of detecting the 
presence of spheres but system B is seen to be better. This is because from a 
comparison of (l-t02) of system B with (1±15) of system A, one can see that the 
error term due to tilting is now t 0 2 as compared to that of 15 for system A. Again, 
if there is an error of 0.1 in system A, then the error for system B will be 0.005, 
which is considerably smaller. Although system B is still affected by effects of 
tilting and is not entirely error-free, the error generated is at least several 
magnitudes smaller than that of the large error of system A. 
2.9.4. Advantages of Optical System B 
The advantages of optical system Bare: 
• This modulating method of employing two sources also removes the need for 
additional ambient light subtraction circuitry because the extraction of relevant 
components from the scattered signals simultaneously removes any ambient 
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light components. It offers the practical advantage that light sources and 
detectors need not be matched to provide accurate measurements. 
• The error term (l±o) can be applied to both detection channels more 
effectively. The error due to tilting is highly reduced, tJ2 as compared to 0 of 
optical system A. 
• The resultant scattered signal might not be large but at least it is a clean signal 
above the electronic noise floor which contains the scattered information from 
the particles and not embedded together with noise, hence a higher signal-to-
noise ratio. 
• The theoretical removal of stray light components, namely 1721 and 17]2' 
2.10. Conclusions 
At this point, it can be concluded that through the elements Fll and F22 of the 
amplitude scattering matrix, together with linearly polarised light, it is possible to 
detect spheres and non-spheres, as opposed to circularly and/or elliptically 
polarised light. These elements are more sensitive to shape and can be critical 
indicators in the above detection. 
Both optical systems (including the sub-system of optical system B) and their 
corresponding theories, can discriminate between spheres and non-spherical 
particles, with a null and non-zero response for spheres (due to A or 
.!. [FlI (a) - F22 (a)] =0) and non-spherical particles respectively. The theories of 2 
optical system A and optical system B(a) indicate that for a single detector system, 
regardless of whether a single and/or dual source is used, contributes an error that 
is larger than if one is to use two detectors as in optical system B. Optical system 
B is more favourable than optical system A because theoretical evidence has 
shown that the overall performance of an optical system having two detectors will 
be very much improved. 
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The theory derived in chapter 2 will be supported by hardware implementation in 
chapter 3 and subsequently demonstrated by experiments in chapter 4 whereby the 
instrument will be challenged by both polystyrene latex spheres and non-spherical 
hematite particles. 
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CHAPTER 3 
IMPLEMENTATION 
3.1. Summary 
This chapter details the completed design, construction and testing of the whole 
system which can be separated into three sub-systems, namely; 
• The dual channel incoherent source. 
• The dual channel detection. 
• The programmable logic device (PLD) parallel port interface card. 
The above three complex sub-systems have been further divided into smaller 
individual components, which have been independently designed and tested. Final 
testing of the overall system will be implemented and followed by the integration 
with the detection probes. 
3.1.1. Overall System Block Diagram 
Figure 3.1 shows the block diagram of the overall system. 
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Figure 3.1 Block diagram of overall system. 
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3.2. Introduction 
This optoelectronic instrument is a light emitting diode (LED )-based device 
designed to assess the possibility of detecting the presence of non-spheres. The 
system comprises a dual channel incoherent source, a measurement chamber, a 
dual channel detection module and dedicated analogue processing electronics for 
signal extraction and filtering. 
3.2.1. Specifications 
The overall specifications that have been agreed for the complete system are 
described below: 
• Two independent LED sources, with both independent and simultaneous 
digital intensity control by a O-lOOmA digitally controlled drive current. 
• Two independent PiN receiver modules that can be initially configured at the 
point of assembly for specific gain settings. 
• A signal recovery scheme for the extraction of the relevant components from 
the detected scattered light. 
3.2.2. Light Emitting Diode 
LEDs have been widely used by several authors in their field of research work. 
Araki and Misawa [33] used an avalanche transistor circuit to pulse a blue 
(450nm) LED at a 10 kHz repetition rate, with an optical pulse width of -3ns and 
measuring the 19.5ns fluorescence lifetime of a solution of quinine sulphate. Green 
LEDs have been extensively used in the works of Galloway et al. [34-35] and 
recently [36] used a multi vibrator circuit to obtain green (525nm) LED pulses 
down to 25ns at a repetition rate of 11kHz and used it to study inorganic 
luminescence lifetimes of feldspars and quartz. O'Hagan et al. [37] also used 
LEDs which were pulsed at 10MHz for sensing and spectroscopy applications. 
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LEDs have been used increasingly in several applications, for example in the 
measurement of temperature [38], gases [39-40], chlorophyll [41], pH [42] and 
flammable poisonous hydrogen sulphide gas [43]. 
LEDs are considered incoherent sources, with well defined wavelength range of 
emitted light. They behave electrically like ordinary diodes, but with a forward 
voltage drop in the range of 1.5V to 2.5V. From an engineering viewpoint, LEDs 
have several advantages in being used as incoherent sources because they: 
• Offer room-temperature operation. 
• Offer simplicity in design. 
• Have a low electric power consumption. 
• Are more cost effective than diode lasers or lasers for deployment in practical 
particle sensors. 
Ultra-high bright LEDs with precision optical performance from Hewlett Packard 
are used in this research. They provide superior light output for excellent 
readability in sunlight and are extremely reliable in harsh outdoor conditions. The 
version used in this research has untinted, non-diffused clear lenses. Not only are 
LEDs and PiN diodes excellent sources and detection alternatives to the more 
established coherent sources (lasers) and photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), one can 
also circumvent the high cost issue. The introduction of high-intensity LEDs 
makes it possible to design systems which will significantly be less complex. The 
advantage of using a high-intensity LED is that the higher magnitudes in 
brightness from the LED results in a higher photocurrent from the detector, 
enhances sensitivity, which thereby reduces electrical noise pickup and the 
influence of capacitive effects. 
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3.2.3. PiN Diode 
In this research, the simplest detectors (such as photodiodes and photodetectors) 
have been employed. Diodes intended as photodetectors (such as PiN diodes and 
photodiodes) are packaged in a transparent metallic case and possess several 
advantages, namely: 
• High speed with a fast response time of nanosecond or less. 
• High efficiency. 
• Low noise. 
• Low leakage current. 
They are usually designed with the above in mind and PiN diodes are considered 
good light detectors at relatively high light levels, but the output signal can be 
relatively small at low light levels. This problem can be easily overcome by using 
a transimpedance configuration whereby the PiN diode is connected directly to a 
current/voltage converter. The converter simultaneously transforms and amplifies 
the output signal, in the form of a current, from the PiN diode to a voltage, at a 
level suitable for further processing. 
3.3. Implementation of Dual Source Drivers 
The incoherent source drivers' sub-system consists of: 
• Modulating signal generation. 
• Simultaneous digital intensity control. 
• Independent digital intensity control. 
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• Voltage offset control. 
• Operational-amplifier controlled, voltage-programmable transistor current 
source with feedback LED driver. 
A pair of digitally controlled LED drivers implements the source illumination. 
Precise control of the electrical power ensures that each LED provides a similar 
level of intensity each time it is illuminated. The LED drivers are capable of 
working independently or in combination. The LED drivers must have the ability 
to precisely control the current supplied to each LED, and therefore the output 
intensity. The current should be stable with respect to variations in both LED 
forward voltage drop and temperature, with independent digital control of each 
current level. Once the operating temperature is reached, the light output (from 
each LED) will not vary. The LED to LED output is compensated for by different 
control levels. Ageing effects are compensated for by different control levels. The 
linearity measured in the sense of the output from the PiN detector gives a sine 
wave, thus indicating the light output from the LED must be a sinusoidal wave. 
A digital interface is provided that enables 8-bit (256 levels) control of the current 
supplied to each LED. The use of a digital interface allows dynamic control of the 
LED intensities to achieve adequate signal-to-noise ratio, and therefore to produce 
a robust system. 
3.3.1. Specifications 
• A pair of variable, anti-phase modulating signals. 
• Both simultaneous and independent digital intensity control of two sources. 
• 8-bit digital control of drive current. 
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3.3.2. Incoherent Source 
The incoherent sources are formed by two 5mm/Tl % ultrahigh brightness red light 
emitting diodes (LEDs). Tl % is the package style of the LED and its specifications 
are shown in table 3.1 below: 
Colour View Lum. Intensity (mcd) Maximum Peak 
Angle @lv=20mA Forward Wavelength 
Typical Minimum Current 
(mA) 
Red 8 6500 2900 50 626nm 
(clear lens) 
Table 3.1 LED for dual channel illcoherent source drivers. 
Figure 3.2 shows the overall incoherent source driver's circuit topology, which 
demonstrates how these modular circuits connect together so as to achieve the full 
functionality of the incoherent source driver's sub-system. 
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3.3.3. Generation of Double Beam Anti-Phased Modulating Signal 
An 8-bit digital modulated signal was generated by an 8-bit PlC microcontroller. 
Such microcontroJlers are low cost, easily available and extremely fast. 256 
samples were initially generated by external software, which were then stored in a 
look-up table within the memory of the microcontroller. The samples were then 
output individually to an output port of the microcontroller. The whole process 
went into an infinite loop and therefore a sinusoidal signal was generated 
continuously. A 20MHz crystal was used so as to achieve a suitable modulation 
frequency of 1.036kHz which was used to drive the incoherent sources. 
3.3.3.1. Digital-to-Analogne Conversion 
A digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) was employed to convert the 8-bit digital 
signals generated by the microcontroller into an analogue sinusoidal signal. Levels 
of currents flowing in, and out, of reference inputs Vrej+ and Vrej- determine the 
maximum output current of the DAC. 
3.3.3.2. Generation of VoItage(s) from Current-Output DAC 
Although some DACs produce a voltage directly at their outputs, the DAC08 
produced an output current in response to an 8-bit digital data code presented on 
the 8-bit inputs of the DAC (BI-B8). The 8-bit digital data code was generated by 
a microcontroller and fed to the 8-bit parallel data input of the DAC. These signals 
served as an 8-bit digital word, which was then be converted into two analogue 
outputs. In this research, an output voltage can be generated from a current DAC 
by using an op-amp in a transimpedance configuration (current-to-voltage 
amplifier). To ensure stability, a small capacitor may be necessary across the 
feedback resistor because the DAC's output capacitance in combination with the 
feedback resistance introduces a lagging phase shift; which, compromises the 
speed of the amplifier. A high-speed (fast settling) op-amp may be necessary to 
maintain the high speed of the DAC. The op-amp also serves as a buffer for small 
load resistances or large load capacitances. 
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3.3.3.3. Simultaneous Digital Intensity Control 
Since the DAC08 is a current-output device (with reference to figure 3.4), the 
method described above (a current-to-voltage or transimpedance amplifier) is used 
to convert the output current into a voltage. A transimpedance configuration can be 
achieved using an OPA404 op-amp (U4), which has an extremely low input-bias 
current and is therefore suitable for digital to analogue conversions. A precision 
voltage reference IC (U2) provided a stable +5V output voltage reference to 
generate a reference current. This IC output could be adjusted with minimal effect 
on temperature stability. The output of U2 was then applied to the Vref+ terminal of 
the DAC. The output of the transimpedance amplifier then converted the DAC08's 
output to an output voltage, which served as a control signal 
(MASTER_CONTROL) to the independent digital intensity control circuitry. 
3.3.3.4. Variation of Output Voltage(s) 
The amplitude(s) of the output voltage(s) can be varied by having a resistor in 
series with the reference inputs to control the current though there are instances 
whereby the Vref- input may be tied to analogue ground. Varying the resistance 
varies the reference current and hence in turn varies the output swing of the output 
voltage from the transimpedance amplifier. 
3.3.3.5. Generation of Variable Anti-Phased Outputs 
A unique feature of the DAC08 is that it has twin outputs which are 
complementary. That is when the current on one rises, the current on the other 
falls. Since the outputs are complementary, DAC08 was ideally suited to generate 
the anti-phased analogue sinusoidal signals, which in turn drove the LEDs in anti-
phase, as determined by the theory in chapter two. This reduced any further 
circuitry and was highly advantageous because the provision of a high voltage 
compliance complementary current output increased versatility and enabled 
differential operation to effectively double the peak-to-peak output swing. As the 
two outputs can be used simultaneously, the effects of any phase errors are very 
close to zero. 
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To vary the amplitudes of the anti-phased outputs, the voltage across the reference 
resistor Rl2 was varied. In other words, changing the current flowing into the V"f+ 
input of DAC08 carries out the immediate range control and thereby varies the 
amplitude of the output complementary voltage(s). Transimpedance gains of 4700, 
determined by Rl4 and Rl5 then converted the DAC08's twin outputs to a 0-5V 
output voltage. In addition, resistors Rl4 and R15, together with feedback 
capacitors Cl7 and C18, made up a single feedback lowpass filter. This filter 
reduced the bandwidth of the measurement (analogue signal), which in turn 
averaged out any noise generated. The filter ensured a clean analogue output from 
the DAC and that any undesired frequencies operating above the cutoff frequency 
were removed. Feedback capacitors C17 and Cl8 not only performed the filtering 
but they were also necessary for stability. Figure 3.3 shows the topology of the 
simultaneous digital intensity control for the two incoherent sources. 
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Figure 3.3 Initial incoherent source drivers with simultaneous digital intensity 
control. 
3.3.3.5.1. Implemented Approach 
It was decided to use the method of varying the series resistance with the reference 
inputs to control the output current from DAC08. Though it can be achieved by 
using a constant +5V voltage reference followed by a potentiometer, it was 
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decided instead that the 0-5V control voltage be generated from an 8-bit digital 
word as applied by the PLD parallel port interface card, and again with the usage 
of a DAC08. Any changes in the digital values of the 8-bit input subsequently 
caused the voltage at the output of the transimpedance amplifier (U4A) to vary. 
This variable control voltage (MASTER_CONTROL) was buffered by an op-amp 
(U4B) before it was used to drive the Vref+ terminal of the DAC08 (U7) via the 
current reference resistor R12. By varying this control voltage 
(MASTER_CONTROL), the current across reference resistor R12 changed 
accordingly. Therefore, the complementary outputs (lOUT and lOUT) of DAC08 
(U7) varied with respect to each other with any changes in Vref+. A pair of 
transimpedance amplifiers (U4C and U4D) then converted the complementary 
current outputs into voltages, which were used to drive the LEDs drivers' circuitry. 
In conclusion, varying the input digital 8-bit values (0-255) from the PLO parallel 
port interface card varied the control signal (MASTER_CONTROL) from the 
output of the op-amp (U4A), which in turn varied the current across the reference 
resistor R12 and caused the modulating signals (which are 180' out of phase) to 
vary simultaneously with respect to each other at the outputs of the 
transimpedance amplifiers (U4C and U4D), thus featuring a simultaneous digital 
intensity control capability. 
Figure 3.4 shows the electronic circuitry for the implementation of the 8-bit 
simultaneous digital intensity control feature and figure 3.5 shows how a pair of 
variable, anti -phased modulating signals can be generated using the above 
simultaneous intensity control feature. 
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8-bit simultaneous digital intensity control. 
3.3.3.6. Independent Digital Intensity Control 
IMSTE 
" MTa~ 
The independent intensity control circuitry was achieved based upon a voltage 
controlled amplifier, VCA61O. The VCA610 is a wideband, continuously variable, 
Voltage Controlled Gain Amplifier. The device possessed a unipolar high-speed 
control signal (Vc) input, which varied the amplifier gain G, 
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3.3.3.6.1. Analogue Implementation 
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the implementations of the independent digital intensity 
control and the voltage-controlled amplification for the incoherent source 1 
respectively. 
The DC modulating signal (MOD_SIG_A) was converted to a peak-to-peak (Vpk-
pk) signal by capacitively (AC)-coupling the modulating signal (MOD_SIG_A) via 
capacitor C27, which was then attenuated by a potential divider network, made up 
by resistors R251R48 and R261R49, before it was connected to the inverting 
terminal (-) of the VCA610. The use of the inverting input (-) was recommended 
since this connection tends to minimise positive feedback from the output to the 
non-inverting input (+). A second potential divider network formed by resistors 
R231R46 and R241R47 attenuated the 0-5V voltage signal supplied to the Vc 
terminal by the transimpedance amplifier (UllA and UI9A). This attenuation had 
to be great enough to prevent any possibility of an overload voltage at the Vc 
terminal; as such, an overload could saturate the device gain-control circuitry and 
thereby reduce the amplifier's gain. As a result, any variation in the 0-5V voltage 
signal would vary Vc and hence vary the input-modulating signal. This variable 
signal was presented at the output where it was amplified by a gain of 
approximately 11 to bring the signal up to a significant level. Therefore, any 
variation in the control voltage generated by the DAC to the Vc input terminal of 
the VCA6lD, would cause the individual modulating signal to vary and thereby 
achieve an independent control capability over the two incoherent sources 
intensity levels. 
The amplified signal was then fed to the voltage offset control module, as shown 
in figure 3.9. The purpose of the voltage-offset control allowed zero-brightness to 
be achieved for the two incoherent sources, also allowing them to be completely 
switched off for zero intensity. The input was separated into two channels to 
implement the function. One of the two separated amplified signals was fed to a 
unity-gain voltage follower, constructed from a portion of an OPA404 (UI5A) op-
amp and with a silicon diode (D6) in the feedback-loop of this op-amp. The op-
amp (with diode) together with capacitor C40, made up an op-amp based positive 
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peak: detector using feedback. By taking feedback from the voltage at the capacitor 
C40, the diode drop did not cause any problems. The positive peak: detector 
tracked the input signal and held the output at the highest level, this was 
continuously compared with the input to determine whether the stored value had to 
be updated. Thus the output represented the largest peak: in the measurement 
interval. A unity-gain voltage-follower, also constructed from a portion of an 
OPA404 (DI5B), was then used to buffer the circuit and de-couple the positive 
peak detector from the loading of the subsequent stages. The output of this second 
voltage follower was then fed to the inverting terminal (-In) of an inverting 
summing amplifier made up from the same OPA404 op-amp package (DI5C). The 
inverting summing amplifier (UI5C) then added the output of DI5B, the second of 
the separated input signal (VOLTAGE_OFFSET_A) together with the output of a 
potential divider network (R32 and R33) via resistors R29, R30 and R31. The 
signal (output of DISC) was inverted again to achieve the final signal at the output 
of DISD (LED_DRIVE_A), which was used to drive the incoherent sources in the 
next stage. The potential divider network of R32, R31 and R33 enabled the final 
output signal to be varied with respect to the OV reference line to the point at 
which the LED started to conduct. 
A second similar circuitry applied to the second of the two variable anti-phase 
sinusoidal signals. Quad op-amps packages were used in this section because of 
the relatively low performance requirements of this circuit block and the resulting 
simplicity of implementation. Figure 3.8 shows the topology of the independent 
intensity control capability. 
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Figure 3.6 8-bit independent digital intensity control for incoherent source 1. 
Figure 3.7 Voltage controlled amplification for incoherent source 1. 
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Figure 3.8 Improved incoherent source drivers featuring both simultaneous and independent digital intensity control 
topology. 
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Figure 3.10 shows the complementary modulating signals at the instance 
(VOLTAGE_OFFSET_A and VOLTAGE_OFFSET_B) before the voltage offset 
controls. 
As can be seen, there were no significant phase errors between the pair of 180' 
anti-phase sinusoidal signals. The signals had amplitudes of approximately 6V and 
they were generated with the simultaneous and independent controls (for both 
LEDs) set to the maximum 8-bit value of 255. There was a voltage offset of 
approximately +2.2V for both LEDs, with reference from the OV reference line. 
This was due to the maximum forward voltage drop, VF, the voltage point at which 
both LEDs started to conduct. This + 2.2V offset had to be removed in order to 
ensure the LEDs were completely switched on and off so as to illustrate the 
modulating effect. 
3.3.3.7. Operational-Amplifier Controlled, Voltage-Programmable 
Transistor Current Source with Feedback LED Driver 
A very good current source with feedback can be achieved with a transistor and an 
op-amp. An active current drive methodology using a transistor current source is 
shown in figure 3.11. A control voltage, Vied_drive. is connected to the non-inverting 
input (+) of the op-amp. By varying Vied_drive. one can in fact obtain a voltage-
programmable current source. Therefore, a current source does not need to have a 
fixed voltage at its base terminal. The result will be a current source with 
variations in output current proportional to the variations in input voltage: 
I = Vled _ drive 
RE 
(3.1) 
It is assumed that VLED is 2.0V, in fact this varies by approximately ± 0.5mV over 
the current range used. This value will change slightly with different LEDs. 
The examination of equation (3.1) shows that by varying RE, I changes. Therefore 
by varying the amplitude of the driving voltage, or the modulation signal, one 
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varies the current across the load and hence, in the case of a LED, this will vary its 
intensity level. 
3.3.3.8. 
Vled_driveo----/ 
+v 
LOAD 
(LED) 
= 
AGND 
1= ~ed drive 
RE 
Figure 3.11 Precision (improved) current sink using an op-arnp 
(with power boosting and feedback). 
Power Booster 
If an application requiring a high-current output is desired, as in the case of driving 
current devices such as LEDs, a solution is to use a single transistor, the type being 
an NPN power transistor. The output of the op-amp drives the base terminal of the 
power transistor, which linearly controls the current flowing through the current 
limiting resistor RE. 
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3.3.3.9. Feedback 
As with all op-amp feedback circuits, stabilisation was achieved when the op-amp 
inputs were at equal potential. Feedback was connected to the emitter terminal of 
the power transistor, thus forcing the output of the op-amp voltage to be separated 
from the input by the VBE drop of the transistor, this results in the op-amp inverting 
(-) input being at the same voltage as the non-inverting (+) input. The feedback 
action produced just the right drive voltage to the transistor so that sufficient 
current flows in the resistor RE in order to maintain the op-amp input terminals at 
the same voltage. In this way, the base input of the transistor will always be driven 
with the correct current drive to hold a voltage drop of Vied_drive (similar to the 
signal at the non-inverting (+) terminal of the op-amp) across RE; in other words, a 
voltage of Vled-tlrive had to be maintained and impressed upon the resistor RE. Thus, 
provided that the voltage drop across the load remained at Vied_drive. the emitter 
current I'S 1-- VIed dr;v, V d 1 t' TR1 b t 11 th' h d t LED' an neg ec mg ase curren, a IS a 0 
RE 
flow through the load, independently of any voltage drop and producing a constant 
current (providing Vied_drive is constant). Hence, any load connected to the opposite 
end of the resistor RE would experience a current of I Vied _drive V LED , regardless 
RE 
of the voltage drop it generated (within the operating condition of the circuit). In 
the design, the value of RE was fixed by using a value of 751:2 as the current 
determining resistors, R62 and R63. By varying the voltage at the base terminal of 
the transistor, which is VB, the intensity level varied. 
The advantage of placing the load as in figure 3.11 is that RE will serve as a 
protection device to the transistor should the LED drive circuit be accidentally 
powered up without any LED connections, andlor if one end of RE is to be shorted 
accidentally to the analogue ground (OVA). Figure 3.12 shows the practical 
implementation of the feedback stabilised LED drive circuit (for 1 channel only). 
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Figure 3.12 Operational amplifier controlled, voltage-programmable 
transistor current source with feedback LED driver for LED 1 only. 
The following figure presents a fast Fourier transform analysis of the modulating 
sinusoidal waveform captured from a Tektronix digital real-time oscilloscope. 
There is a central maximum peak in the frequency spectrum which is marked by a 
white marker at 1.04kHz. This is the fundamental frequency of the anti-phased 
modulating signal generated by the 8-bit microcontroller. 
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Figure 3.13 Frequency spectrum of the modulating signal at 1.04kHz. 
3.3.4. 
3.3.4.1. 
Optical Components of Sources 
Polariser 
The polariser used was a Tech Spec™ Unmounted Linear Glass Polarising Filter 
and its specifications are as shown in table 3.2 below: 
Diameter Width Bevel Polarising 
Efficiency 
+0/-0.2mm 2mm 0.2mmx45 99% 
Table 3.2 .. Unmounted linear glass polansmg filter specificatIOns. 
This durable glass sandwich design polarising filter is ideal for applications in 
optical systems, machine vision, plus prototype and laboratory projects. A single 
filter provides transmission of 30%. Two polarising filters of 12.50mm in diameter 
were used in the incoherent sources, one each for each source. The polarisers were 
oriented in their horizontal and vertical polarisation states. 
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3.3.4.2. Stackable Lens Tube 
In figure 3.14, the stackable lens tube utilises precision bearings for smooth 
backlash free rotation. The centre aperture accepts both 0.5 inch and 1 inch 
diameter optics, which were securely held in place by a threaded retaining ring. 
Both 2 inch deep 1 inch diameter lens tubes, and 0.5 inches deep 0.5 inch diameter 
lens tubes were used to assemble the internal optics for the incoherent source. By 
using lens tubes of the above depths and retaining rings of the appropriate 
diameter, thin 0.5 inches polarising optics could be easily mounted in the tube. 
The advantages of using such lens tube were: 
• Lockable. 
• Thrust bearing design. 
• Continuous 360' design. 
• Directly mounts 0.5 inch and 1 inch diameter optics. 
• Compact 2.2 inches (56mm) external diameter, 1.02 inches (26mm) internal 
diameter and 0.60 inches (16mm) thick. 
• Mounts optics up to 0.47 inches thick. 
3.3.4.3. Lens Tube Adapter 
As the linear polariser in figure 3.14 was a 0.5 inch optical device, it was fitted 
into a 0.5 inches deep 0.5 inch diameter lens tube and this was coupled to a 2 inch 
deep 1 inch diameter lens tube via a 1 to 0.5 inch lens tube adapter. The 1 to 0.5 
inch lens tube adapter allowed the combining of 1 inch and 2 inch diameter optical 
elements within one system. 
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3.3.4.4. Narrow Aperture 
The narrow aperture had a central diameter of 5mm and it was positioned in front 
of the polariser to help collimate all of the LED output in the forward direction and 
towards the centre of the glass cuvette in the measurement chamber. This helped in 
a narrowing of the LED emission. 
3.3.5. Incoherent Source Internal Optics Arrangements 
Using the stackable lens tubes, the detailed internal optics arrangements for the 
incoherent source (1 channel) is as shown in figures 3.14. 
Shield (OV) 
2 inch deep 1 inch diameter 
Lens Tube 
I inch End Cap LED 
1 to 0.5 inch Lens 
Tube Adapter 
LED Mount 
0.5 inches deep with 0.5 inch 
diameter Lens Tube 
Polariser Narrow Aperture 
Figure 3.14 Internal optics arrangements for incoherent source. 
3.4. Implementation of Dual Channel Detection 
3.4.1. Methodology 
The dual channel detection sub-system was designed as a number of modular 
circuits, each providing the functions necessary to perform the specific task 
required. This methodology allowed for the re-use of these modular circuit 
components in the future. 
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The major circuit blocks and their functions are, namely: 
• PiN receiver. 
To detect and receive polarised scattered light from the particle suspensions. 
• Signal extraction and filtering. 
To extract and filter the AC and DC components of the polarised scattered 
light detected by the two PiN receiver modules. 
• Simultaneous Digital Gain Control. 
To provide steady amplification to boost the scattered signals to a substantial 
level for scattering measurements. 
8-bit digital interfaces are also incorporated into the circuitry, which allowed an 
easy integration with the PC, via another control circuit. The digital interfaces 
allowed both the simultaneous and independent digital intensity control for the two 
incoherent sources. Figure 3.15 shows the overall dual channel detection sub-
system circuit topology, which demonstrates how these modular circuits 
interconnect so as to achieve the full functionality of the detection of the non-
spheres sub-system. 
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Figure 3.15 Overall dual channel detection sub-system circuit topology. 
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3.4.1.1. Design and Operation 
The following sections describe the design and operation of the circuitry used for 
the dual channel detection sub-system. The circuit descriptions are not exhaustive 
but serve to illustrate important design methodologies as well as illustrating the 
functional operation of the circuitry. Important performance specifications are 
highlighted. 
3.4.2. PiN Receiver Module 
The dual PiN receiver modules resided within the detection probes and therefore 
had to be both small and electrically rugged. In order to maintain the immunity to 
electrical noise and performance of the circuit, it was necessary to develop a 
module that comprises both the PiN diode and the pre-amplification circuitry. The 
following sections describe the performance specifications of the completed 
modules and are followed by a description of the circuitry used. 
3.4.2.1. Specifications 
• Local power regulation (± 15V power supply input). 
The use of local power regulators decreases the sensitivity of the receiver 
modules to electrical noise on the global power supply. The performance of the 
sensitive analogue pre-amplifiers could otherwise be degraded by power-
supply noise caused by the digital sub-systems or electromagnetic interference 
(EMI) coupled to the cable that connects the detection probe to the various 
electronic sub-systems. 
• Single buffered output. 
A unity-gain voltage follower was used to buffer the circuit and de-couples the 
sensitive receiver performance from the loading of subsequent stages and 
circuit interconnections. 
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• Regulated bias voltage. 
Reverse biasing of the PiN diode increased the achievable bandwidth for any 
given gain, with local power regulation decreasing the sensitivity to power-
supply noise. 
• Physical mounting for PiN diode. 
The PiN diode was physically mounted on the module circuit board. This 
approach not only provided a convenient and stable fixing for the diode, but it 
also provided a rugged grounding connection for the metal encapsulation of the 
device. This results in improved bandwidth, reduced noise floor and a reduced 
sensiti vity to electromagnetic noise. 
• Physical dimension: 23mm by 13mm. 
The completed circuitry utilised surface-mount technology, with components 
being attached to both sides of the circuit board so as to achieve the smallest 
possible size. This was important because the dimensions of the modules 
determine the minimum diameter of the detection probes used. 
• Optimal component specification for transimpedance gain. 
The module circuitry was tested and characterised for a range of 
transimpedance gains. This allowed the selection of component values for any 
desired gain during manufacture and as well as the possibility of changing the 
gain on the prediction of performance characteristics. 
3.4.2.2. PiN Diode 
The detectors are formed by two 5mm/TO-18 Si PiN photodiodes having the 
following specification as shown in table 3.3 below: 
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Window Active Effective Spectral Peak Photo 
Material Area Area Size Response Sensitivity Sensitivity 
Size (mm2) Range Wavelength S 
(mm) ). ).p (AIW) 
(nm) (nm) 660nm 
Lens Type: 01.2 1.1 320 960 0.45 
BorosiIicate to 
Glass 1100 
Table 3.3 PIN diode for dual channel detection. 
3.4.2.3. PiN Receiver Operation 
Photodiodes exhibit their faster switching speeds when operated in the 
photoconductive mode. Figure 3.18 illustrates the photodiode operating in the 
photoconductive mode of operation. 
c 
R 
>---~-O VOUT 
= 
PiN Diode AGND 
Figure 3.16 Photoconductive mode. 
In this research, the photodiode operated in the photoconductive mode of operation 
as shown in figure 3.16. Photodiodes exhibit their faster switching speeds when 
operated in the photoconductive mode. This mode was able to simultaneously 
fulfil the dual requirements for high speed and high sensitivity. In this mode, an 
external reverse bias, Vbias, was applied and the photodiode became an ideal 
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current source. Photodiode and op-amps could be coupled such that the op-amp 
functions as a simple current-to-voltage converter, or also known as a 
transimpedance amplifier. The transimpedance configuration in figure 3.16 above 
was a practical circuit that could simultaneously fulfill the requirements of having 
both high sensitivity and bandwidth. 
In figure 3.16, the negative feedback action of the operational amplifier (op-amp) 
attempted to keep both the non-inverting (+) and inverting (-) inputs terminals at 
the same voltage, thereby maintaining the reverse bias voltage across the PiN 
diode and hence minimise the effects of any parasitic capacitance. The output 
voltage VOUT was proportional to the photocurrent and could be written as: 
(3.2) 
A parallel parasitic capacitor C was included in the feedback loop to: 
• Shunt the feedback resistor R. 
• Prevent ringing of the circuit in response to a step-input by increasing the 
feedback loop phase-margin. 
• Limit the bandwidth of the circuit. 
A close tolerance capacitor was chosen to ensure that the best possible 
performance was obtained from the circuit. This is essential because as the 
capacitor value rises, the cutoff frequency decreases, and vice versa. 
The application of a negative bias voltage (Vbias) to the PiN diode anode (+ 
terminal) increased the bandwidth of the above circuit and therefore reduced the 
parasitic capacitance. As there was then a finite voltage (bias Voltage) across the 
diode, the feedback action (feedback loop with capacitor C) attempted to minimise 
any changes in that voltage and therefore continues to minimise the effect of the 
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parasitic capacitance. The optimal bias voltage and resultant performance were 
highly dependent upon the specific PiN diode employed. 
The major advantage of this transimpedance configuration in this application was 
that a relatively high value of R, and therefore a high sensitivity, could be achieved 
with a relatively small reduction in bandwidth. It gave a good compromise 
between the high sensitivity required to resolve Iow intensity signals and the high 
bandwidth required for the subsequent filtering and amplification stage. 
3.4.2.3.1. Analogue Implementation 
Figure 3.17 shows the implementation of the transimpedance configuration for PiN 
receiver 1, which was achieved using an AD820 op-amp (D4), which is a FET-
Input Gp-Amp. The AD820 possessed an extremely Iow input-bias current and 
was therefore very suitable for PiN diode applications. The actual transimpedance 
gain is chosen by the selection of resistor RI (470kO), with the balancing capacitor 
Cl (4p7) critically damping the circuit and ensuring unconditional stability. The 
values shown in figure 3.17 indicate a gain of approximately 500000. A unity-gain 
follower, also constructed from an AD820 (U5), was then used to buffer the circuit 
and to de-couple the receiver performance from loading of subsequent stages. D1 
and D2 regulate the global power supply from +15V to +12V. Finally. D3, D1 and 
C 10 generate a 9V reverse bias voltage (-VB 1) to the PiN diode. The same 
circuitry applied to PiN receiver 2. The two output signals, RX1 and RX2, were 
then input to the next stage for the extraction of its relevant AC and DC 
components. 
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Figure 3.17 PiN detector 1. 
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Figure 3.18 shows the typical complementary outputs of the two PiN detectors 
modules (at point RXl and RX2), both having the same frequencies that are in 
phase opposition. The two PiN detector modules were initially positioned in the 
line of sight of the incoherent sources so as to receive the two below outputs. As 
noticed, the signals received were an exact replica of the two 180' anti-phase 
sinusoidal signals generated by the LEDs via the LED driver. There were no offset 
voltages, with the minimum of both modulating signals at the OV reference line, 
indicating the stage at which both LEDs were switched off completely. The +2.2V 
offset illustrated in figure 3.10 was successfully eliminated by the voltage-offset 
(zero-brightness) module and instances were also indicated when LED 1 switches 
on; LED 2 switches off and vice versa, and hence showing the anti-phase 
modulating (on/off) of the two sources. The maximum of both signals was at 
approximately +8.4V, indicating that both LEDs were at their point of maximum 
intensity. The amplitudes of the two received signals in the figure represent the 
intensity levels for the two incoherent sources. A unique feature of this approach is 
that the two signals can be modulated both simultaneously and independently. 
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Simultaneous modulation ensures both signals to be out of phase without the 
generation of any phase errors, that is no leading or lagging. It ensures the 
provision of equal amounts of adjustments to the intensity levels of both sources, a 
variation of the amplitude level varies the intensities of the two sources. 
±180· 
Phase Difference 
+I--IJ:m2 
LED IOn, 
LED 2 Off 
LED I Off, 
LED 2 On 
LED IOn, 
LED 2 Off 
LED I Off, 
LED20n 
LED IOn, 
LED 2 On 
LED I Off, 
LED20n 
Figure 3.18 Complementary outputs of dual PiN detector modules positioned in the line of 
sight of the incoherent sources, both are having the same frequencies that are in phase opposition. 
3.4.3. Extractions of AC and DC Components of Polarised Scattered Signals 
Electrical signals can be either AC (alternating-current) or DC (direct-current). A 
DC voltage has a specific, consistent value whereas an AC voltage, on the other 
hand, continuously oscillates from positive to negative and back again. An AC 
signal can superimpose on a DC signal, so it never passes through true zero. These 
oscillations are in the form of a regular, repeating pattern. The simplest type of AC 
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signal is the sine wave, which is one of the detected scattered signals in this case, 
whereby the AC and DC components have to be extracted from. Filters are 
required to extract the AC and DC components of the detected scattered signals. 
In this application, the extractions of the AC and DC components are achieved 
using a bandpass and a lowpass filter respectively. A lowpass filter suppresses or 
attenuates frequencies higher than the filter's cutoff frequency while fully passing 
signals lower then the filter's cutoff frequency. A bandpass filter passes a band of 
specific frequencies of bandwidth B centered approximately about a centre 
frequency wo' and severely attenuates all other frequencies. In practice, a practical 
filter cannot achieve a perfect cutoff, but instead has a gradual rolloff slope. 
3.4.3.1 Active Filter Networks 
An active filter possesses a steeper rolloff than a passive circuit and incorporates 
its own built-in amplifier within the filter circuitry. All active filter circuits are 
usually designed around op-amps. This amplifier stage in active filter circuits 
amplifies the passband frequencies, in addition to attenuating blocked frequencies. 
Figure 3.19 shows the extractions of the AC and DC components of the scattered 
signal RXl. 
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Figure 3.19 Extractions of AC and DC components of scattered signal 
RXl. 
Considering the input detected scattered signal RXl only (a single channel), this 
signal was coupled via a length of coaxial cable and in order to provide 
termination, which reduced reflected signals etc, a resistor R3 is connected to OVA 
from the input point. The purpose of this resistor was to: 
• Avoid the input terminals of the op-amp from picking up any static, either 
from physical contact from humans or from the environment. 
• Act as terminators to minimise reflections of the scattered signals within the 
wire during transmissions which is necessary if the transmission wire is 
physically long. 
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• Enforce a zero voltage potential (OV) at the non-inverting input terminal of the 
op-amp when there is no signal transmission. 
A pre-processing lowpass filter, R4 and C25, cutoff approximately 5.3kHz, was 
used to remove digital noise, this signal was then buffered by UU. Using an op-
amp buffer enabled it to provide a high impedance input and ensure its output 
impedance was low enough so that capacitive signal coupling could be achieved. 
The buffered signal then passed through the respective filter networks to further 
extract the respective and individual components of the scattered signal. The 
buffered scattered signal from UU (with all its frequency components) was 
separated into two different and separate channels 1 and 2. 
3.4.3.1.1 • AC Component Extraction (Channel 1) 
. Channel 1 passed through a second-order mUltiple feedback bandpass filter, made 
up by U12A and its associated components. In order to use the spectrum closer to 
the clock frequency, it was advisable to use a filter with sharper cutoff, for 
example, a Butterworth or Chebyshev, whereby the flatness of the resultant 
spectrum depended on the filter characteristics. A bandpass filter positioned at this 
stage after the output of PiN detector 1, as in this case, also optimised the signal-
to-noise and hence sensitivity of the receiver. A bandpass filter was also desired 
and more appropriate in this application because it passes only a specific band of 
frequencies of bandwidth B centered about a centre frequency 0)0' and severely 
attenuates all other frequencies. 
The first op-amp (UI2A) stage is a single op-amp bandpass filter centred at the 
modulating frequency. The filter provided a gain of 10 in the passband and also 
gave a signal output centred around OVA. A second op-amp stage was used to re-
invert the output from the filter, with its gain of 10 determined by RIB and R19. 
Therefore, the output of Ul2D was the retrieved and filtered fundamental 
1.036kHz modulating signal (VACl), or the AC component, from the original 
detected scattered signal RXl. 
III 
----_ ... -
The following figure shows the complementary outputs of the two bandpass filters, 
both having the same frequencies. The phase difference, at the output of the 
bandpass filters, was measured and found to be 179.7' using a Dranetz phasemeter. 
The absolute maximum variation is ± 0.2'. The total harmonic distortion was 
measured and found to be 0.2% using a distortion meter. 
Figure 3.20 Complementary outputs of dual bandpass filters, both are 
having the same frequencies that are in phase opposition. 
3.4.3.1.2. DC Component Extraction (Channel 2) 
Channel 2 was fed to a 490Hz unity-gain second-order multiple feedback lowpass 
Butterworth filter, made by U12B and its associated components, with its gain 
provided by R5 and R7. The purpose of this filter was to reduce the effects of any 
further undesired signals operating above the fundamental frequency of 1.036kHz. 
The capacitor C30 bypasses high frequency signals to OVA, since the input 
scattered signal contains both high and low-frequency components, most of the 
high-frequency component was shunted to analogue ground (OVA) through the 
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capacitor and effectively lost from the output signal. This allowed the low-
frequency component in the input scattered signal to pass through to the output. 
This pre-filtered DC voltage contained low-frequency components only from the 
original input scattered signal, but not the high-frequency components. This 490Hz 
filtered DC signal was then fed to the next stage, which performs the dual purpose 
of final filtering and pre-amplification. The filtering action is provided by R9 and 
C32. It is a single feedback lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1 Hz. 
21rR9C32 
The bandwidth limiting capacitor C32 between the output and the inverting input 
of the op-amp (UI2C) effectively reduced the gain of the op-amp to unity at high 
frequencies, whilst maintaining higher gain at low frequencies. With capacitor C32 
set to 0.15pF, the cutoff frequency of this single feedback 10wpass filter was 
approximately 1Hz and can be considered the highest frequency that can be used 
to pass, what was considered to be, a DC signal. This single feedback lowpass 
filter served also as an inverting amplifier, with a gain of 100 provided by V12C. 
As op-amps did not have perfectly balanced input stages owing to manufacturing 
variations, the outputs produced a non-zero output for zero input signals; the 
difference in input voltages necessary to bring the output to zero is called input 
offset voltage. It was critical in this application to trim the input offset voltage (DC 
offset) to zero. As the OP470 was a quad op-amp package, with no trimming 
connections, trimming networks had to be introduced. The trimming networks 
were implemented by introducing two potential divider networks, made up by 
R121R13 and R221R23, at the inverting terminals of op-amps (VI2C and VI2D) 
via resistors Rll and R21 respectively, so as to minimise any errors when taking 
measurement in subsequent stages. As the DC offsets of each op-amp were 
summed (andlor even amplified with any voltage gain), it is more appropriate to 
trim the offsets at the final stage. 
To minimise the effects of input bias current and DC offsets, it was advisable to 
ensure that both inputs of the op-amps (V12C and VI2D) see the same DC driving 
resistances. In this case, 10kn for RIO and 9.1kn for R20, were chosen as the 
resistors for the parallel resistances of R81R9 and Rl81R19 respectively. It was 
best to keep the resistance of the feedback network small enough so that bias 
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current did not produce large offsets. A similar process was executed for the 
second detected scattered signal RX2. 
3.4.4. Simultaneous Digital Gain Control 
~"" .I2V +I~\I MlND A(,ND .I~V .. ?ov 
"" 
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VAC GAIN I 
A.C[7 .. ?) 
Figure 3.21 Simultaneous digital gain control for extracted AC component, 
VACl. 
Figure 3.21 shows the implementation of a digitally controlled amplification stage, 
being one of the four common modules for the four filtered signals of VDC1, 
VDC2, VACl and VAC2. Considering one of the four filtered signals (VAC1) 
only, the first multiplexer, U22, provided a total resistance of (7xI5H2=105kn) 
and tbe second stage, U23, provided the total resistance of (7xI20kn=840kn). 
Therefore, with the digital bit value of '11111100', the amplification stage U21 
provided a maximum gain of: 
1 + (105kn + 840kn) 
9.1kn 
104.846 = 105 
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and a minimum gain of: 
1 
which corresponded to a digital bit value of '00000000', or with no external digital 
input. Changing the value of the base resistor R64 changed the final gain 
(maximum or minimum) of the amplification stage. Using such an approach, 
having two resistors in cascade allowed the input signal to be gradually varied so 
as to generate smooth signal variations at the output (VAC GAIN 1). 
The digital input signal was fed from one of the output ports (EXTPDATA7 .. 0) of 
the Pill parallel port interface card. Since this particular output port of the Pill 
interface card was unlatched, an 8-bit latch U24 was used to latch the digital 
values to the address input bits (A2 .. 0) of the two multiplexers, U22 and U23. The 
latching operation was performed by an external digital clock signal (EXTCLK4), 
which was again generated by the PLD interface card. The external clock signal 
was again terminated via R82 and C6l at the input to the circuit. 
3.4.5. True RMS-to-DC Converter 
The above extracted AC components of RXl and RX2 were then fed to a True 
RMS-to-DC conversion stage. Figure 3.22 shows the implementation of the 
methodology for a single channel using a True RMS-to-DC converter. 
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Figure 3.22 True RMS-to-DC Conversion for VAC Gain 1. 
AD637 was a high precision wideband RMS-to-DC Converter that was capable of 
computing the true root-mean-square (RMS) value of any complex ac input 
waveform and giving an equivalent dc output voltage. The true rms value of a 
waveform was more useful than an average rectified signal since it related directly 
to the power of the signal. As it was desired to measure only ac signals, capacitor 
C75 ac-coupled the input signal (VAC Gain 1) before it was input to U31. The DC 
output (VRMS1) from the converter was then fed to the next module as shown in 
figure 3.23. 
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3.4.6. Analogue Multiplier 
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Figure 3.23 Arithmetic operation to achieve final output R. 
The above figure shows the arithmetic operation performed by an analogue 
multiplier. AD633 was a functionally complete four-quadrant differential input 
multiplier. The inputs being connected to the four output signals (VDC Gain 1, 
VRMS1, VDC Gain 2 and VRMS2) from the previous stage. The output from the 
multiplier was R=(VDC Gain 1-VRMS1)(VDC Gain 2-VRMS2). As the multiplier 
had an internal reference providing an overall scale factor of lOV, it was desirable 
to scale the final output voltage R to an amplitude similar to its input. R117 and 
R1l8 increase the gain of the above module by 10.1, ratio (R1l7+R118)1R117, 
hence bringing the final output signal R close to the level ofthe input. 
3.4.7. 
3.4.7.1. 
Optical Components of Receiver 
Polariser 
The polariser used for the PiN receiver was similar and had the same 
characteristics as the linear polariser utilised in the incoherent source. Two 
polarising filters of 12.50mm in diameter were used in the dual channel detectors, 
one each for each PiN receiver. The polarisers were oriented in their horizontal 
and vertical polarisation states. 
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3.4.7.2. PIano-Convex Lenses 
Positioning a piano-convex lens with a positive focal length at the front of the 
linear polariser was ideal, as the lenses ensure that scattered light from the 
intersection of the two incoherent sources at the middle of the particle suspension 
was collected and focused into the PiN diodes on the receivers' modules. The 
implementation of the lenses enabled the PiN diodes to sample a smaller area of 
the particle suspension rather than the whole volume and thereby having a better 
detected signal strength enabling a more accurate measurement. 
3.4.7.3. Stackable Lens Tube 
The stackable lens tubes used are similar to the tubes used for the optical assembly 
of the incoherent sources in the previous section but only 0.5 inches deep with a 
diameter of 0.5 inch lens tube were used to assemble the internal optics for the PiN 
receivers. By using lens tubes of the above depth and retaining rings of the 
appropriate diameter, thin 0.5 inches polarising optics and lenses can be easily 
mounted in the tube. 
3.4.7.4. Narrow Aperture 
A narrow aperture with a diameter of 5mm is again positioned in front of the 
polariser. It is often necessary in practice to use a considerable aperture so as to 
collect sufficient scattered light from the particle suspension. The aperture serves 
an opposite role as compared to that used for the incoherent source internal optics 
arrangement. It is directing the focused scattered light from the pIano-convex 
lenses straight onto the lensed PiN diode in front of the polariser. The scattered 
light detected by the PiN diode is now polarised. 
3.4.8. PiN Receiver Internal Optics Arrangements 
Using the stackable lens tubes, the detailed internal optics arrangements for the 
PiN receiver (1 channel only) is as shown in figure 3.24. 
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Figure 3.24 Internal optics arrangements for PiN receiver (1 channel only). 
3.5. Implementation of PLD Parallel Port Interface Card 
The parallel port connection of a personal computer (PC) enables the PLD 
interface card to be directly connected. It provides several advantages as it 
enables: 
• The entire system to be used with any type of PC, including notebook 
computers, eliminating the need to fit and install an internal PC card. 
• The achievement of a far greater communications bandwidth than could have 
been obtained from the more common serial communications route. 
3.5.1. Specifications 
The performance specifications of the parallel port interface card are as follows: 
• 8 independent digital outputs, four latched and four unlatched to control the 
various digital functions. 
• A 24-bit digital input port. This input port was used to communicate data from 
the system to the PC, and is configured as 256 separate 16-bit input channels. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------- , 
• Re-programmability of the hardware. 
• Allows operation with the Standard Parallel Port (SPP), Enhanced Parallel Port 
(EPP) and Enhanced Capability Port (ECP) of a PC. 
3.5.2. Implementation 
The following sections describe in detail the design of the parallel port interface 
card circuitry. The core of the interface card circuitry is a programmable logic 
device (PLD) - PZ5I28 (UI), as shown in figure 3.25. This logic device contains a 
programmable logic array (PLA) capable of operating at speeds up to 250MHz and 
can be easily re-programmed. The overall PLD parallel port interface card circuit 
topology based around this logic device is shown in figure 3.26, together with its 
various functional blocks connected to it. 
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83 MCLK out7 28 27 
33 out6 25 
31 a3 outS 24 
30 a2 out4 18 
29 a1 out3 17 
aO out2 16 
57 out1 15 
56 in15 outO 
52 in14 9 
51 in13 elk7 6 
50 in12 elk6 22 
49 in11 elk5 10 
48 in10 elk4 20 
46 in9 elk3 8 
45 inS elk2 11 
40 in7 elk1 21 
39 inS elkO 
37 in5 43 
36 in4 VDD 38 
12 in3 VDD 3 
35 in2 U1 VDD 78 
34 in1 VDD 13 inO VDD 26 
84 VDD 53 
2 eh7 VDD 66 
1 eh6 VDD 
55 eh5 59 
54 eh4 GND 47 
61 eh3 GND 42 
60 eh2 GND 32 
58 eh1 GND 19 
ehO GND 7 
63 GND 82 DV GND 72 
65 GND Dir_Con 4 
41 DAvail Reset 44 
14 MissD TDI 5 
23 INT TMS 62 TCK 
TOO 71 
PZ5128 
Figure 3.25 Programmable logic device - PZ5128. 
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Figure 3.26 Overall PLO parallel port interface card circuit topology. 
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3.5.2.1. Power Supply 
As all the devices on the intetface card were logic devices, a + 5V power supply 
easily provided the constant voltage regulation required. The regulation was 
petforrned by a +5V voltage regulator (U2). Local power regulation was necessary 
so as to de-couple the logic circuitry from supply intetferences (noise). Regulation 
also prevents high-speed switching signals from the logic circuitry generating 
noise interfering with external circuit modules. Figure 3.27 shows the 
implementation of the +5V power supply. 
3.5.2.2. 
+12V 
DGND 
U2 
REGll17·50 
o 
z 
\2 
Cl ~ z 
..: 0 _ 
+12V .- C\I (I') +5V 
DGND 
+5V 
Cl0 
luF 
DGND 
Figure 3.27 +5V power supply. 
8·bit Independent Unlatched Output Ports 
There were 4 independent unlatched output ports on the PLD interface card to 
provide 8-bit digital outputs. These unlatched output ports were especially 
intended for circuitries that possess on-circuit-Iatching capabilities. When the 
common 8-bit data bus outputs a byte value, one of the 4 clock signals pulsed high 
(positive edge) to indicate that data was valid for that particular output port. These 
output ports could be interfaced with any external latches. 
The digital buffering of these output ports by le octal drivers (U7 and U8) allowed 
the use of relatively long connection wires between the various external circuits. 
The use of termination techniques onboard the interface card also improved the 
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speed of the system. Figure 3.28 shows the circuitry for the four independent 
unlatched output ports . 
+5V VCC 
U 
n 
DGND CND 
3.5.2.3. 
• 5V 
POA.TA(1 .. 0J 
CLK,[7 .. 4j 
DGND 
Y1 
Y2 
Y3 
Y4 
Y5 
Y6 
Y7 
Y8 
74HCT541 
coo 
A1 Vi 
"" Y2 MJ Y3 
M Y4 
~ U8 ~~ 
A7 Y7 
All " 
74HCT541 
Figure 3.28 4 independent unlatched output ports. 
8-bit Independent Latched Output Ports 
EXTPDATA(7 .. 0\ 
EXTCLK(7 .. 4) 
In addition to the above unlatched output ports, there were also 4 independent 
latched output ports on the interface card, which could provide up to (4x8-bit=32) 
driven logic lines. These output ports perform similar functions to the unlatched 
output ports except that the IC octal drivers were replaced by IC octal latches (U3, 
U4, US and U6). These outputs could be utilised as either 8-bit byte wide outputs 
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or could be used as various individual bit logic levels outputs. Figure 3.29 shows 
the circuitry for the 4 independent latched output ports. 
u 
3.5.2.4. 
741iCT574 
LED' 
LEOO[7 .. Oj 
74HCT574 74HCT574 
GAlNB GAINA 
Figure 3.29 4 independent latched output ports. 
24-hit Input Port 
lEIl'I[7 .. Oj 
GAlNP(7 .• 0) 
The input to the interface card was a 24-bit digital input port. A single clock (,Data 
Valid') signal was capable of latching the entire 24-bit input value into the internal 
memory of the PLD. This input port also provided local termination for all the 24-
bit digital inputs and the single clock line, which can be seen in figure 3.30. Any 
octal drivers could be interfaced to this terminated input port without creating any 
significant increase in power consumption. Termination was necessary to avoid the 
possibility of reflections in the connecting cables between the various external 
circuits. 
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100TA[1$ __ O) 
AD~ESSI3 .. 0J 
CHANNEl.I7 .. QI 
I1ESEIT 
Figure 3.30 24-bit input port terminations. 
3.5.2.5. Parallel Port 
The PC parallel port consists of an 8-bit bi-directional data bus and a number of 
control signal lines. A bi -directional octal bus transceiver (U9) was employed to 
control the data flow and to drive the terminated parallel port cable, as shown in 
figure 3.31. Termination was again required to reduce reflections at the circuit end 
of the cable. The abundance of series resistors prevents damage to the connecting 
circuits or to the PC by limiting the current flow if a system crash occurs. 
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Figure 3.31 Parallel port connections. 
3.5.2.6. Re-programmability 
This interface card could be easily re-programmed by using readily available 
software and a connection to the PC using a custom-built cable via a JTAG port. 
This feature ensured a high degree of flexibility and also allowed any new updates 
to the programming to be deferred to a later stage. Figure 3.32 shows the JTAG 
port connections. 
TMS 
TOI 
DGND 1 J 
DGND 
C\J'<t<OtO~ 
.... C'?1O 1"-'" 
TCK '1 
l.-r 
TOO 
Figure 3.32 JT AG port connections, 
JP2 
JTag Port 
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3.5.3. PLD Parallel Port Interface Card Software 
Figure 3.33 shows the supplied software necessary to control the Pill parallel port 
interface card. 
-l ....J -l .. ....J 
GCI, GC; GCiGC 
Figure 3.33 The PLD software. 
Of the 8 possible output ports on the Pill parallel port interface card, only five 
outputs were used. These output ports each provided an 8-bit (0-255) digital level 
control which could be controlled independently from each other. With reference 
to tables 3.4 and 3.5, latching output 1 provided simultaneous intensity control to 
both LEDs whereas latching outputs 3 and 4 provided separate independent 
intensity level controls to LEDs 1 and 2 respectively. The simultaneous digital 
gain control for the extracted AC and DC components of the scattered signals was 
provided by latching outputs 5 and 6 respectively. 'ON' is represented by any 
digital level from 1-255 and 'OFF' has a digital value of O. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 
summarise all the operations of the 5 output ports. 
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Output Latch Output Latch Output Latch LED LED 
1 3 4 1 2 
(Simultaneous (Independent (Independent 
Intensity Intensity Intensity 
Control) Control) Control) 
All ON Both ON 
OFF I Both ON Both OFF 
All OFF Both OFF 
ON OFF ON OFF ON 
Both ON OFF ON OFF 
ON Both OFF Both OFF 
Table 3.4 Vanous operatlOns of the 3 output ports. 
Output 
Latch 
Output 
Latch 
6 
(Simultaneous Digital 
Gain 
VAC 
1 
VAC 
2 1 
VDC 
2 
Table 3.5 Operations of output ports for simultaneous amplification. 
The following figures illustrate a few operations of the dual channel incoherent 
source when operated from the latching outputs 1, 3 and 4 of the PLD control 
software. 
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±180' 
Phase Difference 
Period of 
_+-_.Modulating 
Frequency 
-t--UlD2 
-t--LEDl 
~~====~====~====~====~====~==~~OV 
LED IOn, LED 1 Off, LED IOn, LED 1 Off, LED IOn, LED 1 Off, 
LED 2 Off LED 2 On LED 2 Off LED 2 On LED 2 On LED 2 On 
Figure 3.34 Output latch 1: 255; Output latch 3: 255; Output latch 4: 255. 
In figure 3.34, all the three output ports are at their maximum at 255, which 
thereby results in both LEDs being at their maximum intensity levels. A phase 
difference of 180' is present and there are no significant phase errors. The 
modulating signal has a period of 958!ls, and hence a frequency of 1.04kHz. 
The phase difference, at the source, was measured and found to be 179.7" using a 
Dranetz phasemeter. This cannot be readily seen from figure 3.35 due to the 
voltage offsets present. As the phase error is very small, a 180' phase difference is 
assumed throughout this work. 
Possible errors can be caused by capacitors used for filters, in this case C17 and 
C18 in figure 3.5. These generally have a tolerance of ± 10% but to obtain very 
similar characteristics, from one filter to another, capacitors were picked for 
almost equal values. 
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Reference 
Period of 
o-+--um2 
~~~~~~~~~~~1 
- av 
LED IOn, 
LED 2 Off 
LED 1 Off, 
LED20n 
LED IOn, LED 1 Off, 
LED 2 Off LED 2 On 
LED IOn, LED 1 Off, Reference 
LED 2 On LED 2 On 
Figure 3.35 Output latch I: 255; Output latch 3: 192; Output latch 4: 128 
(Independent control capability). 
Figure 3.35 illustrates the independent control capability whereby output latch 1 is 
at its maximum at 255 but output latches 3 and 4 are at 75% and 50% of their 
maximum possible intensity levels respectively. The 180' phase difference is still 
noticeable. Because the absolute maximum variation is ± 0.1', it can be said that 
there is no significant phase errors when the intensities of the two incoherent 
sources are being varied independently. 
Finally, figure 3.36 indicates the simultaneous control capability whereby both 
output latches 3 and 4 are at the maximum at 255 but since output latch 1 is only at 
its 50% mark, the output intensities of both incoherent sources are only 50% of 
what is shown in figure 3.34. Again, there is the presence of a 180' phase 
difference and an absence of significant phase errors. 
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±180' 
Phase Difference 
Period of 
Frequency 
<-I--LED2 
L-~+=======~'.'========~'~'~======~I.~======~'~'========~.~,~====~~OV 
LED IOn, 
LED 2 Off 
LED 1 Off, 
LED 2 On 
LED IOn, LED 1 Off, LED IOn, LED 1 Off, 
LED 2 Off LED 2 On LED 2 Off LED 2 On 
Figure 3.36 Output latch 1: 128; Output latch 3: 255; Output latch 4: 255 
(Simultaneous control capability). 
3.6. Completed Experimental Setup 
Figure 3.37 shows the top elevation of the completed experimental setup. 
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Figure 3.37 Top elevation of completed experimental setup. 
3.7. Conclusions 
Although the intensity level of LEDs could not match that of lasers, they were still 
favourable because they were operable with very Iow power requirements, their 
modulation frequency could be easily varied over a wide range, and most 
importantly, to demonstrate that with the necessary optoelectronic systems, they 
too could detect both spheres and non-spherical particles. 
A dual channel incoherent source and detection with both independent and 
simultaneous intensity control capabilities was developed. The intensities of the 
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incoherent sources and amplifications of the received scattered signals were 
controlled externally from a supplied control software in the PC via an interface 
card. The absence of significant phase errors was noted in the modulation of the 
two sources. Voltage offsets were successfully eliminated in the anti-phased 
modulation of the two sources which thereby resulted in the reception of the 
correct signals by the PiN receivers in the detection channels. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
4.1. Aim 
This chapter brings together the theoretical modelling of single and dual detection 
channel systems and the experimental data obtained on the output scattered 
intensities of the various types of particles measured by both a single and a dual 
detector system. The experimental results obtained are then compared with the 
theoretical data. 
4.2. Introduction 
Chapter two presented the electromagnetic theory. followed by the theory behind 
the detection of particle shape and its mathematical calculations. Chapter three 
presented the implementation of the components for the construction of the dual 
channel detection system. The theory behind the detection in chapter two was used 
to model the dual channel detection system described in chapter three. The set of 
theoretical results were then compared with the experimental results obtained from 
the constructed dual channel system. 
The following sections describe the two main types of particle used in both the 
theoretical modelling and the experiment. The results of both the theoretical 
models and the experiments are a set of scattered intensities which vary with the 
particle concentrations. 
The remaining sections of this chapter present the experimental data obtained 
together with the theoretical predictions. The experimental data provided a clearer 
demonstration of the theoretical model and also more effectively proved the theory 
behind the tilting effect described in chapter two. Experimental results provide 
strong evidence of the capability of the system to operate as a particle shape 
detector. 
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4.3. Sample Types 
Samples of aqueous suspensions of two main types of particles were used in the 
experiments, namely: 
• Plain polystyrene latex microspheres of a range of sizes. 
• Readily supplied monodispersed hematite particles of several aspect ratios. 
4.3.1. 
4.3.1.1. 
Particles 
Polystyrene Latex Spheres 
The polystyrene latex spheres used were Polymer Laboratories uniform plain 
white microparticles often used for diagnostic applications. Latex spheres are 
normally used because they are very uniform in size and shape [44]. Such spheres 
are relatively monodisperse and are commercially sized with an electron 
microscope [45]. The relative refractive index of the polystyrene latex is 1.59 
[44,46-49]. These monodispersed polystyrene latex spheres consisted of a range of 
sizes, but in the experiments only spheres of 488nm, IJlm and 1.99Jlm diameter 
were used. 
4.3.1.2. Hematite Particles 
The monodispersed spheroids used were non-spherical particles made of iron 
oxide material (so called Fe203 hematite). These hematite particles were usually 
prepared by forced hydrolysis of ferric chloride solutions in the presence of small 
amounts of hypophosphate ions [50]. 
Table 4.1 presents the geometric properties of the hematite particles that were 
readily manufactured and supplied by the Photonics Engineering and Health 
Technology Research Group, which is based in the Department of Electronic and 
Electrical Engineering in Loughborough University. 
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Sample Horizontal Rotational Aspect Equivalent 
Axis, Axis, Ratio Diameter, 
!lm !lm «() !lm 
01 1.11 + 0.06 0.98 +0.04 1.14 + 0.1 1.02 + 0.1 
02 0.99±0.05 0.81 ±0.04 1.22 ± 0.1 0.86 ± 0.1 
03 1.08 + 0.05 0.83 +0.04 1.30 + 0.1 0.91 + 0.1 
04 1.39 ± 0.15 0.95 ± 0.08 1.46 ± 0.1 1.08 ± 0.1 
05 1.68 ±0.15 0.97 ±0.08 1.73 ±0.1 1.17 ± 0.1 
06 1.50 + 0.15 0.84 +0.08 1.77 ± 0.1 1.02+0.1 
07 1.50 + 0.1 0.84+0.08 1.80 + 0.1 1.02 + 0.1 
08 1.47 ± 0.08 0.72±0.08 2.07 ± 0.1 0.91 ± 0.1 
09 1.85 + 0.15 0.79 +0.08 2.33 ± 0.1 1.05 ± 0.1 
10 2.12 + 0.1 0.88 +0.04 2.41 + 0.1 1.18+0.1 
11 2.09 ± 0.1 0.84±0.08 2.49 ± 0.1 1.14±0.1 
12 2.06 +0.1 0.77 +0.08 2.69 ± 0.1 1.07 + 0.1 
13 2.30 ±0.15 0.72±0.08 3.35 ± 0.1 1.05 ± 0.1 
14 2.30±0.15 0.67 ±0.1 3.47 ±0.2 1.01 ±0.15 
15 2.35 +0.15 0.63 + 0.15 3.78 ±0.3 0.98 ±0.15 
16 2.22+0.2 0.53 + 0.15 4.24 +0.5 0.86 +0.15 
. 17 2.41 ± 0.2 0.56 ± 0.15 4.45 ±0.5 0.90 ±0.15 
Table 4.1 DimenSIOns of the hematlte particles supplied by Photomcs 
Engineering and Health Technology Research Group. 
The hematite particles were characterised by two orthogonal axes (horizontal and 
. rotational axis), a volume equivalent sphere diameter and an aspect ratio (~). In 
table 4.1, the equivalent diameter means the diameter of a sphere with the same 
volume as the spheroidal hematite particle. 
4.3.2. Water 
The water used throughout the experiments was purified by a water purifier system 
and the refractive index of water was taken to be 1.3368 [51]. 
4.3.3. Sample Tube 
The sample tubes used were disposable glass specimen tubes with an internal 
diameter of 1O.9mm and an external diameter of 12.8mm. 
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4.3.4. Tube Holder 
The tube holder had a bored hole 1 to 2mm diameter greater than the diameter of 
the sample tubes. Four nylon screws of 4mm in diameter were positioned on the 
four square sides of the tube holder so as to secure the glass cuvette to the bottom 
of the tube holder. Its position and vertical orientation could be adjusted subtly and 
quickly; it then remained rigid for the duration of an experiment. 
4.4. Base Stock Solutions 
4.4.1. Polystyrene Latex Spheres 
The spherical particles used were of radii 488nm, l!lm and 1.99!lm. Aqueous 
samples of particle types of the above-mentioned sizes were prepared for each 
single particle size. The dimensions for the 3 sizes of spheres are summarised in 
table 4.2. 
Particle Horizontal Rotational Aspect 
Type Axis, Axis, Ratio 
"m "m (0 
Spheres 0.50 0.50 1.00 
0.5micron 
Spheres 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.0micron 
Spheres 2.00 2.00 1.00 
2.0micron 
Table 4.2 DimensIOns of the 3 sizes of spheres used. 
Three base stock solutions were initially prepared for the 488nm, l!lm and 1.99!lm 
spheres so that small standard amount of particles can be extracted from these 
three uniform solutions rather than from the original solutions that come from the 
manufacturer/supplier. The glass cuvettes containing the particle suspensions were 
sonicated to prevent clumping of the spherical particles (spheres) and each 
suspension was vigorously shaken, placed in an ultrasonic bath for further 
agitation before they were vertically-positioned into the tube holder for any 
scattering measurements. 
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4.4.2. Hematite Particles 
Nine types of hematite particles were selected from table 4.1 above for both the 
theoretical modelling and for experimentation whereby the developed instrument 
will be challenged in its detection of particle shape. The nine types of hematite 
particles selected and their respective dimensions are summarised in the following 
table. 
Particle 
Type 
Hematite 
1.14 
Hematite 
1.30 
Hematite 
1.46 
Hematite 
I.S0 
Hematite 
2.33 
Hematite 
2.69 
Hematite 
3.47 
Hematite 
3.7S 
Hematite 
4.45 
Table 4.3 
Horizontal Rotational Aspect Equivalent 
Axis, Axis, Ratio Diameter, 
Ilm Ilm (0 Ilm 
1.11 ± 0.06 0.9S ±0.04 1.14±0.1 1.02 ± 0.1 
LOS ± 0.05 0.S3 ±0.04 1.30 ± 0.1 0.91 ± 0.1 
1.39 ± 0.15 0.95 ±O.OS 1.46 ± 0.1 LOS ± 0.1 
1.50 ± 0.1 0.S4±0.OS I.S0±0.1 1.02 ± 0.1 
1.S5 ± 0.15 0.79 ±O.OS 2.33 ±0.1 1.05 ± 0.1 
2.06 ±0.1 0.77 ±O.OS 2.69 ± 0.1 1.07 ± 0.1 
2.30 ± 0.15 0.67 ±0.1 3.47 ± 0.2 1.01 ± 0.15 
2.35 ± 0.15 0.63 ±0.15 3.78 ±0.3 0.9S ± 0.15 
2.41 ± 0.2 0.56 ± 0.15 4.45 ±0.5 0.90±0.15 
DimenSIOns of the 9 types of hematlte particles selected from table 
4.1. 
For the 9 types of hematite particles, their initial base stock solutions had been 
readily supplied whereby small volumes of solutions were extracted from these 
nine uniform solutions. These sample tubes (glass cuvettes) used were similar to 
those used for the containment of spheres in section 4.4.1. Again all the glass 
cuvettes containing the suspensions were sonicated to prevent clumping of the 
non-spherical hematite particles, the suspensions were again vigorously shaken 
and placed in an ultrasonic bath for further agitation before being used for the 
scattering measurement. 
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4.5. Theoretical Modelling 
4.5.1. Modelling of System 
The calculations of light by small particles are important in many fields of science 
and engineering. However, when the particles are non-spherical, accurate light 
computations for ensembles of non-spherical particles are difficult and time-
consuming. The linear transformation of the expansion coefficients of the incident 
field into those of the scattered field is given by the so-called T (for transition)-
Matrix [19-21,23,53] and the method for computing any scattering characteristics 
of a non-spherical particle is known as the T-Matrix method. Although 
computation of light scattering by non-spherical particles are difficult, an efficient 
method has been developed by Mishchenko [52] who used the T-Matrix method to 
compute light scattering by size-shape distributions of randomly orientated 
rotationally symmetric particles. For spherical particles, the T-Matrix is diagonal 
and all T-Matrix method formulas are reduced to those of the standard Mie theory 
[16,31]. 
The advantages of the T -Matrix method are: 
• It is highly accurate and fast. 
• The elements of the T-Matrix are completely independent of the incident and 
scattered fields and depend only on the shape, size parameter, and refractive 
index of the scattering particle and on its orientation with respect to the 
coordinate system. Therefore, the T-Matrix needs to be computed only once 
and then can be used in calculations for any directions of the incidence and 
scattering and for any polarisation state of the incident field. 
• The T -Matrix method computes numerically the orientationally averaged 
elements of the scattering matrix of monodispersed, randomly oriented 
particles by averaging results for scattering by a single non-spherical particle 
with varying orientation. This is particularly important because in reality, 
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particles are distributed over a range of orientations rather than perfectly 
aligned. 
• In this research, hematite particles are used which are spheroids. Spheroidal 
shapes have been selected in this research because the shape of a spheroid has 
the advantage of being described by only one shape parameter, which is 
specifically the aspect ratio. By varying this single parameter, one can model a 
wide variety of non-spherical shapes ranging from spheres to spheroids, 
cylinders etc. Also, spheroids are rotationally symmetric particles and therefore 
especially suitable for T-Matrix computations. In addition, the surface of 
spheroids is smooth, thus permitting T-Matrix computations for larger particle 
sizes and aspect ratios. 
There are several readily available public-domain T-Matrix codes on the World 
Wide Web that can be used as resources for the computation of electromagnetic 
scattering by rotationally symmetric particles in fixed and random orientations. 
Mishchenko had developed an analytical orientation-averaging procedure that 
makes computations for randomly oriented, rotationally symmetric particles [52] 
and an automatic convergence procedure [54]. These codes had have been 
thoroughly tested, extensively documented and provide a reliable and efficient 
practical instrument. These codes compute the complete set of scattering 
characteristics, which is the amplitude scattering matrix F for particles in a fixed 
orientation and the optical cross sections, expansion coefficients, and scattering 
matrix for randomly oriented particles. A version of Mishchenko's T-Matrix code 
written in Matlab had been supplied by the research group to aid in the computing 
of the light scattering characteristics by non-spherical particles. In this research, 
only elements of Fll, F12 and F22 of the scattering matrix were acquired from the 
T-Matrix software which are to be used subsequently for the theoretical modelling 
of the overall detection scheme. 
Table 4.4 shows the geometric properties of the supplied non-spherical hematite 
particles which were to be used in both the theoretical modelling and experiments. 
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Figure 4.1 shows the supplied T -Matrix software used for the computation of the 
elements of the amplitude scattering matrix. 
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Figure 4.1 The T-Matrix software. 
The parameters for the various inputs to the software, namely: 
• Particle Shape. 
The choice 'Spheroids' was made in this selection. 
• Size Distribution. 
The choice of 'Monodispersion' has been made in this selection. 
• Incident Pol. [I,Q,V,V]. 
The polarisation state of the incident beam. 
• Horizontal axes (!lm). 
• Rotational axes (!lm). 
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• Prolate (a/b). 
The aspect ratio (0 of the particles. 
• Refractive Index. 
The value of the surrounding medium. 
• Wavelength (/lm). 
The illumination wavelength of the source. 
In the modelling software, the graph on the right of the graphical user interface 
shows the output scattered intensity as seen from the detector. The scattered 
intensities (in arbitrary units) are traditionally plotted as a semi-logarithmic 
function (as shown in figure 4.1) for each of the two perpendicular polarisation 
states (normally O· and 90\ 
The incident polarisation indicated the type of polarised light from the source. 
Vertically polarised light was utilised and could be simulated by entering [1;-
1 ;0;0] in terms of Stokes vectors, in the 'Incident Pol.' box. The polarisation state 
describes whether the light was vertically, horizontally or elliptically polarised by 
means of the Stokes vectors. 'Spheroids' and 'Monodispersion' were chosen. The 
respective dimensions (marked by 'Horizontal axes (micron)' and 'Rotational axes 
(micron),) of the particles from table 4.4 were then input in relevant boxes to give 
its respective aspect ratios. The refractive indexes for spheres and hematite 
particles had to be divided by the refractive index for water to give the actual value 
before inputting into the boxes marked by 'Refractive Index' and 'Wavelength 
(micron)' respectively. 
The wavelength of O.6328/lm was taken because it was the value set by the T-
Matrix software initially. As this wavelength was close to that of a red LED, the 
output measurements will not be affected. Furthermore, both LEDs that are to be 
used in the experimental phase are both of the same wavelengths, as specified in 
table 3.1, the system will be calibrated based on the wavelengths of those same 
LEDs. 
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Table 4.4 is a summary of all the sets of input values to the various parameters that 
were used in the theoretical modelling between polystyrene latex spheres and 
hematite particles, both types of which being suspended in water. 
Incident Horizontal Rotational Oblate Refractive Wavelength, 
Pol. Axis, Axis, (aIb) Index /lm 
[I,Q,U,V] Ilm Ilm 
[1;-1;0;0] 0.50 0.50 1.00 1.59 0.6328 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.3368 1.3368 
2.00 2.00 1.00 = 1.1894 = 0.4734 
1.11 ± 0.06 0.98 +0.04 1.14 + 0.1 2.27 0.6328 
1.08 + 0.05 0.83 +0.04 1.30 + 0.1 1.3368 1.3368 
1.39 ± 0.15 0.95 ±0.08 1.46 ± 0.1 = 1.6981 = 0.4734 
1.50 + 0.1 0.84 +0.08 1.80 + 0.1 
1.85 + 0.15 0.79 +0.08 2.33 + 0.1 
2.06 ±0.1 0.77 ±0.08 2.69 ±0.1 
2.30 + 0.15 0.67 +0.1 3.47 + 0.2 
2.35 + 0.15 0.63 +0.15 3.78 + 0.3 
2.41 + 0.2 0.56 +0.15 4.45 +0.5 
Table 4.4 Parameters for the vanous mputs to the T -Matnx software. 
4.5.2. Refractive Index 
In the work of Kerker et al. [55] and Mishchenko [31], it was reported that if ..1. was 
the wavelength of light in the surrounding medium, the refractive index had to be 
relative to the surrounding medium. 
A refractive index of 1Jw = 1.3368 was used for water and 1Jo = 1.59 for spheres. 
Therefore, the actual refractive index 1J of polystyrene spheres relative to the 
background and taken into the modelling is: 
1] = !lE... = 1.59 1.1894 
1]w 1.3368 
The relative value 1] is the value that must be utilised in aqueous suspensions. 
With reference to table 4.5, a refractive index 1Jhem of 2.27 with a corresponding 
vacuum wavelength at 625nm was chosen for the hematite particles. In the work of 
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Pitter et al. [56J. the same value was also used for his T-Matrix modelling work. 
Therefore. the actual refractive index Y/ taken into the modelling for non-spherical 
hematite particles is: 
1'/ = 1'/hem = 2.27 1.6981 
1'/w 1.3368 
Again. the relative value 1'/ is the value that must be utilised in aqueous 
suspensions. 
As the source illuminating wavelength was O.6328/lm in the T-Matrix software. 
this value had to be divided by the refractive index of water Y/w in order to give the 
actual wavelength of light propagating through the scattering medium because the 
wavelength of light must be relative to the surrounding medium. which was water 
in this case. Therefore. the actual wavelength A. taken into the overall theoretical 
modelling is: 
A = ~ = O.6328,um O.4734,um 
1'/w 1.3368 
Therefore. 0.4734/lm was the actual wavelength of the scattering medium which 
must be the value utilised for both aqueous media of spheres in water and hematite 
particles in water. 
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Vacuum Wavelength ().o), Refractive Index 
nm (Y/hem) 
350 1.53 
375 1.85 
398 2.02 
420 2.12 
436 2.18 
455 2.25 
479 2.30 
500 2.32 
525 2.34 
546 2.34 
560 2.33 
579 2.31 
600 2.30 
625 2.27 
650 2.24 
Table 4.5 Refractive mdices of hematlte particles at vanous wavelengths [57]. 
By using the summarised values in table 4.4, the T-Matrix software calculates all 
the sixteen values of the elements of the amplitude scattering matrix of which only 
three are required, namely Fll, F12 and F22, these being crucial for further 
modelling work. 
4.5.3. Scattering Intensity Equations for Theoretical Model 
In the theoretical model for the dual channel detection system, the equations of the 
scattered light intensity need to be modelled. From chapter 2, the four equations 
representing the components of the final output scattered intensities are: 
(4.1) 
lAC 
, 1,(I-J)A-/2 (1-J)(1721 +B) 
sin(av +0/) (4.2) 
I[C = 12 (1 +J)A + I, (1 + 15)(1712 + C) (4.3) 
sin(av + 0/) (4.4) 
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From these three terms, it can be seen that there are three variables, namely Fll, 
F22 and F12, which were the elements of the amplitude scattering matrix. In order 
to effectively model the theory using the above four equations, the variables F ll , 
F22 and F12, which were the three necessary elements of the amplitude scattering 
matrix, must be calculated and the most convenient way of acquiring them was by 
means of the above supplied T-Matrix software. The theoretical models of several 
spheres and hematite particles were generated. 12 particle types were chosen and 
the next table summarises all their respective dimensions. 
Particle Horizontal Rotational Aspect Equivalent 
Type Axis, Axis, Ratio Diameter, 
/lID /lID (0 /lID 
Spheres 0.50 0.50 1.00 
0.5micron 
Spheres 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1.0micron 
Spheres 2.00 2.00 1.00 
2.0micron 
Hematite 1.11 ± 0.06 0.98 ±0.04 1.14 ± 0.1 1.02 ± 0.1 
1.14 
Hematite 1.08 ±0.05 0.83 ±0.04 1.30 ± 0.1 0.91 ±0.1 
1.30 
Hematite 1.39 ± 0.15 0.95 ±0.08 1.46 ± 0.1 1.08 ± 0.1 
1.46 
Hematite 1.50 ± 0.1 0.84±0.08 1.80 ± 0.1 1.02 ± 0.1 
1.80 
Hematite 1.85 ± 0.15 0.79 ±0.08 2.33 ± 0.1 1.05 ± 0.1 
2.33 
Hematite 2.06 ± 0.1 0.77 ±0.08 2.69 ± 0.1 1.07 ± 0.1 
2.69 
Hematite 2.30 ± 0.15 0.67±0.1 3.47 ±0.2 1.01 ± 0.15 
3.47 
Hematite 2.35 ± 0.15 0.63 ± 0.15 3.78 ± 0.3 0.98 ± 0.15 
3.78 
Hematite 2.41 ± 0.2 0.56 ±0.15 4.45 ± 0.5 0.90±0.15 
4.45 
Table 4.6 DImenSIOns of the 12 partIcle types for theoretical modellmg. 
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In the above table, particle types 1 to 3 are spheres and 4 to 12 are the non-
spherical hematite particles. The parameters for each of the 12 particle types were 
used as inputs to the T-Matrix software which subsequently calculated the values 
of Fll , F22 and F12 from a scattering angle of O' to 180' for each of the 12 types 
chosen giving a total of 181 readings each for Fll , F22, and F12. These simulated 
values were then imported as external data into Microsoft Excel for further 
processing. In the model generated by Microsoft Excel, forward scattering angles 
in the range of 63' to 71' and backward scattering angles in the range of 108' to 
116' were chosen to model the system. The angle range was chosen as ± 4' due to 
the viewing angle of the sources. 
With these values of Fll , F22 and F12, further sets of values for (FU-F22), 
(Fll +2F12+FZZ) and (Fu-2F12+FZZ) can then be easily calculated in Microsoft 
Excel. After obtaining these final sets of readings for (Fu-Fzz), (Fll +2F1Z+FZ2) 
and (Fu-2F1Z+FZZ), the models for the above four components from the output 
scattered intensities of the two detectors can then be determined. The models 
generate four values for each particle type and these values were subsequently 
used to generate a unique productive algorithm used in the detection of particle 
shape. 
The identity Fll = FZ2 holds for spheres and by applying this to the modelled 
equations, it can be seen that the term A equates to zero, B to [F;! (fJ)+ F;2 (fJ)] or 
[F22 (fJ)+F;2(fJ)] andCto [F;M)-F12 (fJ)] or [F22 (fJ)-F;2(fJ)]. 
4.5.4. Theoretical Model for 4 Particle Types 
The headings of dual and single channel detection refer to the method of using two 
detectors and one detector respectively. Graphs of R (Theory) and Rmono 
(Theory) against particle number were plotted for both dual and single channel 
detection systems respectively. The legend on the right of every graph indicates 
the order of sequence for the particle type having the highest aspect ratio down to 
the particle type with the smallest aspect ratio (spheres). 
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4.5.4.1. Dual Channel Detection 
In the first set of theoretical modelling, four particle types were used to analyse the 
productive algorithm for particle shape detection. The four particle types were: 
• Spheres 0.5micron. 
• Spheres 1.0micron. 
• Hemati te 1. 80. 
• Hematite 3.78. 
From equations (2.81) and (2.82) of chapter 2, the product of the difference of the 
DC and AC components of the two channels is: 
(4.5) 
Adopting the identity that Fll = F22 for spheres on the above equation, it can be 
seen that the resultant value will be zero as the term A which represents 
![F;1(a)-F22 (a)] equates to zero. Therefore by applying the above equation on 2 
spheres, the resultant will be zero and hence produce a flat output response for 
spheres. For hematite particles, however, Fll oF F22 and therefore the term A will be 
non-zero. This non-zero output response results in a variation depending on the 
aspect ratio of the particles and hence its shape. The theoretical model illustrating 
the flat output responses for the two sizes of spheres and the sloping responses for 
the two types of hematite particles from a dual detection channel system is 
illustrated in the next figure. 
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Theoretical Model for 4 Particle Types using 2 Detectors 
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Figure 4.2a Theoretical model for 4 particle types using 2 detectors. 
In figure 4.2a, the particle number is chosen as the x-axis to represent particle 
concentration. Particle concentration increases due to the presence of more 
particles and therefore the number of particles (or particle number) is used to 
represent concentrations of samples used in the actual experiments. The total 
scattered intensity received by the detector will be equal to the sum of the scattered 
light from each individual particle in the scattering volume. Therefore, when the 
amount of particles increases (hence a higher particle number), there will be more 
scattered light which then results in a higher output response. For example, at 
particle number 50 in the above figure, it can be seen that the output response R 
for the two types ofhematite particles are different. 
It can be seen that the output responses for spheres of 0.5micron and 1.0micron 
diameter are both at zero and the output responses for that of hematite particles 
with aspect ratios of 1.80 and 3.78 slopes with a linear gradient. The gradient of 
Hematite 3.78 being much steeper than that of Hematite l.80. There is a distinct 
separation between spheres and the hematite particles and between hematite 
particles of different aspect ratios. This steepness of the output response indicates 
that when the aspect ratio of a suspension of hematite particles increases, the 
gradient for its output increases. In other words, the gradient of the slopes can tell 
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Figu re 4.23 Theoretical model for 4 particle Iypes usi ng 2 detectors. 
In figure 4.2a, the particle number is chosen as the x-axis 10 represent partic le 
concentration. Particle concentration 1I1creases due to the presence of more 
particles and therefore the number of particles (or particle number) is used to 
represent concentrations of samples used in the actual experiments. The to tal 
scattered intensity received by the detector will be equal to the sum of the scattered 
light from each individual particle in the scattering volume. Therefore, when the 
amount of particles increases (hence a higher particle number), there will be more 
scattered light which then results in a higher output response . For example, at 
particle number 50 in the above figure, it can be seen that the outpUI response R 
for the two types of hematite particles are different 
It can be seen that the output responses for spheres of 0.5micron and 1.0micron 
diameter are both at zero and the output responses for that of hematite particles 
with aspecl rati os of 1.80 and 3.78 slopes with a linear gradient . The gradient of 
Hematite 3.78 being much steeper than that of Hematite I. 80. There is a distinct 
sepa ration between spheres and the hematite particles and between hematite 
palticles of different aspect ratios. This steepness of the output response indicates 
that when the aspect ratio of a suspension of hematite particles increases, the 
gradient for its output increases . In other words, the gradient of the slopes can tell 
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us about the shape of a particle. As the number of particles increases, the scattered 
light from the suspension increases and hence results in a higher outpu t response 
R. 
From the above modelling results, two important' points are strongly proven, these 
are : 
• The unique productive algorithm for particle shape detection can be used to 
distinguish clearly between spheres and non-spheres. 
• The relationship can also be used to distinguish particle shape as particles with 
a higher aspect ratio are clearly sepa rated from particles of lower ratios and 
spheres. 
An investigat ion using the si milar 4 particle types was then carried out on a system 
usi ng I detector. The theoreti ca l model illustrating the flat output responses for the 
two sizes of spheres and the sloping responses for the two types of hematite 
particles from a single detection channel system is illustrated in the next figure . 
4.5.4.2. Single Channel Detection 
Theoretical Model for 4 Particle Types usin g I Detecto r 
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Figure 4.2b Theoretica l model for 4 panicle types using I detector. 
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Figure 4.2b shows si milar output responses from the four particle types compared 
to that for a dual detection channel system in 4.5.4. 1. Both spheres have a flat 
output response at zero and both hematite particles slopes wi th a gradient. It can 
also be noticed that when the aspect ratios of the particles increased, the gradient 
of its respective output response also increased. This can be seen in both figures 
(4.2a and 4.2b) , as the number of paltic les increases, the output scattered intensity 
increased, more li ght was scattered when the vo lume of particles in the sll spension 
increased. It can also be noticed that the higher the scattered intensi ty, the larger 
the particle (larger aspect ratio). From the models illustrated in figure 4.2a and 
4.2b, not on ly did thi s enable us to distinguish between spheres and non-spheres , it 
also tells us about the particle shapes. 
4.5.5. Theoretical Model ror 9 Particle Types 
Another theoreti cal experiment was then carri ed out by introducin g more parti c le 
type. In thi s second set, five more parti c le types were added. They were namely: 
• Spheres 2.0micron. 
• Hematite 1.14. 
• Hematite 1.30. 
• Hematite 1.46. 
• Hematite 4.45 . 
Figure 4.3 shows the theoreti cal results of all the 9 pMi cle types from a dua l 
detection channel system. 
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Figure 4.3 Theoretical model for 9 particle types using 2 detectors . 
The addition of the third size of spheres, diameter 2.0microns, again displayed a 
fl at output response, indicating that the algorithm for particle shape detection 
works for spheres of various dimensions. The output responses were again flat for 
the three sizes of spheres and for the other group of particles, hematite, thei r output 
responses all slope with a respective grad ient, wh ich again clearly separated each 
particle type from one another and that for spheres. The output response of the 
particle closest to being a sphere, Hematite I . 14, havi ng the lowest gradient. 
Particles with aspect rati os of unity ( I) tend to group together to each other, and 
similarly this trend can be noticed wit h particles having aspect ratios in the vici ni ty 
of unity, which hereby refers to non-spherical particles wi th aspect ratios of 1. 14, 
1.46, 1.80 and 1.30. Hematite 4.45 and 3.78 were interposed . 
As the output ratio increases, we would expect the grad ient of the response to 
increase, which is tru e, with the exception of Hematite 1.30 and 3.78 . The curves 
for these two samples appear to be ' in the wro ng place' if theory is to be true. Two 
explanations for thi s, wit h regard to Hematite 1.30, could be a defect in the 
manufacturing process or errors encountered whil st generating the elements of the 
amplitude scattering matrix. For the ' mis-position' of response obtained from 
Hematite 3.78 and 4.45 , this could be due to the fact that each of the particle types 
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came with a variance of the mean value, or spread of the data. With reference to 
tab le 4.6, the horizontal , rotational axis and aspect ratio of Hematite 3.78 has a 
variance of ± 0.15, ± 0.15 and ± 0.3 respectively. With regard to its aspect ratio 
only, the aspect ratio for this panicle type manufactured ranged from 3.48 to 4.08 , 
due to a variance of ± 0.3. The distlibution of panicles within the suspension thus 
had aspect ratios between the above ranges. Hematite 4.45, on the other hand, had 
a valiance of ± 0.5 for its aspect ratio. This means that the aspect ratio of this 
panic le type lay in the range 3.95 to 4.95. Therefore, Hematite 3.78 had an aspect 
ratio at the higher end of its range at 4.08 and Hematite 4.45 had an aspect ratio at 
the lower end of its range at 3.95, this could then result in the output response of 
Hematite 3.78 having a steeper gradient than that for Hematite 4.45. 
The above is a poss ible theoretical explanation for Hematite 3.78 having a steeper 
gradient than that for Hematite 4.45 . This is because the T-Matrix software had a 
limitation and it was that it could not take the valiance (tolerance) of the panicle 
types as an input parameter. Another possib le reason could be that the particle 
distribution was inhomogeneous and evidence has been provided in figure A.12 of 
APPENDIX A whereby it is shown that the hematite panicles with the aspect ratio 
of 4.45 were not fu ll y monodispersed (that is the hematite panicles were 
polydispersed). A suspension is said to be monodi sperse when all of the particles 
are of the same shape. The di stribution was not homogeneous; some of the 
partic les had varying shapes. 
Although the theoretical model was not to the extent of di stinguishing whether the 
panicles were monodispersed or polydispersed, the results are sti ll able to 
accurately show that panicles with aspect ratios of I , 2, 3 and 4 were clearly 
separated. Therefore in general, the theoretica l model shows: 
• Spheres have flat responses. 
• Particle types with aspect ratios in the regions of 1, 2, 3 and 4 can be distinctly 
di stinguished. 
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• Hematite particles with lower aspect ratios are also clearly separated from 
those hematite particles of higher aspect ratios, hence indicating particle shape. 
• The output response becomes steeper as aspect ratios increase. 
4.5.6. Theoretical Model for 10Partic/e Types 
For the third theoretical experiment , it was decided to add another particle type to 
the original 9 particle types as mentioned above. This particle type being: 
• Hemati te 3.47 . 
The reason for introducing this non-spherical particle with this aspect ratio was to 
perform an investigation as to whether or not this particle type would follow a 
si milar trend as that described in section 4.5.5. above with 9 particle types, that is 
to see if it will stay closely together with particles with a similar ratio. Figure 4.4 
shows the theoreti cal plots for all 10 particle types. 
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The above figure shows that Hematite 3.47 had a response with the highest 
gradient. This situation was similar to the one described in the modelling for the 9 
parti c le types in section 4.5.5. With reference to table 4.6 , the aspect ratio of 
Hematite 3.47 had a variance of ± 0.2 and for Hematite 3.78, its aspect ratio had a 
valiance of ± 0.3. It is likely that Hematite 3.47 could have been at the end of its 
range with an aspect ratio of 3.67 and Hematite 3.78 could be at the beginning of 
its range with a ratio of 3.48. Therefore it would appear that Hematite 3.47 was of 
the larger particle type with a higher aspect ratio and hence dominated. 
4.5.7. Theoretical Model for 12 Particle Types 
In the final set used for theoretical modelling, another two types of palticles were 
introduced. The type of partic les being: 
• Hematite 2.33. 
• Hematite 2.69. 
The reason for introducing the above non-spherical panicles was to find out if they 
would group together in the region with an aspect ratio of 2.0 and above and that 
they were also c learl y separated from earli er groups. Figure 4.5 shows the output 
responses of the 12 particle types from a dual detector system. 
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Theoretical model for 12 particle types using 2 detectors. 
I n the response shown in the above fi gure, it was reasonable to accept Hematite 
2.33 as it lay in between particles with aspect ratios of 4.45 and 1.30. However, 
Hematite 2.69 was far from 2.33 and in fact became the dominat ing particle type 
for both the above dual detection system as shown in figure 4.5. A possib le 
explanati on of such large deviation for Hematite 2.69 cou ld be due to errors in the 
preparati on process or during the calcu lation of the three elements of its amplitude 
scattering matrix . However, the experimental resu lts for the 12 particle types 
described in a later sect ion (4 .6.4 .2.) provide better evidence compared to the 
theoretical model. 
4.6. Experimental Results 
Four sets of experiments were carried out to prove the unique productive algori thm 
for particle shape detection as determined by the theory. Each part icle type was 
examined on a dua l detection channel system using 2 detectors; and on a single 
detection channel system using I detector. The initial measurement taken by 
placi ng an aq ueous suspension of uni form part icles of polystyrene latex spheres 
and then followed by the non-spherical hematite part icles . The intensities of both 
sources were set to maximum so as to achieve the maximum scattered output from 
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the particle suspensions. The sequence of the four sets of experiments was as 
follows : 
• Experimentation with 4 pmticle types. 
• Experi mentation with 9 partic le types. 
• Experimentati on with 10 particle types . 
• Experimentation with 12 particle types. 
The experiments were performed in the above order to sequentially te t the 
capabi lity of the dual channel system, to determine the abi lity of the system to 
determine whether or not it can respond to different types of particles. The 
headi ngs of dua l and single channe l detection refer to the method of lIsi ng 2 
detectors and 1 detector respectively. Graphs or Rand Rmono against partic le 
concen tration were plotted for both dual and si ngle channel detection system 
respectively. In order of sequence the particle type with the lowest aspect ratios, 
the comparison between the experimental results and the theoretical model were 
then made and summarised in a table format for all sets of experiments. 
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Figure 4.6a Experimental results for 4 particle types using I detector. 
Figure 4.6a illustrates the experimental results for 4 particle types from a system 
using I detector. Error bars were initially plotted to indicate the wide spread of the 
scattering measurements due to the tilting of the glass cuvette. The 4 particle types 
were namely: 
• Spheres 0.5micron. 
• Spheres 1.0micron. 
• Hematite 1.80. 
• Hematite 3.78. 
The 4 particle types were indicated by a legend as shown in the above fi gure. The 
graphs show the output responses at the fina l output response Rmono of a single 
deteclor system. tn this experiment, twenty measurements were taken for every 
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concentration for each of the 4 particle types. Therefore, there were twenty lines 
representing each of the 4 particle types. The standard deviations were 
subsequently calculated and error bars were employed to indicate the spread of the 
scattering measurements. 
It can be noticed that the output scattered intensity (Rmono) for each particle type 
increased with increases in particle concentrations. This is because an increase in 
concentration (increase in the number of particles in the suspension), the amount 
of scattered light increased and this contributes to the above output responses. The 
way the output response of the various particle types valies with concentration 
could also be a better way of detection because concentration variation allows us 
to know the point at which multiple scattering would start to occur. 
The purpose of repeating the measurement of each concentration of each particle 
type twenty ti mes was to demonstrate the tilting effect. It can be seen that the en-or 
bars are wide, indicating a big spread of the scattering measurements. This is 
because of the tilt on the glass cuvette holding the particle suspension. The cuvette 
was not perfectly vertical with respect to the tube holder and was tilting either to 
the left or to the light side of the two illumination beams. Because the cuvette tilts, 
the initial value may not have been the same as subsequent values and depended 
on the amount of tilt. The relatively wide gap (indicated by the large en-or bars) 
between the lines indicated that the amount of tilt could be large. The lines were 
also not perfectly straight and variations could be seen. This may be due to 
concentration problems, sllch as preparation errors encountered during the process 
for the manual preparation of that particular concentration. 
Upon further analysis, it can be seen that Hematite 3.78 has the highest of all 
gradients. This was then followed by Hematite 1.80, Spheres 0.5micron and 
1.0micron in diameter, with both sizes of spheres having the lowest gradients. All 
the 4 particle types clearly correlated with the theoretical model that is when the 
aspect ratio of the particle increased, the output response became steeper (with a 
higher gradient). Hematite 3.78, being the particle type with the highest aspect 
ratio of 3.78 dominated. There was also a very clear separation between Spheres 
0.5rnicronf1.0rnicron and Hematite 1.80; and between Hematite 1.80 and 3.78. The 
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amount of separatio n between particle types increased when the concentration for 
that particle type increased. Both pheres I.Omicron and O.5micron in diameter 
had similar near-flat output responses. These experimental results for spheres 
corresponded to that of the theory which indicated a null respo nse for spherical 
particles, they are in good agreement wi th theory and therefo re are reliable. The 
output responses for spheres were not tota lly zero and there were a number of 
possible explanati ons at thi s stage for thi s phenomenon, for example, coagulati on 
of the particles or contamination of the particle samples. Despite th is, the 
experimental results agai n follow closely to the theoretical model whereby spheres 
are di stinct ly separated from the non-spherical hematite particles as shown in 
figure 4 .6b. 
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Figure 4.6b Theoretical results for 4 particle types using I detector. 
4.6.1.2. Dual Channel Detection 
As with the 4 pal1icie types, an experiment was conducted based on a dual channel 
system with two detectors with its OLl tput responses illustrated in the fo ll owing 
fi gure. 
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Figure 4.6c Experimental results for 4 particle types using 2 detectors . 
The above figure shows the output response R for the same 4 particle types from 
the system employing two detectors. Again, twenty measurements were taken for 
every concentration for each of the 4 particle types . It can be seen that the 
introduction of an additional detector created a sharp contrast to the system with 
just one detector. The major difference is that the 20 sampling lines for each of the 
four particle types were more closely grouped together, for both the spheres and 
hematite particles. With the massive reduction in the spacing between the twenty 
measurements of each particle type, one can more clearly see the separation 
between the 4 particle types. The second detector had greatly minimised the error 
caused by the tilting of the cuvette and thi s allowed an even more clear separation 
between the various particle types. 
A point to highlight here is that, although the glass cuvette could be securely and 
rigidly fa stened to the base of the tube holder, this action was not actually carried 
out in the measurement process. This is because, if a glass cuvette was tilting, it 
was difficult to gauge with the naked eye the adjustment required on the four 
fastening nylon screws. Over-tightening of anyone of the four screws holding the 
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cuvette in the tube holder may cause greater errors due to actuall y increasing the 
ti lt, or even addi ng ti lt to a normall y venical sample. Therefore thi s ti ghtening 
action was avoided. After the cuvette holding the sample suspension had been 
agitated, it was placed verticall y onto the tube holder and being left in that position 
allowed the initi al and subsequent measurements to be carried out. It was 
envisaged that this method of non-adjustment to the screws and the leavi ng of the 
cuvette at its origi nal position allowed a better demonstration of the tilti ng effect. 
The elTOrs were greatl y reduced due to the (1- t 8' ) term in the dual detector 
system as compared to the (l±J) term in a single detector system. The elTor te rm 
due to til ti ng was t82 compared to that of c5 fo r a single detector. Other than the 
few vari ations, probably due to elTors in the sample preparation of par"tic le 
concentrations, the reduction in errors also allowed a muc h clearer separation 
between hematite partic les with aspect ratios of 3.78 and 1.80 and spherica l 
parti c les of di ameters 0.5 and 1.0micron. Hematite 3.78, being the partic le type 
with the highest aspect ratio dominated, then fo llowed by Hematite 1.80, and 
finally Spheres of 1.0 and 0.5micron diameter, which had an aspect ratio of unity. 
Theoretical Experimental 
Model Results 
Spheres 0.5micron/ I .Omicron Spheres 0.5micron/ 1.0micron 
Table 4.7 
Hematite 1.80 Hematite 1.80 
Hemati te 3.78 Hematite 3.78 
Companson between theoretI cal model and expenmental resu lts 
for 4 parti c le types. 
In tab le 4.7 above, it can be seen that the 4 par·ticle types all matched with the 
theoretical model, that is when the aspect ratio of the partic le increased, the output 
response became steeper (with a higher gradient). When the number of par"t ic les in 
the suspension increased, the amount of scattered light increased and the palt icle 
types became more distinctively separated, which agai n fo llowed closely to the 
theoretical model whereby spheres are di s tinctl y separated from the non-spherical 
hematite parti cles as shown in figure 4.6d. 
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F igure 4.6d Theoretical model for 4 particle types using 2 detectors. 
This set of experiments shows that the experimental results relate closely to the 
theoretical models for both a single and dual detector systems. This also proves 
that the relationship for particle shape detection is correctly proven and can be 
adopted as a usefu l measure to discriminate non-spherical particles from spheres . 
4.6.2. 
4.6.2.1. 
Expe"imental Resu lts for 9 Parti cle Types 
Single Channel Detection 
In the second set of experiments, five more particle types were introduced to test 
the system. The additional five panicle types were: 
• Spheres 2.0micron. 
• Hematite 1. 14. 
• Hematite l.30 . 
• Hematite 1.46. 
• Hematite 4.45 . 
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The reasons for the addition of above particle types were to examine whether or 
not the system was capable of detecting another size of sphere and to differentiate 
between hematite particles of various aspect ratios. Similarly, twenty 
measurements were taken for every concentration for each of the 9 particle types. 
Figure 4.7a shows the output response for all 9 particle types from a system using 
I detector. 
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Figul'e 4.7a Experimental resu lts for 9 particle types using 1 detector. 
The above figure clearly indicates that poor performance of a single channel 
detection system whereby the wide spacing of all lines of representations showed 
that the effect of tilting still existed . The three sizes of spheres all had near-zero 
output responses, and although hematite particles with an aspect ratio of 1. 14 was 
quite close to that of spheres, with an aspect ratio of unity, one can still clearly 
differentiate between Hematite 1. 14 and the three sizes of spheres. As the tilting 
was so severe, it was very difficult to distinguish between other particle types . The 
following figure provides a clea rer picture for analysis when a second detection 
channel was added . 
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Fignre 4.7b Experimental results for 9 particle types using 2 detectors . 
The above figure gives a more remarkable demonstration of the capability of a 
dual channel detection system. It shows the output responses for the same 9 
particle types but on a system uSlllg an additional detector. The most obvious 
indication was that , the addition of the second detector again minimised the 
distance between each scattering measurement. As the concentration of each 
particle type increased, the separation becomes more obvious. The output 
responses of the three sizes of spheres are also close to the zero reference line, III 
addition to their individual measurement being close to one another. 
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Figu re 4.7c Theoret ical model for 9 particl e types using 2 detectors. 
Theoretica l Experimental 
Model Results 
Spheres Spheres 
0.5 micronl l .Omicron/2.0micron 0.5micronl l .Omicron/2 .0micron 
Table 4.8 
Hematite I. 14 Hematite I . 14 
Hematite 1.46 Hematite 1 .80 
Hematite 1.80 Hematite 1.46 
Hematite 1.30 Hemati te 1.30 
Hematite 4.4 5 Hematite 3.78 
Hemati te 3.78 Hematite 4.45 
Compan son between theoretical model and expenmental resul ts fo r 
9 particle types . 
From table 4.8 above, it can be seen that, the response for all three sizes of spheres 
matched that of the theoretical model. They all shared a near-zero response, 
making their detecti on and di scrimination against the non-spheri cal hematite 
particles possible. There is at best a fair agreement between the experimental and 
theoretical results of the hematite particles. The experimental result s indicated an 
accurate detection of Hematite 4.45 , with this particular part icle type having the 
steepest grad ient of all 9 pa rti cle types. With the excepti on of Hematite 1.46 and 
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1.80, most, if not all of the newly introduced particle types are also detected quite 
clearly. Their respective gradient increases with respect to their aspect ratios. One 
can al so see a di stinct separation between Hematite 1.14 and Spheres 0.5micron. 
This indicates that the system was capable of di stinguishing between particles with 
relatively close aspect ratios. Although both Hematite 1.30 and 4.45 do not look 
correct in their current position in the theoretical model , it was noted that Hematite 
4.45 possesses the steepest gradient in the experimental results. Hematite l.30, 
however, still did not appear to be in its correct detected position. 
Although the experimental results do not totally correlate with the theoretical 
model, it can be accepted here as true since the gradient of the output response of a 
pmticle type is propOltional to its aspect ratio. Although Hematite l.30 does not 
look ri ght in its position, it still con'elates with the theoretical model , the 
explanation for the reversal of Hematite 1.80 and 1.46 is described in section 4.5.5. 
above. Thi s set of experimental results proves the capability of the system in 
di scriminating non-spherical paIticles, with vatious aspect ratios, from spheres and 
at the same time minimising errors induced by the tilting of imperfect glass 
cuvettes. 
4.6.3. 
4.6.3.1. 
Experimental Results for 10 Particle Types 
Single Channel Detection 
From the above experiments canied out for 4 and 9 particle types, it can be proved 
that the addition of the second detection channel corrects the tilting problem 
associated with many kinds of such scattering experiments. In this set of 
experiments, the number of measurements taken for each concentration of each 
pmticle type was reduced from the previous twenty to fi ve and a new particle type 
was added to the previous 9 paIticle types, namely: 
• Hematite 3.47. 
The purpose for the above patticle type was to explore the system fUIther to see if 
the paIticle with an aspect ratio of 3.47 could be perceived di stinctly from that of 
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one with an aspect ratio of 3.78 (Hematite 3.78) . Figure 4 .8a shows the output 
responses of 10 particle types from a system with a single detection channel. 
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Figure 4.8a Experimental results for 10 particle types using I detector. 
In this set of results, measurements were repeated five times for every 
concentration of each particle type in both systems. After the initial measurement 
had been performed, the cuvette was removed from the tube holder, agitated and 
then positioned back into the sample holder. After the cuvette was in place, the 
second measurement of reading was recorded . This process was repeated for the 
third and subsequent measurements until a ll five had been performed. The number 
of measurements being reduced from 20 to 5 to show the tilting effect more 
effectively and to illustrate more clearly the spacing of each measurement from its 
neighbour. 
From figure 4.8a, it can again be seen that due to the commonly poor abi lity of a 
single channel detection system (effects of tilting), the five sets of results for many 
of the particle types did not align with one another and were fairly widely spread. 
The gap between measurements still existed, being large indicat.ed that the cuvette 
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was tilting and not aligned with the source transmission beams. This caused the 
fi ve values to differ and the variati on indicated that the cuvette was tilting either to 
the right or left of the tube holder, which hence resulted in the above plots showing 
widely spaced lines. The purpose of the repetition of the measurements was to 
demonstrate the tilting effect, to prove that there was never an ideal system where 
no errors are due to, or caused, by tilting. The t il t not only generated a relatively 
large error in the fina l measurements, it also created difficulty in distinguishing 
between the 10 particle types, especiall y the hematite particles wi th higher aspect 
ratios. The only obvious indication was that all the three sizes of spheres share a 
si mil ar near-zero output responses. 
From the previous two sets of experiments, we know that errors can be reduced 
with the second detector. The fo llowing figure in section 4 .6.3.2. shows the output 
responses of the same 10 part icle types but with the addition of a second detector 
and a comparison of the experimental result s in figure 4.8b being made with the 
theoretical model shown in figure 4.8c. 
4.6.3.2. 
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F igure 4.8b Experimenta l results for 10 particle types using 2 detectors. 
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Figure 4.8c Theoretical model for 10 particle types using 2 detectors. 
Theoretica l Ex.perimenta l 
Model Results 
Spheres Spheres 
0.5micronl l .0micronl2.0micron 0.5micronl l .0micronl2.0micron 
Table 4.9 
Hematite 1. 14 Hematite 1. 14 
Hematite 1.46 Hematite 1.80 
Hematite 1.80 Hematite 1.46 
Hematite 1.30 Hematite 1.30 
Hematite 4.4 5 Hematite 3.47 
Hematite 3.78 Hematite 3.78 
Hematite 3.47 Hematite 4.45 
Compari son between theoreti cal model and experimental results for 
10 parti cle types . 
Table 4.9 shows, in order of sequence starting from the particl e types with the 
smallest aspect ratios, that the experimental results relate reasonably those of the 
theoretical model. The experimental results for Hematite 1.80, 1.46 and 4.45 are 
similar to the previous set of experiment result s for 9 particl e types in section 
4 .6.2.2 . The three sizes of spheres having results close to zero, which indicates the 
accuracy of the theory and system. 
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In the experimental results shown in figure 4.8b, it can be seen that for Hematite 
1.14, there is a sharp inverted peak in one of its scane/ing measurements. At thi s 
point, no pa/ticie suspension (no glass cuvette) was placed in the measurement 
chamber and hence no measurement was obtained at that point. This was to test 
whether or not the system was able of detecting zero scattering measurement taken 
at one point, or if there was an absence of scatterers. This was in addition to its 
ability to determine errors in particle concentrations which was shown in the other 
particle types. Again, dips in the output responses indicated en-ors in the sample' s 
concentration preparation and were effectively detected by the dual channel 
system. 
It can also be seen that the hemalite particles with an aspect ratio of 4.45, the 
largest of all 10 particle types , dominated, which is correct since, as the aspect 
ratio of a paJticle type increases, its output response got steeper. The newly 
introduced pa/ticle type, Hematite 3.47, was also accurate ly di stingui shed from 
3.78 and other hematite particles with different aspect ratios, though not in the 
theoreti cal model. This set of experimental results again shows the capability of a 
dual channel detection system distinguishing particles with relati vely c lose aspect 
ratios. 
Similarly after taking the five measurements, the results show that the gaps 
between the sets of results for all 10 particle types were massively reduced. This 
indicated that the addition of the second detector into the system largely eliminated 
the major en'or caused by tilting. Some slight enors can sti ll be observed (due 
obviously to a never ideal system), but these have greatly been reduced by the 
introduction of a second detector into the system. These minimisations of errors 
also lead to a more di stinct separation between the hematite particles and the 
spheres; and also between the different types of hematite particles. This allows 
better classification of particle types, indicating the capability of the dual detection 
channel sy tern to function as a non-spherical particle detector. The existence of 
errors due to tilting was inevitable in any system and it was never possible to 
achieve an enor-free system but they could however, be greatly minimised by a 
dual detector system as shown in figure 4.8b, 
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4.6.4. 
4.6.4.1. 
Ex per imen tal Resul ts for 12 Part icle Types 
Single C ha nnel Detection 
In this last experiment, the number of measurements for every concentration of 
each particle type remained at five and two more particle types were introduced to 
tJle previous 10 particle types, namely: 
• H ematite 2 .33. 
• Hematite 2.69. 
The reason for the above particle addition was to examlJ1e further if the system 
was capable of detecting non-spherical particles with other aspect rati os, in 
addition to those spherical particles and non-spheri cal particles with aspect ratios 
in the regions of I , 3 and 4. The next fi gure shows the output response from 12 
particle types from a single detector system. 
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Figure 4.9a Experimental results for 12 particle types using I detector. 
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Aga in, it can obviously be seen that tilting of the cuvette resulted in the va riati ons 
in the result s for the different part icle types. Because the effect of tilting was so 
severe, it was extremely diffi cult to di stingu ish, o ne fro m another, of the hemati te 
particl es of higher aspect ratios. It is easy to see however that the 9 hematit e 
samples were clearly separated from the three spherica l samples, in such that the 9 
hematite samples have generally an increasing gradient for increasing aspect 
ra ti os. The most obvious indicati on was that the three sizes of spheres all share 
similar near-zero output responses. The next fi gure gives a clea rer picture on the 
experimental results for the same 12 particl e types but utilising a dual channel 
detection system. 
4.6.4.2. Dua l C hannel Detection 
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Figure 4.9b Experimental results for 12 parti cle types using 2 detectors. 
The experiment with increasing parti cle ty pes havi ng different aspect ra ti os 
allowed a closer examination of the dual channel system. Figure 4 .9b above 
showed a clear picture of the system as the pa rticle types increases in their 
respecti ve aspect ra ti os. 
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It can be noticed that at higher concentrations, the output intensities started to 
round off. The particles might have entered the multiple scattering regime. When 
light is incident on a pat1icle, the scattered light from this particle does not exit 
from the scattering volume (pat1icle suspension) but instead the scattered radiation 
from thi s particle is incident upon a second particle within the same volume, which 
then re-scatters it. This effect is known as multiple scattering and it normally 
occurs at high particle concentration . It was observed visually that the pariicle 
suspensions stat1 to get more opaque at those high concentrations. At higher 
particle concentration, the suspended particles closer to a light source tend to 
screen off the incident light, and the scattered light can no longer propagate freely. 
As a result, there will no longer be a linear increase in the scattered intensity with 
concentration and the system gives meaningless values indicated by the rolling off 
of the output responses. The dual channel system is more towards the detection of 
particle shapes, although it may at certain point operate as a turbidimeter, to 
measure the turbidity (or clarity) of the pat1icle suspensions by the introduction of 
another detector in the line of sight of the incident source. 
A comparison was again made between the above experimental results and the 
theoretical model in figure 4.9c. 
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Figure 4.9c Theoretical model for 12 particle types using 2 detectors. 
T heo l'etica l Experimental 
Model Resu lt s 
Spheres Spheres 
0.5micron/ l .Omicron/2.0micron 0.5micron/ l .Omicronl2.0micron 
Hematite I. 14 Hematite 1.1 4 
Hematite 1.46 Hematite 1.80 
Hemati te 1.80 Hematite 1.46 
Hematite 1.30 Hematite 2.33 
Hematite 2.33 Hematite 2.69 
Hematite 4.45 Hematite 3.47 
Hematite 3.78 Hemat ite 1.30 
Hematite 3.47 Hematite 3.78 
Hematite 2.69 Hematite 4.45 
Table 4.10 Compan son between theoretical model and expenmental result s for 
12 particle types. 
From table 4 . 10, the comparison agai n shows that hematite particles with an aspect 
ra tio of 4.45 in the experiment had the steepest response. This is acceptable 
because thi s particl e type has the highest aspect ratio in the set of experimental 
particl es. The pair of newly int roduced particle types, namely Hematite 2 .33 and 
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2.69, also responded qualitatively to the dual channel detection system. They lay 
between the response for that of 1.46 and 3.47. This indicates that the system had 
the capability of detecting non-sphelica l pmticles with aspect ratios di ffeli ng by 
less than 1. The output response of Hematite 2.69, which lay between Hematite 
2.33 and 3.47, made its response appear more reasonable and acceptable than that 
of the theoreti cal model in figure 4.5 in section 4.5.7. If one considers onl y the 
aspect ratios of the 12 particle types and ignores whether the panicles were spheres 
or non-spheres, which is shown in the plots in figure 4.9b in section 4.6.4.2., the 
dual detection channel system had the sensitivity to respond to small changes in 
the aspect ratios of the different types of panicles. With the exception of just I to 
2 panicle types , the system responded quite accurately as the aspect ratios of the 
palticle types increased from 1.0 to 4.45. 
In thi s set of experiments, the hematite pmticles were also very clem'ly separated 
from the three sizes of spheres, mos t of the 12 panic le types matched the 
theoretical model. As usual, there were some variations from the mean in the 
output responses of some panicle types, but this deviation was reduced compared 
to the initial set with 4 particle types . This shows that the above system, despite 
increases in the quantity of panicle types, is stil l able to tell if there are any 
inconsistencies with the panicle concentrations. The output responses tended to 
round off at the hi gher concentrations. A possible reason could be that the particle 
suspension gave Iise to multiple panicle scattering. As multiple panicle scatteli ng 
was not the main subject of thi s research, it will not be dwelt upon at thi s time. 
Expelimenting with a fewer number of measurements (in this case five 
measurements per sample) for the di fferent particle types again allowed, and 
showed, a clearer demonstration of the tilting effect caused. Errors did ex ist but 
they were greatly reduced by the introduction of a second channel into the system 
for detection. The addition of this second detector enabled the implementation of 
an unique productive algolithm which performs the error minimisation effect on 
the output responses, which effectively reduced the common error of tilting that 
can severe I y affect output measurements. 
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lt can be seen that both the single and dual detection channel system indicated the 
possibility of detecting the presence of non-spheres from spheres. The 
experimental results also relate closely to that of the theoretical model. In the 
theoretical model, the output responses of all spheres are flat whereas the nine 
non-spherical hematite particles each had their own distinctive gradients. For 
hematite particles with aspect ratio of 1.14, which was close to unity (1), its output 
response sloped gently and immediately after spheres of 0.5micron diameter. This 
indicates that the system was able to analyse accurate ly, and clearly differentiate 
between, particles with extremely close aspect ratios, as in the above case of 1.0 
for the spheres and 1.14 for the hematite particles. It can also be noticed that 
responses for hematite particles with similar aspect ratios tend to group together, 
as in the case of hematite palticles of aspect ratios 1.30, 1.46 and 1.80. As the 
aspect ratios of the hematite pal1icles lay within a range, caused by manufacturing 
tolerances , this has to be considered and it could be this that explains why some of 
the response curves for hematite particle types did not appear to be in the COlTect 
position as depicted in the theoretical model. 
Though both the single and dual detector systems could be modelled before 
carrying out the actual experiments, these models could only be used as a guide. 
Both the theoretical models displayed similar results for the two types of detector 
systems. The effect was more clearly displayed in real experimental work. The 
experimental results displayed more accurate data than that of the theoretical 
model. ExpeJimental results also can prove whether or not the dimensions of the 
hematite particles manufactured, are accurate and con"ecl. Take for example, the 
hematite paJticle with an aspect ratio of 4.45, this dominates in all the 4 sets of 
experiments but it does not in the theoretical model. One cannot really say that the 
theoretical model was incorrect because the parameters required for the generation 
of the scattering elements F 11 , FI2 and Fzz of the amplitude scattering matrix, by 
the T-Matrix software, came from the data relating to the hematite particles. 
Therefore, a slight error in the measurement of the dimensions of the hematite 
particles may have resulted in an elTOT in the calculations by the T-Matrix 
software. The theoretical model may not have been able to accept small variations 
on parameters (aspect ratio) but this might well be possible in real experimental 
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work. The model can onl y be used as a reference to determine to what extent the 
experi mental results deviate from the theory. 
A single detection channel could not e liminate any errors that arose when the 
cuvette was not at its vel1ical orientation but with the addition of a second detector, 
elimination of thi s effect became achievable. It can also be deduced that if one 
performs multiple measurements, instead of just a single. measurement, on each 
concentration of each panicle type, it wi ll be more effective in the case of a dual 
channel detection system, to carry out the unique productive algorithm for en'or 
minimisation, as more scattering data can now be averaged. 
4.7. Conclusions 
If the hypothesis is correct and the sets of experi ments are performed continuously 
for a whole range of partic le lypes, for example one to two sets of experiments 
with 15 particle types, this might not be an efficient way of presenting the results. 
This produces the results immediately and did not sequentiall y test the capability 
of the system in steps. However, the step-by-step method adopted in the previ ous 
section was a much better approach to the testing of the dual channel system 
because the initial set of experiment stalled off with just 4 particle types, one type 
each with aspect ratios in each of the regions, particles with aspect ratios of 1.00, 
1.80 and 3.78. 
From the res ults in thi s first set of experiments, one can teil that the dual channel 
detection system responds differently to P311icles wi th different aspect ratios, and 
that the results corre late with that of the theoretical model. Then there is a steady 
increase in the types of pru1icles as the set of experiments increases. 
For the second set of experiments, the number of particle types had been increased 
from 4 to 9. Not onl y had more particle types with different aspect ratios been 
introduced but also particle types with aspect rati os very close to the first 4 used in 
the first sel of experiments. The pUlpose is to test the capability of the sys tem not 
onl y in the detection of non-spherica l particles with different aspect ratios, as 
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compared to the first 4, but also to test whether the system could differentiate 
between particles with extremely close aspect ratios, for example Hematite 1.14 
and Spheres O.5micron (unity aspect ralio). The experimental results show that the 
system can detect that Hematite 1.14 are non-spherical particles and that the 
system can di scliminate between spheres and the square-sized Hematite 1.14 (see 
figure A.4 of APPENDIX A) accurately. The di stribution for Hematite 4.45 that 
was supplied was found not to be fully monodispersed (see fi gure A. I 2 of 
APPENDIX A). In thi s case of Hematite 4.45, whereby the suspension IS 
polydispersed (that is not monodispersed), the theoreti cal model can on ly tell that 
Hematite 4.45 is a non-sphelical particle and that the model can fu ll y and clearly 
di scriminate thi s particle type from that of spheres. Although, Hematite 4.45 does 
not look correct in their cun'ent position in the theoretical model , it was noted that 
Hematite 4.45 possesses the steepest gradient in the experimental results. The 
experimental results are acceptable since the as pect ratio of a particle type was 
proportional to the gradient of its output response. The experimental results 
appears more accurate as compared to the results from the theoretical model. From 
the results shown in this second set of experiments, the system, besides being able 
to detect paliicle types with different aspect ratios, was also capable of 
di stingui shing between particles having extremely close aspect ratios. 
The purpose of the third set of experiments was also to perform the same task as 
above. In thi s set, an additiona l particle type was added to the previous 9, having 
an aspect rati o of 3.47. In the previous second set of experiments, the sys tem was 
able to distinguish between non-spherical particles (Hematite 1.14) and spherical 
panicles (Spheres O.5micron , l.Omicron and 2.0micron), but now, one may wish to 
examine the system to determine whether or not it can respond to different types of 
non-spherical particles and having ex tremely close aspect ratios. This was the 
reason for the introduction of Hematite 3.47 . From the experimental results shown, 
the system responded to both changes in aspect ratio of the hematite particles, and 
hematite particles with close aspect ratios. Hematite 3.47 being discriminated from 
3.78. This again shows that the system was inherently sensitive to particle shape. 
As the aspect ratios of the hematite paJ1jcles increased, thus changing their shape, 
the sys tem responded accordingly, and correlated with the theoretical model. This 
indicated that the system could di sti nguish between spheres and non-spherica l 
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particles and between the non-spherical particles with different shapes, thus 
proving its functionality as both a non-spherical and particle shape detector. In 
addition , a specially-made en-or in thi s set of experiment proved that the system 
had the ability to tell if there was any sample present or the absence of any 
scatterers. This was indicated by Hematite 1.14, which at one point in time, had no 
scatterers in its particle sample. 
Similarly, the last set of expetiments justified the above results with the 
introduction of another pair of particle types , namely Hematite 2.33 and 2.69. 
Again, the experimental results showed a separation between Hematite 2.33 and 
2.69, indicating the ability of the system to differentiate between shapes of the 
non-spherical particles. 
One impOltant result noticed from the above four set of experiments was that the 
dual channel system effectively eliminated, to a high extent, etTOrs due to tilting 
and stray light. With this highly advantageous benefit, one can pelfOlm 
experiments without the undue won-y of imperfect glass cuvettes. The 
experimental results also show that the use of more than one detector provides 
particle shape information. This step-by-step method of increas ing the number of 
particle types as the number of sets of experiments increases is a better and more 
efficient approach to the testing of the capability of the system as the gradual 
introduction of particle types enabled one to have a clearer view on whether the 
system was responding accurately and con-ectly as the number of particle types 
steadily increased. This was proved to be better than perfonning everything in a 
single event. 
With the approach of taking several scattering measurements from each patticle 
suspension, the mean scattered reading could be calculated from the recorded 
scattered readings by averaging the signals, bringing about the en-or reduction. 
This averaged signal was propOltional to the light scattered by the palticle and was 
a better approximation to the scattered light. This proved to be certainly 
advantageous to the single channel detection system. 
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In actual fact, the output response of this particle shape detection instrument 
adopted a similar response to that of the working curve for turbidity measurements 
as performed by the GLI instrument in section 1.7.2. of chapter 1. Thi s was 
because in turbidity, there was a relationship between the total suspended solids in 
the liquid and the scattered light intensities (in arbitrary units) due to the particles 
in a non-absorbing medium . This relationship was determined through the 
development of a working curve for each specific sample and is as shown in the 
fo ll owing figure . 
Maximum ___ I I 
"ansitio" PO/ / 'l\ Mn ltiple scattering " gimc 
__ ' t \ 
/~ : \ 
/'~ t \ 
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Figure 4.10 Working curve for turbidity [58] . 
The relationsh.ip in fi gure 4.10 existed up to a transition point whereby the rate of 
scattered li ght intensity no longer increased with the addition of more undi ssolved 
particles. This point was therefore the max imum limit of the optical design of a 
turbidimeter. Similarly, in the particle shape detection system, it can be noticed 
that figures 4.6c, 4 .7b, 4.8b and 4.9b adopt a very simi lar pattern to that of figure 
4.10, whereby the output responses for the non-spherical hematite particles 
graduall y started to peak off when the concentration got sufficiently hi gh (due to 
an increase in the number of particles) in the particle suspension. Therefore, the 
point at which the scattered intensities stalted to peak (or decline) with the increase 
in the concentration was the max imum limit for the optical design of the four-
beam optical polarimeter for accurate particle sh.ape detection. The region beyond 
(or at the point of rolloff) was the multiple scattering regime which must then be 
ignored. 
The theoretical model served as a useful tool in checking the quality of the 
hematite particles that had been provided, or manufactured. It was shown that the 
elements Fll and F 22 of the amplitude scattering matrix were sensitive to shape. 
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The usage of linearl y polarised light , as opposed to circularly and/or elliptically 
polari sed light , together with the relevant optical components (Mueller matrices), 
may have detected shape. The results obtai ned in the above fo ur sets of 
experiments conducted are in good agreement wi th theory, are reli able and they 
c learl y prove that, in the order of importance, a dua l channel detection system has 
an improved perfo rmance and possesses the exce llent capabi lities of: 
• Detecting and differenti ating the different types of non-spherical hematite 
particles with different aspect ratios, thus inherentl y sensi ti ve to shape. It 
provides particle shape in fo rmation and hence a parti cle shape detector. 
• Min imisi ng errors due to the effect of tilting caused by imperfect glass cuvettes 
and the removal of stray light components by the implementation of an un ique 
producti ve algorithm. 
• Detec ting any inconsistencies in the concentrations of different particle types. 
• Detecting the absence of any scatterers. 
• Detecting the presence of non-spheres from spheres, hence a non-sphe ri cal 
particle detector. 
• Operating as a possib le mUltip le pal1ic le scattering detector. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSIONS 
5.1. Hypothesis 
At the beginning of this research, the Fo llowi ng hypothesi s was suggested: 
A four-beam optical polarimeter can establish a unique produ.ctive algorithm to 
detect particle shape ill addition to the presence of nOli -spherical particles. This 
particular shape detection system has a reduced suscepribiliry to pracrical errors 
cal/sed by geomerric aligllmel/l between tire oplOeiectronics and a measurement 
chamber cOlllail/illg aqueol/s sllspensiollS of particles. A dllal channel detection 
system has the capability of millimisillg those errors ami hence is more robllst thall 
a sillgle challnel detection system. 
and the followi ng question was posted: 
(2) The Questioll 
Can one devise a 4-bealll cross-polariseI' with LEDs method that wifl be robust 
enough f or aI/-line particle shape detection ? 
5.2. Theoretical Conclusions 
The theory for the detection of the presence of non-spheres in chapter two has 
been successfully implemented in a theoreti cal model in chapter 4. T he provisions 
of the three elements of the scattering matrix , namely FI !. FI 2 and F22 , from the 
readi ly supplied T-Matrix software allow a prompt start to the modelling of the 
theory described in chapter 2. The theoretical results from the model indicate that 
the depicted theory with its unique productive algorithm have successfully 
di scriminated between non-spherical particles and spheres. Funher analysis of the 
resu lts from the theoretical model indicate that a dual channel detection system is 
al so able to detect accurately non-spherica l particles with different or higher aspect 
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ratios, in addition to an indication of a separable di stance between spheres and 
non-spheres with the lowest aspect ratios in the experimental range (Hematite 
1.14). 
It was di scovered that a dual channel detecti on system had an added capabil ity, 
which was the reduction of elTors caused by the effect of tilting, caused by 
imperfect glass cuvettes. However, the unique error minimisati on feature can onl y 
be observed at the expense of performing more scattering measurements rather 
than a s ingle measurement , for each volume concentrations of each particle type. 
A single channel detection system does not possess thi s error reduction feature at 
all. 
5.2.1. Limitation of the Model 
A limitati on of the model is: 
• A slight error in the measurement of the dimensions of the hematite pruticles 
during the manufacturing process lead to an error in the ca lculations of the 
elements of the scattering matrix by the T-Matrix software. The theoreti cal 
model may not have been able to accept such small variations in parameters 
(aspect ratio), aJthough this was possible in rea.! experimental work. The 
model should therefore be extended further to accept such vari ations in these 
parameters. 
5.3. Experimental Conclusions 
A dual channel optoelectronic system has been developed and tested. The system 
has a dual channel LED dri ven anti -phased modulated source and two PiN 
detection channels which are not commonl y found in most repolted scatteIing 
measurement systems. 
Scattering measurements were made on particle suspensions for both polystyrene 
latex spheres and non-spherical hematite pmticles. Experiments were conducted on 
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spheres of diameters O.5micron, I.Omicron and 2.0micron, and for the hematite 
particles, having aspecl ral ios in the range 1.14 to 4.45. An experimental phase has 
been executed to conducl trials on the real suspensions and the observations made 
have been compared with the above theoretical results in chapter 4. 
The most obvious observation from the v3lious sets of experimental results is that 
all the 9 different types of hematite partic les are clearly separable from the 
spherical particles of O.5micron, I.Omicron and 2.0micron. In addition to this, the 
9 different types of hematite p3l1icles are al so clearly separable from each other. 
Apart from thi s di stinct separation between hematite particles and that of the 
spherical particles of O.5micron, l.Omicron and 2.0micron, the output responses of 
the hematite particles also react correctly with changes in its aspect ratios. Thus, 
indicating that the system is inherentl y sensitive to particle shape in addition to the 
initial di scrimination between hematite particles and spheres. 
The dual channel detection system al so illustrates the unique error minimisation 
effect when twenty scattering measurements for each volume concentrations of 
each particle type were performed for the first and second set of experiments, and 
then subsequently reduced to five scattering measurements for the third and final 
set whose purpose is for a c1e3l'er presentation of the en"OfS caused by the effec t of 
tilting. 
The scattering of the different particles provide sensitive shape information in the 
sense of the p3l1icles ' aspect ratio. The theoretical model can serve as an excel/ent 
tool to check the accuracy of the particles that were supplied. The information 
from the theoretical model can also be used to design new and more sophisti cated 
optical instruments which 31'e capable of deli vering information from basic p3l1icle 
shapes (cubes, cylinder, platelets etc) or from complex particles such as qU3l1Z, 
limestone, sodi um chloride etc. 
Finally, the experimental results were found to provide reasonable agreement with 
the theoretical results. Using such a dual channel optical system, the identification 
of spheres and non-spherical p3l1icles is possible, and it was also capable of being 
used wi th submicron «1.0~m) p3J1icles (such as Spheres O.Smicron). It was also 
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shown from the experiments that error (data spread) was highly reduced, which 
was indicated by tables 4.1 la, 4.llb, 4.11c and 4.lld. This shows the error 
reduction in a dual channel system and hence indicates the benefits of using optica l 
system B as a potential system for robust particle shape detection. In contrast, a 
single channel detection system was not found to be able to eliminate errors. 
Although ultra-high intensity LEDs were used, the level of brightness still could 
not be compared to that of lasers. Despite this, it had been a choice well made to 
select LEDs and PiN diodes as light sources and detectors respecti vel y for the 
construction of the detection system. For two obvious reasons, LEDs are operab le 
with very low power requirements and their modulation frequency can be easily 
varied over a wide range. Although lasers are very good excitation sources, their 
cost and high power requirements sometimes prohibits the desi gn and 
development of new instruments for practical/commercial use. It wou ld be an 
alternative solution if an LED-based particle size-shape analyser could be 
developed in the market. 
An instrument using LEDs and PiN diodes was developed for the detection of 
particle shape. The theory described in chapter 2 was proven and experimental 
results have provided strong supporting evidence on the technique of panicle 
shape detection. At best a fair agreement between theory and experiment can be 
seen. The elements F" and F22 of the amplitude scattering matrix have been 
shown to be very sensitive to panicle shape. They, in addition to the use of linearly 
polarised light as opposed to circularly andlor elliptically polari sed light, together 
with the relevant optical components (Mueller maltices) , may provide detailed 
information on shape (in the gradients of responses of the various particle types) . 
The advantage of using a dual channel detection system is clearly demonstrated, its 
ability to detect non-spheres from spheres plus its high efficiency in the 
identification of the different particle shapes of various aspect ratios. One can 
therefore at this stage declare that the objectives have been met. The main 
objective of detecting non-spheres has been achieved, the presence of spheres can 
also be sensed, and finally, different shapes of hematite particles can be identified. 
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5.3.1. Limitations of the System 
The limitations of the system are: 
• The two scattering angles for the detectors had to be physically adj usted, as a 
scanning mechani sm had not been incorporated into the system. A scanning 
mechanism, whereby either the sources or the detectors can be rotated around 
the optical axis, might be beneficial. Thi s would lead to easier determination 
of more optimal forward and backward scattering angles for the shape 
detection process, in addition improving the accuracy of the detection system. 
• Also, particles tested in the system will settle considerably over time. This 
wi ll give inconsistent and unreliable results. Therefore, some method of in-
line agitation could be incorporated into the system to help maintain the 
suspension of particles during the experiments. 
5.4. Further ResearchIWork 
Possible suggestions for future work in this research topic could be to reduce the 
limitations encountered for both theoretica l and experimental areas of this project, 
such as: 
• Extend the model fUlther to detect complex patticle shapes such as that of 
sodium chloride crystals, inegularJy shaped quattz particles, glass fibres, fine 
sand etc. 
• Extend the model futther to accept smaller variations in particle parameters 
(aspect ratio). 
• Detect several palticle types in the same sample (different materials of varying 
aspect ratios) . 
• Include a scanning mechanism, as outlined above. 
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• Include some method of on-line agi tati on to help maintain the suspension of 
the parti cles. A possible way to ensure that the partic les do not settl e down 
after a peliod of time (without agitation) could be to embed the particles in 
epoxy resin , thus forming solid phantoms. 
5.5. Advantages of Research 
The advantages of this research are: 
• T he technology of thi s method has been implemented in a sufficientl y simple 
way. Unlike existing methods which employ semiconductor lasers as their 
source of illumination, thi s technique provides a lower cost due to the usage of 
common so lid-state li ght sources (LEDs), Pi N diodes and basic opti cal 
polari sing components, such as linear polali sers and pIano-convex lenses . It 
provides improved sensitivity over a single channel detection sys tem and the 
avoidance of using lasers also ensured a safer environment fo r obtaining 
scattering measurements. 
• Due to its low implementation cost and robust abili ty in detecting shape, the 
technique in thi s method may be used in rea li sti c environments, for example, 
in biological contamination monitoling and in industli al process-monitoring 
appl ications. 
• This research has provided a new technology fo r the in-s itu/on-line detection 
and monitoling of particle shape, which can have significant needs in industli al 
process- monitoling applications, for example, the food industry, whereby 
vari ati ons in the shapes of a popul ation of palti cles might be an indication of 
product quality. 
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APPENDIX A 
SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF 
EXPERIMENTAL PARTICLES 
Appendix A presents all the micrographs fo r the three different sizes of 
polystyrene latex spheres and the nine types of supplied non-spheri ca l hematite 
patt icles of various aspect ratios that are used in the measurements. 
Figure A.l Micrograph for polystyrene latex spheres of diameter O.5micron. 
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Figure A.2 Micrograph for polystyrene latex spheres of diameter l.Omicron. 
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Figure A.3 Micrograph for polystyrene latex spheres of diameter 2.0micron. 
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Figure A.4 Micrograph for non-spherical hernatite paI1icles of aspect 
ratio 1.14. 
Figure A.S Micrograph for non-spherical hematite paIticles of aspect 
ratio 1.30. 
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Figure A.6 Micrograph for non-spherical hematite particles of 
aspect ratio 1.46. 
Figure A.7 Micrograph for non-spherical hematite particles of aspect 
ratio 1.80. 
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Figure A.S Micrograph for non·spherica l hematite paltic les of aspect 
ratio 2.33. 
Figure A.9 Micrograph fo r non-spheri ca l hemati te particles of aspect 
ratio 2.69. 
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Figure A. IO Micrograph fo r non-spherical hernatite particles of aspect 
ratio 3.47. 
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Figure A.ll Micrograph for non-spherical hematite particles of aspect 
ratio 3.78. 
Figure A.12 Micrograph for non-spherical hematite particles of aspect 
ratio 4.45. 
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